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Day.

West Point, Monday, January 6th, 1879, 10 A. M.

The Board met pursuant to the foregoing orders and adjournment.

Present—Maj.-Gen. John M. Schofield, U. S. A.; Brig.-Gen. A. H.
Gerry, U. S. A. ; Col. George W. Getly, U. S. A., and the Recorder,

Also, Fitz-John Porter, the petitioner, and the several gentlemen of

counsel.

The reading of the minutes of the previous session was omitted with

the consent of the petitioner.

ARGUMENT OF JOHN C. BULLITT, OF COUNSEL FOR
PETITIONER.

Mr. Bullitt said: May it please the Board, the accusations against

'Gen. Porter, without following the technical form in which they were
drawn in the charges and specifications, may be stated as follows :

—

I. That Gen. Porter did not march, as ordered to do, at 1 A. M. of

the 28th of August, 1862, from Warrenton Junction for Bristow Station,

but delayed moving for two hours, or until 3 A. M.

II. That he did not obey the joint order of the morning of August
29th, 1862, to Gen. McDowell and himself, to move towards Gainesville.

III. That on the 29th of August, 1862, being with his army corps,

between Manassas Station and the field of battle then pending, and
within sound of the guns, and in the presence of the enemy, and
knowing that a severe action, of great consequence, was being fought,

and that the aid of his corps was greatly needed, he did fail all day to

bring it on the field, and did shamefully fall back and retreat from the

advance of the enemy, without any attempt to give them battle, and
without knowing the forces from which he shamefully retreated.

IV. That while a severe action was being fought on the 29th August,
1862, by Gen. Pope, and believing the troops of Gen. Pope were sus-

taining defeat and retiring from the field, he did fail to go to the aid of

Gen. Pope, and retreated away and fell bsick with his army, and left to the

disasters of a presumed defeat, Gen. Pope's army, and failed, by any
attempt to attack the enemy, to aid in averting the misfortunes of a

disaster that would have endangered the safety of the capital of the

country.

y. That he disobeyed the order of 4.30 P. M. of August 29th, 1862,
to attack the enemy on his flank or rear.

(3)



VI. That he disobeyed the order of 4.30 P. M., to attack the enemy,
and retreated from advancing forces of the enemy, without any attempt

to engage them, or to aid the troops who were already fighting greatly

superior numbers, and were relying on the flank attack he was ordered to

make, to secure a decisive victory, and to capture the enemy's army :

results which must have followed from said flank attack had it been made
by Gen. Porter in compliance with the said order.

These six propositions present the substance of all the accusations

upon which Gen. Porter was found guilty by the court-martial which
tried him, and rendered its decision January 10th, 1863 ; and it appears

to me, that the first inquiry should be as to the precise object of this

investigation, and the nature of your duties in connection with it.

You have been directed by the President to examine the record and
proceedings of the court-martial, to hear such new evidence as is on file

in the War Department, and such other evidence as may be presented

to you, and to advise the President of what in your judgment may be

his duty in the premises.

The duty devolved upon you then is, I think, in one sense

appellate. That is, you are to review the proceedings of the court-

martial, and to examine the evidence which was submitted to them

;

you are to examine the findings of that court; you are to examine
the opinion which was submitted by Judge Advocate-General Holt to

President Lincoln ; and you are to determine whether the evidence was
sufficient to warrant the findings of that court.

However, you are not bound to stop at that point. You have then

the right to examine the testimony which has been submitted to you
from the record of the original proceedings, together with the new
testimony ; and you are to determine, in view of all which is thus

properly before you, whether the findings of the court-martial against

Gen. Porter are supported in fact and law, and whether they should be

allowed to stand.

In examining the proceedings before the court-martial, and the find-

ings of that court, we must recognize the fact that they are entitled to

very great weight. We must admit that p7'im,d facie you should assume

that they are right, or were right at the time, with the light which that

tribunal had before it; and that it is for us to satisfy you, either from
the proceedings of that court, and the evidence which was before it, or

from the subsequent evidence which we have introduced, that it was in

error. We must begin with the assumption that the laboring oar is

upon us ; that the onus is upon us to show the errors into which the

.

court-martial fell then, owing either to a want of proper construction

of the evidence before them, or the want of knowledge of the facts

which you now know as developed by the subsequent evidence.

So also with reference to the approval of the sentence of Gen. Porter

by President Lincoln. You should, as we think, regard that action not

only with respect, but accord to it much weight, as due to the opinion of

the President of the United States in a case such as this.

But, while we concede all this, still if we are able to show you that

the approval of the findings of that Court, and that sentence, by Presi-

dent Lincoln were due to a misapprehension on his part, and that he .



misunderstood the facts, we have a right to ask you to disregard his

approval altogether.

You are acting under what I suppose may be called the pardoning

power of the President. The sentence against Gen. Porter was, in part,

executed; but in part it is being executed every day that he lives. Ay,
and it will be executed upon his posterity as long as it stands. He was

dismissed from the army under that sentence ; and the effect of a part of

that sentence is to disqualify him from holding any office of honor or

profit under the United States Government—a matter which probably

is not of the slightest importance to him so far as the profit is concerned;

but, so far as it affects his good name, his honor and his reputation, it is

of the last importance to him, and those who cling to him and surround

him, that he should be vindicated.

He is not invoking the pardoning power of the President upon any
ground of clemency or mercy ; he does not ask that the President of

the United States shall say to him, "You shall be pardoned, because you
have suffered," or "because you have suffered beyond what your crime

deserved."—He is not asking that. And to-day, if the pardon of the

President, or the revocation of this sentence, were to depend upon his

accepting it upon the concession that he had been guilty of the crimes

with which he was charged, and that he had suffered enough for those

crimes, he would spurn the offer. If he cannot obtain what he believes

he deserves, upon the ground, and the ground alone, that the sentence was
founded upon error and misapprehension, and that injustice was done

him, then he is unwilling to accept anything from the government or its

representatives. He recognizes that in asking you to look at the findings

of the court-martial and the proceedings before them, the duty is in-

cumbent upon him to meet the.se charges frankly, without fear and
without a resort to technicalities, and that everv fact connected with this

transaction, and every word which he has uttered in reference to it, must
be ransacked to see whether there can be found any ground upon which
that sentence or those findings can be sustained.

In approaching this subject, it seems to me that the first thing in

order is, to examine the proceedings of the court-martial and see how far

the evidence submitted to them sustains the charges which were made.

Order to march at 1 A. M. August 28th, 1862.

The first point that presents itself is, that of disobedience to the order

to march at 1 A. M. of August 28th, 1862. He was found guilty of

disobedience under the ninth article of war, by reason of having failed

to march at one o'clock on the morning of August 28th, as directed in

that order. In the testimony to which I shall refer, I shall only read

from one of the witnesses who was examined on behalf of Gen. Porter,

because I believe that what Gen. Butterfield says on page 185 (O. R.)

states the whole position, and .states it so clearly that it is almost unnecessary

to read any other—certainly unnecessary for me to do it. You no doubt
recollect the effect of the testimony of , the witnesses upon this point.

Gen. Butterfield says (page 185, O. R.) :

—

" Answer. The order I believe was for Gen. Porter to move his forces

at one o'clock in the morning to Bristow Station. He handed the order
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to Gen. Morell, or to Gen. Sykes, who were present, and said there was
a chance for a short nap, or something of that sort (I do not remember
the exact words), indicating that there was but little time for preparation.

Gen. Sykes or Gen. Morell, I do not remember which (one or both of

them), spoke with regard to the fatigue our troops had endured, the dark-

ness of the night, and the fact that, in their judgment, the troops would
be of more service to start at a later hour than they would be to start at

the hour named. In reply to these remarks. Gen. Porter said, rather

decidedly, that there was the order ; it must be obeyed ; that those who
gave the order knew whether the necessities of the case would warrant

the exertions that had to be made to comply with it. I do not state that

as his exact words, but as the substance of what he said. Capt. DeKay,
who brought the order, was theu present, and was asked some questions

about the road. He stated that it was very dark, and that the road was
full of teams. General Sykes, I think, suggested that it would be im~
possible for us to move at the hour named, if the road was full of teams

;

that they could not find the way. Gen. Porter called two aids and sent

them off to investigate the condition of the road, and to ask Gen. Pope
to have the roads cleared, so that we could come up. When we got

outside, the darkness was so apparent (to use such an expression), and it

seemed to be such a matter of impossibility to move, that Gen. Porter

said :

—

' In consideration of all the circumstances, I will fix the hour at

three o'clock, instead of one. You will be ready to move promptly.'

And I subsequently wrote an order, in Gen. Porter's tent, for my com-
mand to be in line to march at three o'clock."

This testimony of General Butterfield is confirmed by Gen. Sykes, by
Gen. Morell, by Gen. Warren. Substantially it is confirmed by almost

all the witnesses who have testified on both sides,

Wiien we come to examine the evidence which was relied upon
by Judge Advocate-General Holt, before the court-martial, under this

specification, we find that he first recited Capt. Duryea's testimony. He
said :

—" The first answer to the position taken in the defense, that in con-

sequence of this darkness, it was impossible to obey the order, is found in

the testimony of Capt. Duryea, who deposes that on the night of the 27th

of August he marched with his command from Warrenton, and did

not halt until about midnight, and that ' he did not experience any un-

usual difficulties growing out of the night.'" (Page 303, O. R.)

It would be supposed that the Judge Advocate, when citing Capt.

Duryea for the purpose of proving that there were no unusual difficul-

ties growing out of the night, would have looked through the remainder
of his testimony to see how far that statement was sustained by the whole
of his testimony. I have read all that was cited by the Judge Advocate,

in his opinion, from Capt. Duryea; and I will now read what he omits

from his opinion :

—

'' Q. Was the part of the road over which you passed obstructed by
wagons or otherwise ?

"A. The march was very slow. I should think they halted every fen or

fifteen minutes. It was a very tedious march." (Page 116, O. P.)

Again :
" Q. Where were you, and in what position, on the 27th of

August last ?



^'A. We were on the march from Warrentou, and on the night of the

27th of August we halted, I should think, some three or four miles this

side of Warren ton.

" Q,. At what hour of the night did you halt ?

"A. About midnight." (Page 115, O. R.)

Now, the evidence of Capt. Duryea was relied upon by the Judge
Advocate to prove that there were no unusual difficulties in the way of

marching that night, and yet Capt. Duryea says that they halted every

ten or fifteen minutes, and that it was a very tedious march. The
gentlemen of the Board know a great deal more, of course, than I do
about the unusual difficulties in the way of marching. But I suppose

that it does not require a soldier to know that where troops are march-
ing from about dark until midnight, six or seven hours, and they have
to halt every ten or fifteen minutes, there must be some unusual

difficulties in the way of marching. Further than that, he testified that

they halted, " I think some three or four miles this side of Warrenton."
They left Warrenton by daylight, and they were until midnight march-

ing three or four miles. In other words, they marched probably not

over half a mile an hour. Is it possible that this force would have
taken five or six hours to march a distance of three or four miles, unless

there had been some unusual difficulties in the way? It appears to me,

that when the Judge Advocate was relying upon this testimony to prove

that there were no unusual difficulties, if he had only turned to the

other portion of the testimony of this same witness, for the purpose of

ascertaining what were the real facts, he would have seen that the facts

stated by the witness entirely destroyed the opinion expressed by him,

that there were no unusual difficulties.

He then relied upon Major Barstow ; but all that witness says is :

—

" I have no vivid recollection of that night beyond other nights. It

seemed to be very much like other nights on 'which we moved." He
adds that no difficulty was experienced in marching the troops up to the

hour at which they encamped. He says he reached Buckland Mills at

nine o'clock, and started from there at daylight the next morning. He
had no special occasion to observe the character of the night after nine

o'clock (page 111, O. E..).

I suppose that the testimony of that witness would be worth just

about as much as that of any one of the gentlemen in this room, if he
were asked to-day what was the character of the night of the 27th of

last August. The Board may have better memories upon that subject

than I have, but I doubt whether any one of you, unless you have
special occasion to remember it, could say what the character of the night

of the 27th of last August was. You might be able to remember it if

there was something to impress it upon your minds.

Another witness that the Judge Advocate-General relied upon is

Lieut.-Col. Myers, and of him he said :

—

"Lieut.-Col. Myers, who, as Chief Quartermaster to Gen. McDowell,
had charge of the trains passing over this road on the night of the 27th,
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states that he was up nearly all night. He was asked the following

question :

—

" Q. In view of tlie condition of the road, as you described it, and

also the character of the night, was or was not the movement of troops

along that road practicable that night ?"

He replied :
—" I do not know of anything to hinder troops marching

along the railroad then. There was a road running each side of the

railroad. I should think it would have been easy for troops to move
along there, although I may be mistaken in that." (Page 303, O. R.)

I am giving you the testimony which is cited in the opinion of the

Judge Advocate. I want to show that the witnesses upon whom he

relied in fact proved the very contrary of that which he deduced from their

testimony. Now that which is omitted of the testimony of Col. Myers
upon this subject is this :

—

" I was up nearly all night. It was quite dark. There was no moon.

It was a dark night. I could not state about it toward morning par-

ticularly." (Page 108, O. R.) And again:—"I think all my train

went into park. The wagons were coming in all night, and I could

hear the wagons rolling nearly all night. No trains passed me that

night." (Page 104, O. R.)

He halted within a short distance of Bristow Station. He says :

—

" There were no wagons in front of me. I was with the head of the

train. «

" Q. You have been understood to say that the wagons were rolling

all night?
" A. Yes, sir ; coming into park, as they got along all night. The

rear wagons take a long time to come up in a long train of two thousand

or three thousand wagons.
" Q. Then they were coming into park all night from the road ?

" A. Yes, sir ; wherever they could find a place to park, they parked."

(Page 110, O. R.)

Thus you observe that the Judge Advocate, in relying upon Col.

Myers, cited him to prove that there was no difficulty in marching

along that road that night; and the Judge Advocate took iro notice of

the other facts which this witness states, that there were from two thou-

sand to three thousand wagons along the road upon which Gen. Porter

would have been obliged to march. I feel, of course, some little diffi-

dence in talking to men who understand that subject so much better than

I do, still I do not think it requires a military man to form an opinion

of the obstruction which would be offered in a road, by two thousand

or three thousand army wagons ; for it is a very simple question of

calculation : forty feet to a wagon and team, multiplied by three

thousand wagons, would make one hundred and twenty thousand

feet, that is equal to twenty-three or twenty-four miles, strung out

on a line ; if doubled, equal to eleven or twelve miles ; and if put

four abreast, equal to four or five miles. Now, assuming that upon
this road anywhere, army wagons were moving four abreast for five

miles, can any sane man say that this was not a serious obstruction

to marching along that road on a dark night? Would any com-



mander of a force, who had any regard for the efficiency of his corps

and the condition of his troops, when he was to perform a duty such as

Gen. Porter knew was before him—would he feel that he was justified

under such circumstances, to march over a road with such obstructions

upon it? It maybe said that it is proven here that on some parts of the

route there were roads on each side of the railroad. But, on the other

hand, it is also proven that for a considerable portion of this distance,

there was a single road. It is further proven that a portion of this road

was a recently made army road through woods, and with stumps in

it. Now I submit that the evidence cited by the Judge Advocate
shows the entire mistake into which he had fallen upon this whole

subject; and that his mind was so filled with prejudice, so pois-

oned against Gen. Porter, that, able as he was, and thorough in the

performance of his duty as he was, he was unable to review this

evidence as it ought to have been examined at that time.

The Judge Advocate also referred to Gen. Reynolds as sustaining the

ground, that the march could have been made by Gen. Porter that

night. He said :

—

" General Reynolds, called by the accused, and who entertained a

very strong estimate of the embarrassments in the way of the march of

the troops on the night of the 27th, over the road to Bristow Station,

admitted on cross-examination, that dark as was the night, troops could

have marched, provided that they had had a road and a guide to con-

duct them, both of which the command of Gen. Porter had." (Page

303, O. R.)

Now, when you look at the testimony of Gen. Reynolds, you will

find that this was the question put to him by the Judge Advocate :

—

" You say that the night of the 27th of August was too dark to have
marched troops over a country not known to them, without either a guide
or having a road to follow ; suppose they had a road, and a guide who
had passed over the road a few hours before, who was acquainted with
it, or professed to be acquainted with it, and who proposed to conduct
the army, and that army was to march during that night over one of the

country roads of Virginia, would it have been practicable to do so ?

"A. I suppose it would." (Page 171, O. R.)

That was the question put to Gen, Reynolds, and the answer upon
which the Judge Advocate founded a quotation from Gen. Reynolds as

supporting the view for which he cited it.

He omitted, however, the following :

—

By the accused.
" Q. What was the character of the night ?
' A. It was a very dark night, as was the succeeding night. I recol-

lect both of them distinctly, from having been about a good deal until
after twelve o'clock each night.

" Did you consider it too dark a night in which to march troops in
masses over an unfamiliar country ?
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" A. I should think so, certainly, without a guide, or marching on
roads. I do not think it possible to have marched troops on such a

night, without having a good guide, or marching on a road.
" If the road over which you were to pass were, to some considerable

extent, obstructed in several places, would you have regarded the march-
ing of large masses of troops on that night as practicable?

''A. I should not. I should have considered it as a very precarious

undertaking." (Page 170, O. E.)

We must suppose that a man in the position which Gen. Reynolds oc-

cupied, could have formed as good a judgment as to what should have
been done under the circumstances, as any man who could have been

called upon at that time. Had the Judge Advocate put the ques-

tion to Gen. Reynolds, in the form in which it must present itself now,
that is, if he had put in as a hypothesis that there were three thousand
wagons upon that road, that it was not an ordinary Virginia country

road, but that it was in places a narrow, recently made army road, with

stumps in it, and running through thick woods, and crossed by small

streams, and by the railroad, on parts of which trains were running, as

has been proven by abundant testimony—in other words, if he had stated

the facts as you know them to have really existed—then Gen. Reynolds'

opinion would have been even more emphatic, if he could have made
it so, than as expressed in his answer last quoted.

Now we come to the citation of the Judge Advocate from Gen.
Heintzelman, to the effect that it was not impossible for troops to have
marched over that road on the night of the 27th. But he omitted to

note that part of Gen. Heintzelman's evidence, which seems to me to be

to the contrary.

" Was there, on the night of the 27th of August, a route of march
practicable for Gen. Porter's troops from Warrenton Junction to Bris-

tow Station, so far as you have knowledge of the country ?

"A. That would depend upon where the wagons were; there were

places where the wagons would have entirely obstructed the road.'' (P^g©

82, O. R.)

What could be more conclusive than this ? How can any man in his

senses, knowing the fact that these wagons, two thousand to three thou-

sand or more in number, were upon the road over which Gen. Porter

had to move, gravely quote Gen. Heintzelman as authority for saying a

night march under such circumstances was practicable ?

The Judge Advocate also relied upon Gen. Pope.

In his opinion the night was good for marching, and the road was

clear ; but even if the roads had been entirely blocked up, the railroad

track was clear, there was no obstruction to the advance of infantry. It

might be inferred from this, that the march would have been but a

pleasant summer evening's excursion, for he seems to think that there

could not have been the slightest difficulty in nine thousand or ten thou-

sand men with artillery marching over the railroad track. Well, it may
be that that is a pleasant road for the general of an army ; but I do not

believe anybody except such a man would think that a railroad track was
a reasonable road for a private citizen to go over, much less for an army
of nine thousand or ten thousand men with artillery.
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But what does Gen. Heintzelman say about marching over the rail-

road track? Gen. Heintzelman says (page 81, O. R.), "It was very

difficult to march on the railroad at night. Some of the rails were torn

up, ties 'piled upon the track, culverts destroyed, and bridges burned"
The importance of following up this testimony, as I have en-

deavored to do, in reference to this point, seems to me to be this: I

have endeavored to show you from these quotations of testimony, on the

part of the Judge Advocate, that he was relying on the testimony of

witnesses, who themselves show, that the point for which he was con-

tending was not sound, and that if he had only given a fair or full

Bummary or statement of the whole of their evidence, the exact reverse of

the inferences drawn by him would have been conclusively established.

The Judge Advocate says, the manner of marching was an indication

that Gen. Porter was not trying to execute the order in good faith. But
Gen. Porter's order to Col. Brinton, at twelve o'clock at night, to clear

the road ; his requests to Gen. Pope to assist him to clear the road ; his

orders to his staff and their efforts ; Gen. Porter's own exertions

to get the wagons out of the way ; Gen. Pope's declaration that Gen.

Porter was reported as " coming along slowly," pushing the wagons out

of the road; the evidence of Generals Sykes and Morell and Butterfield,

and of the other officers of Porter's command who were examined as to

the presence of the wagons and the extreme difficulty of marching on
account of them ; the fact that Gen. Porter's general officers all urged the

delay ; the fact that he only yielded to their urgency a reluctant consent,

after seeing that the darkness was " so apparent," and it was " such a

matter of impossibility to move," as was proven by Gen. Butterfield; the

fact that the troops were in no condition to march,—all this had no weight
with the Judge Advocate-General. He brushes them away as though
they were but feathers, while the slightest expressions of an adverse

character, no matter from what source they came, were magnified to the

last degree.

We would have no occasion- to take issue with the Judge Advocate-
General on this matter, if it was not that this opinion, this revise by him,
has a most important bearing upon this case, and that this Board, as I

think, must give to that opinion the most careful and most attentive con-

sideration. It is entitled to such consideration by reason of the distin-

guished official position held by the Judge Advocate ; and more than that,

by reason of the very able character of the officer who filled that

position. No man who has any familiarity whatever with the char-

acter of the Judge Advocate-General, or his public career, can fail to ac-

cord to him the very highest degree of intellectual power. His opinion,

of which I am speaking, was given to the President of the United
States, in response to written instructions dated January 12th, 18()3,
" To revise the proceedings of the court-martial in the case of Major-
Gen. Fitz-John Porter, and to report fully upon any legal questions that
may have arisen in. them, and upon the bearing of the testimony in

reference to the charges and specifications exhibited against the accused
and upon which he was tried." (Page 299, O. B,.)

That opinion was necessarily gwasi-judicial in its character. It was
for the purpose of enlightening the conscience and instructing the mind
of the President in regard to the facts involved in the most important
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military trial that had taken place in the history of the nation. The
sentence of the conrt-martial was the severest that could be imposed,
short of death, and to an honorable, high-toned, and sensitive nature, it

was perhaps worse than death. The accused had enjoyed the highest

degree of confidence on the part of the President, of the army, and of the

nation. He had won signal honor and distinction on more than one hard-

fought field. In soldierly attainments and qualities, in devotion to his

country and to the cause in which he was enlisted, in energy, zeal, and
perseverance, and in the power to command, he was regarded as the

peer of the truest and best of his comrades in arras.

The conviction of such a man, by court-martial, of the crimes with

which he was charged, produced a moral shock throughout the whole
country. We may well imagine the effect on the mind of the President

when he found that a general of such character, and one in whom he had
put such trust and confidence, had been convicted, by a court of his fellow-

officers, of such crimes. He instructed the Judge Advocate-General to

revise the proceedings of the court-martial, and report fully upon the legal

questions, and upon the bearing of the testimony in reference to the

charges and specifications. That report was beyond a doubt expected by
him, and believed by him, to be a fair review of the testimony both for

and against the accused. The President had a right to act upon it as

the unprejudiced conclusion of a gwasi-judicial examination and review

by an able and experienced lawyer, who stood in a relation to him and
to the case, that enabled and required him to submit, for the guidance of

the President, a candid, impartial, and exhaustive summary of what was
established by the evidence on both sides. The action of the President,

in approving the sentence, carried very great weight with it at that time.

It is entitled to the highest respect at your hands now, and we are bound
to realize this, and to show how it was that this approval was made under

a misapprehension as to the facts.

It is for this reason, among others, that I have deemed it proper to call

your attention to the character of the "revise," or opinion of Judge Ad-
vocate-General Holt, submitted under date of January 19th, 1863, to

President Lincoln, and that I shall still further endeavor to show how far

that opinion was erroneous, upon the points to which I,have referred. I

have tried, and will still try, to follow it closely and fairly.

The Judge Advocate, when he comes to state the defense which was

made by Gen. Porter, upon the point which we are considering, says

this :

—

" The violation of this peremptory order is sought to be excused, or,

rather, fully justified by the accused, on three grounds :

—

"First, the fatigue of his troops; second, the darkness of the night;

third, the obstructions on the road, growing out of breaks and difficult

places in it, and the presence of wagon trains in motion." (Page 303.)

Having thus stated the grounds of the defense, we would naturally

suppose that he would then have giv^en the strong points in favor of

Gen. Porter, as presented by the evidence. I will read all that I have

been able to find in that opinion or revise, stating what Gen. Porter's

defense relied upon •.

—
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'' The generals who advised and participated in the determination not

to move at one o'clock deposed that their troops were very much ex-

hausted.

"Gen. Reynolds, called by the accused, and who entertained a

very strong estimate of the embarrassments in the way of the march of

the troops on the night of the 27th, over the road to Bristow Station,

admitted, on cross-examination, that dark as was the night, troops could

have marched, provided they had had a road and a guide to conduct

them ;
" and there is added by the Judge Advocate in the same sentence,

"both of which the command of Gen. Porter had." (Page 303.)

"Gen. Heintzelman testifies that it was not impossible for troops to

have marched over that road on the night of the 27th, but that there

would have been a great many stragglers, of which he said there are more
or less on all night marches. He describes the road as narrow, but

in tolerably good condition." (Page 303.)
" It is true that at twelve o'clock on the night of the 27th, Lieut.

Brinton came from Catlett's Station to Warrenton Junction, and on

having an interview with the accused, he spoke to him of the wagons
on the road, whereupon accused directed him, on his return, to have the

road cleared. On his arrival at Catlett's Station he told the adjutant to

send out some men to get these wagons out of the way. He does not

know that the direction he gave was complied with." (Page 305.)
" On the consultation which took place between the accused and his

generals when the order was received, the opinion was expressed by the

latter (and it has been repeated in their testimony) that nothing would be

gained in the way of time, by starting at one o'clock instead of a later

hour—say three or four." (Page 305.)
" It is true that Gen. Griffin says, ' I know the artillery which

followed the brigade—that is, a carriage or two of the artillery which
followed the brigade—got stuck in the mud, or in a little creek, and had
trouble in getting out.' When more closely questioned as to the cause

of the halt, he said, ' I halted because I found, when I got to the point

where I did halt, that I had only a portion of my brigade with me. In
the darkness, by some accident or other, we had become separated, and I

halted to get my brigade together, and the artillery, I presume, is what
detained us there until we started again. That is my impression. I do
not know that positively Gen. Morell was in command of the division."

(Page 305.)

I have given you all that the Judge Advocate cited as sustaining

Gen. Porter's defense. I have looked to see what portion of the revise or

opinion by the Judge Advocate, which was devoted to this particular

subject, applied to the elucidation or setting forth of the testimony, upon
this point, oflPered by Gen. Porter. While four pages are devoted to

this subject, but thirty-six lines of those four pages are devoted to show-
ing what the evidence which had been adduced by Gen. Porter in his

defense was.

You have heard this record. You have heard the testimony of

Gen. Morell, Gen. Sykes, and the other witnesses, who proved what the

character of the night was, what the character of the obstructions was,

what the difficulty was in the way of Gen. Porter marching, what his
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own acts and declarations were at the time he received that order, and
what he did the next morning when he was endeavoring to be up on
that march ; and you can now determine how far that which I have just

read was a fair statement to be set down in an opinion upon a case such as

this, involving issues such as were involved here, and intended to en-
lighten the President's conscience and inform his mind, when you see

that of four pages devoted to this subject, only thirty-six lines were given
to the testimony on the part of one who had been accused of such crimes

and found guilty, notwithstanding that that testimony was of the char-

acter which this record shows, and which, as your memory must verify,

was of the very strongest nature in support of his defense.

Now, for the purpose of seeing how the Judge Advocate, in this

revise, seems to have been carried away, how he seems to have lost sight

of the testimony upon the part of Gen. Porter, and to have magnified

every expression which was dropped by a witness who seemed to be

adverse to Gen. Porter, let me call your attention to what he said on
page 305 in reference to the testimony of Capt, De Kay.

" There are certain other facts disclosed in the testimony which
go far to indicate a settled purpose on the part of the accused to disregard

this order of his commanding general. It was couched in terms as

strong as a military man could employ in addressing a subordinate;

and yet its urgent language was not commented upon, and does not

seem to have attracted any attention, as appears from the conversation

that ensued between the accused and his generals after its receipt. The
accused, as we learn from Capt. De Kay, handed it to one of his generals

present, saying, 'There is something for you to sleep on,'—not some-

thing that you are to prepare to execute—not something which announces
that the army with which we are connected is threatened by great perils,

which we must make extraordinary efforts to meet, but ' Something for

you to sleep on.' The whole tone of that conversation was to the last

degree saddening and discouraging for those who believe that in the

prosecution of this war nuich vigor is much wisdom." (Page 305, O. R.)

It would be inferred from this that there was no doubt but that these

were the precise words used by Gen. Porter :
—" There is something for

you to sleep on." The emphasis put upon them would convey the im-

pression, too, that they were said in a tone and manner evincing an

unquestionably bad spirit on the part of Gen. Porter, and that his generals

sympathized with him in the feeling. These words seem to me to be inno-

cent enough ; I do not perceive any such wicked purpose as is ascribed

to them by the Judge Advocate. I submit, that when relying upon
them, -he should have at least made some reference to the other side of

the question. On the contrary, the statement is made as though it was
a conceded and uncontradicted fact that those were the exact and precise

words used by Gen. Porter. Now let us turn for a moment to the

testimony of Gen. Butterfield. I have read it already, but this part of

it I will read again. Gen. Butterfield says (page 185 of the record):

—

" He (Porter) handed the order to Gen. Morell or to Gen. Sykes, who
were present, and said there was a chance for a short nap, or something
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of that sort. (I do not remember the exact words)." Again, after

stating the urgent reasons pressed by Generals Sykes and Morell for the

delay of the hour of marching, he says :
—" In reply to these remarks,

Gen. Porter spoke rather decidedly ; that there was the order, it must be

obeyed ; that those who gave the order knew M'hether the necessities of

the case would warrant the exertion that had to be made to comply
with it."

I submit, that in a revise or opinion such as this was, the words

of Gen. Butterfield should have been quoted, if those of Capt. De Kay
were worthy of so important a notice. Gen. Butterfield, it seems to me,

was not at all more likely to be mistaken than Capt. De Kay. I think

that if the Judge Advocate believed that the testimony of Capt. De Kay
"was of so much importance as to give it the prominent position he

did give it in this opinion or revise*, he should at least have put the

'opinion of Gen. Butterfield in the other end of the scales for whatever
weight it was entitled to. The Judge Advocate said that the language

and tone employed by Gen. Porter was " saddening and discouraging
"

But certainly there was nothing in the language of Gen. Porter to which
that remark could apply, for Gen. Porter insisted that the order must be

obeyed and that they must march ; and he yielded only to the urgent

solicitation of his officers, who were in his tent. We do not contend

for a moment that Gen. Porter was not responsible for what he did. I

do not suppose that any general has a right to screen himself from
responsibility by throwing it upon his subordinate officers. But I do
suppose that resort may be had to the opinions of those officers ;—the men
whose duty it was to see that their troops were in an efficient condition,

the men who were responsible for the discipline and efficiency of those

troops. I suppose it is a proper thing for the commanding officer not
only to consult them, but to give due weight to the opinions which they

may express. I suppose that no general who is worthy of a command
would fail to give a proper consideration to the opinions and advice

of his subordinate officers standing in the relation to him which Generals
Sykes and Morell did to Gen. Porter on that night.

But there is another aspect in which the opinion of the Judge Advo-
cate, to which I have referred, becomes a matter of importance. We
have stated that we considered the finding of this court-martial as en-

titled, not only to respect at your hands, but to very great weight with
you in your consideration of this subject. We have no method of ascer-

taining the reasons which operated upon this court-martial in arriving at

its conclusions, because the members of the court do not disclose the

grounds upon which they act. But we must look to this opinion of the

Judge Advocate as being the only exposition of the views which the

members of that court entertained ; and if it appears, by looking at the

opinion, that it does not rest upon sound logic, if you come to the

conclusion that the reasons given by the Judge Advocate do not sustain

the findings and the sentence, then I think you will conclude that the

opinion of the court-martial is not entitled to any more weight than that

opinion is, and that if the one falls the other must fall with it.

I do not propose to enter into a more minute examination of the

evidence, to show that the darkness of the night and the obstructions
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were such as to justify Gen. Porter in changing the hour of marching
from one to three.

The facts, as shown by Mr. Maltby in his argument, are so clearly

established on this point as to render it unnecessary. It would be but a

waste of time. My purpose was to prove to you that the finding of the

court-martial was not sustained by the evidence then before the court,

and I have endeavored to do so by showing that the inferences drawn
by the Judge Advocate were entirely fallacious.

For this purpose I have shown you upon what he did rely and the

mistakes made by him, and I am confident you must find that his

conclusions are not well drawn from the evidence, and I am further

confident that on the whole evidence, when taken together. Gen. Porter

should have been acquitted of disobedience under the ninth article of

war.

But the Judge Advocate took the position that it was the duty of Gen.
Porter to have marched at one o'clock at night, no matter what were the

obstructions, no matter what was the darkness. I do not propose to

elaborate this point, but simply to state the propositions, as I understand

them, rather than to discuss them. I suppose that an officer, when he
receives an order to be executed in the presence of the commander who
gives the order, is bound to execute it without considering what he has

to do, except merely to execute that order. But I suppose, that where
an order is given to an officer at such a distance from the commander
who gave it, that it is impossible for the latter to know the precise cir-

cumstances and conditions surrounding the officer receiving the order, at

the time that it is received by him, that then a question may arise as

to what that subordinate officer should do, and he has a right to consider

whether the conditions in which he is placed are those which were

contemplated by the commander who gave him the order, and if he

finds that those conditions have changed, or that his superior officer did

not at the time understand or know what those conditions were or would
be, then he has a right to exercise his best discretion in endeavoring to

comply with that order in spirit, as far as he is able to do so.

I submit that when you come to examine this order to Gen. Porter, to

march at one o'clock at night, you will find that the spirit of that order,

the purpose of that order, the end of that order was, to -bring Gen. Por-

ter, with his command, to Bristow Station in such a condition as to be

used for the purpose of attacking the enemy and driving them from
between Manassas and Gainesville, where they were then known to be.

I submit further, that if Gen. Porter, knowing that the purpose of being

called to Bristow by Gen. Pope was, that he should be used for the pur-

pose of attacking the enemy when he arrived at Bristow Station, knowing
that in order to do that he must have his troops fresh, knowing that if,

.under the circumstances shown by the evidence, he had his troops up to

move at one o'clock at night, they would be so fatigued, so worn out by
waiting until daylight enabled them to move, that when they did

arrive at Bristow Station they would be entirely incompetent and unable

to be used for the purpose for which they were intended, that then, if

Gen. Porter had, under those circumstances, determined nevertheless to

move at one o'clock, it would have been such a miserable subterfuge and
pretense of obedience to the order, that he would have deserved the cen-

sure which was heaped upon him, instead of the commendation which he
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should have received for exercising a proper discretion and judgment in

so handling his troops, in so moving and marching, that he could accom-

plish the only true purpose of a soldier by being most efficient at the right

time, and at the right place, against the enemy upon whom he was moving.

If I am right about it, that this was the true aim and purpose of this

order, and if I am right in the construction which I put upon the nature

and binding force of these orders, then I think it is quite clear that Gen.

Porter, in determining to move at daylight (the only time at which, as

I think you must be satisfied from the testimony, he could move with

efficiency), was doing that which he ought to have done, was doing that

which, under the circumstances, was the only proper thing for him to

do; that there is no military rule which imposed upon him the necessity

of attempting to move at one o'clock that night; and that therefore the

opinion and finding of the court-martial upon this point in the case was

manifestly an error.

The Joint Oeder to McDowell and Porter of August 29th,

1862.

We now come to consider the next proposition, which is the charge

that Gen. Porter disobeyed the joint order of the morning of August
29th, 1862, to Gen. McDowell and himself to move towards Gainesville.

The joint order was in the following words :

—

"Headquarters Army op Virginia,
" Centreville, August 29th, 1862.

" You will please move forward with your joint commands towards

Gainesville. I sent Gen. Porter written orders to that effect an hour and
a half ago. Heintzelman, Sigel, and Reno are moving on Warrenton
turnpike, and must now be not far from Gainesville. I desire that as soon

as communication is established between this force and your own, the

whole command shall halt. It may be necessary to fall back behind Bull

Run at Centreville to-night. I presume it will be so on account of our

supplies. I have sent no orders of any description to Ricketts, and none
to interfere in any way with the movements of McDowell's troops, except

what I sent by his aid-de-camp last night, which were to hold his posi-

tion on the Warrenton pike until the troops from here should fall on the

enemy's flank and rear. I do not even know Ricketts' position, as I

have not been able to find out where Gen. McDowell was until a late

hour this morning. Gen. McDowell will take immediate steps to com-
municate with Gen. Ricketts, and instruct him to join the other divisions

of his corps as soon as practicable. If any considerable advantages are

to be gained by departing from this order, it will not be stri(!tly carried

out. One thing must be held in view : that the troops must occupy a

position from which they can reach Bull Run by to-night or by morn-
ing. The indications are that the whole force of the enemy are moving
in this direction at a pace that will bring them here by to-morrow night
or the next day. My own head-quarters will, for the present, be with
Heintzelman's corps, or at this place.

"JOHN POPE,
" Major- Genei^al Commanding.

"Generals McDowell and Porter."
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No order or information whatever was received by Gen. Porter from
Gen. Pope after this order was received, until the delivery of what is

known as the 4.30 order, late in the afternoon, or about sunset. Gen.
Porter did not even know that Gen. Pope was not still at Centreville.

He did not know that Gen. Pope had moved his headquarters to the

immediate rear of Sigel, Reno, and Heintzelman, near the intersection of

the Sudley road and Warrenton pike. We must, therefore, consider the

conduct of Gen. Porter in the light of the joint order, and the circum-

stances as they existed on that morning, upon the receipt of that order,

and as they developed during the interval between the receipt of that

order and the 4.30 order.

The order I have just read is, I think, very obscure. It may be my
want of military education which makes it seem so, but it certainly has

been a source of great difficulty to me in my endeavor to understand it.

The circumstances surrounding it, and surrounding Gen. Porter, were
of such a character that I can understand the difficulty, even to him,

must have been very great indeed. But we must endeavor to analyse

this order, and try to find out what it does mean, and try to find out

above all what it ought to have meant to Gen. Porter at the time he

received it.

The directions contained in it are :

—

1st. That they were to move with their joint commands towards

Gainesville.

2d. That as Gens. Heintzelman, Sigel, and Reno were moving on the

Warrenton pike, in the direction of Gainesville, and were then not far

from it, communication must be established with that force, and then the

whole command should halt.

3d. That the troops must occupy a position from which they could

fall back behind Bull Run at Centreville that night, or by morning.

4th. That if any considerable advantages were to be gained by de-

parting from this order, it would not be carried out.

5th. That Gen. McDowell should instruct Gen. Ricketts to join the

other divisions of his corps as soon as practicable.

These are the literal directions contained in it. But it becomes
necessary to look somewhat deeper, for the purpose of understanding

what was intended to be conveyed to the mind of Gens. McDowell and
Porter by this order, and the construction they were to put upon it.

This can only be done by the light of the events immediately preceding

its issue and the then known military situation.

But before referring to those events, I wish to call attention to one

injunction which Gen. Pope deemed essential to impress upon Gens.

McDowell and Porter, and which it was imperative upon those officers

to consider in its bearing upon all their actions that day ; for it was
" to be departed from only in case considerable advantages were to be

gained " thereby.
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It Is this :—Gen. Pope says " it may be necessary to fall back behind
Bull Run at Centreville to-night."

" One thing must be held in view—that the troops must occupy a posi-

tion from which they can reach Bull Bun by to-night, or by morning."
" The indications are that the whole force of the enemy are moving

in this direction at a pace that will bring them here by to-morrow night

or the next day."

Gen. Pope thus places above all else, the bearing in mind by these

officers that the troops would probably be behind Bull Run that night,

or next morning.

He next makes the enemy's probable arrival in whole force at the

least twelve hours after he contemplated that his own army would get

behind Bull Run.
He thus arranges to have his army behind Bull Run, at Centreville,

in time to take a proper defensive position before the enemy should be
"upon him.

It appears to me that he thus announces in his order that he aims to

avoid a general engagement with the main force of the enemy—at all

events not to have it till his forces get behind Bull Run.
Having this in mind, and having thus impressed his generals with this

purpose to avoid a general battle, he directs that their forces shall move
forward—that they shall form a line of battle—his generals to exercise a

limited discretion in case of " greater advantages:" such as the destruction

of Jackson by attack in flank and rear; or the formation of their line so as

to reach Bull Run by night, or next morning ; and such as the precau-

tions necessary to avoid a general battle in case the main forces of the

enemy should be found in their front, a fact which did prove to be true,

though apparently unforeseen, and at least denied, by Gen. Pope.
With this light, and that shed by the facts as they knew them, Gen.

McDowell and Gen. Porter considered that joint order; and each, after

McDowell separated the forces, governed himself that afternoon, accord-

ing to his best ability.

It is to be considered whether Gen. Porter after the separation acted

honestly and properly according to his best judgment. But to proceed
with the events prior to the issue of the joint order.

On the 27th, a portion of Heintzelman's forces, under Hooker, had
an encounter with Ewell, of Jackson's command, near Bristow. It was
then known that Jackson was somewhere between the Manassas and
Gainesville road and the Warrentown pike, and that Longstreet was
marching in the direction of Manassas through Thoroughfare Gap, to

join Jackson, and was then within a short distance of the Gap. Gen.
Pope had issued a general order, dated August 27th, directing Gen.
McDowell, with Sigel, to move from Warrenton to Gainesville, and that

Heintzelman and Reno should move to Greenwich, communicate with
McDowell, and support him in his operations against the enemy. Porter
had been also directed to push forward, as soon as relieved by Banks, in

the direction of Greenwich and Gainesville.

Now this was intended, as I understand it, as a concentrating move-
ment to press Jackson, and McDowell's movement on the Warrenton
pike to Gainesville was a most important constituent in that move-
ment.
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In pursuance of that order, McDowell issued his order of 11 .30 P. M.,
August 27th, at Buckland Mills, to carry the directions of the general

order into effect. McDowell's Defense, page 39.

This order of McDowell " directed the holding of the strong positions

of Buckland Mills and Haymarket, with a support at Gainesville, so as

to hold in check any force coming through either gap, while two of the

divisions with Heintzelman and Reno should go against Jackson, in the

direction of Manassas." This was communicated to Pope, as also " the

information of the near approach of Longstreet." McDowell's Defense,

page 44.

Next came the order to McDowell from Pope, Bristow Station, Au-
gust 27th, 9 P. M., to march to Manassas. McDowell's Defense,

page 40.

Then McDowell changed the disposition by order from Reynolds'

camp, August 28th, ordering Ricketts to look out for Longstreet's com-
ing through Thoroughfare Gap.
The order which was issued from Reynolds' camp is this :

—

" General Orders No. 10.

" Headquaetees Third Army Corps,
"Reynolds' Camp, Aug. 28th, 1862.

" 1st. Major-Gen. Sigel will immediately march with his whole corps

on Manassas Junction, his right resting on the Manassas Railroad.

"2d. Brig.-Gen. Reynolds will march on the turnpike immediately in

rear of Gen. Sigel, and form his division on the left of Gen. Sigel, and
march upon Manassas Junction.

"Brig.-Gen. King will follow immediately after Gen. Reynolds, and

form his division on Gen. Reynolds" left, and direct his march upon
Manassas Junction.

" 4th. Brig.-Gen. Ricketts will follow Brig.-Gen. King, and march to

Gainesville, and if, on arriving there, no indication shall appear of the

approach of the enemy from Thoroughfare Gap, he will continue his

march along the turnpike, form on the left of Gen. King, and march on

Manassas Junction. He will be constantly on the lookout for an attack

from the direction of Thoroughfare Gap, and, in case he is threatened,

he will form his division to the left and march to resist it.

" The head-quarters of the corps will be at King's division.

" By command of Major-Gen. McDowell.
"(Signed) E. SCHRIVER,

Colonel and Chief of Staff."

That was followed by what is to be found on page 43 of Gen.

McDowell's Defense. On the morning of the 28th, Capt. Leski sent

Gen. McDowell the following message :

—

"10.15 A.M.
" The enemy is advancing; through the pass.^ ^

" W. LESKI,
"Captain and A. C.

" Col, Wyndhara will hold them as long as he can, and asks to be

reinforced. " (Signedj W. L."
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^TJpon that Gen. McDowell sent Gen. Ricketts this message:—

" August 28th.

" Send a brigade and battery to Colonel Wyndham, and follow them
up with your whole division.

"ED. SCHRIVER,
" Colonel and Chief of Staff.

"Gen. Ricketts."

This was shortly after ten o'clock in the morning. Under this order,

Ricketts moved with his division to Thoroughfare Gap and remained

until about sundown or dark of the 28th, when he retreated back to

Manassas by way of Gainesville and Bristow from Longstreet's forces.

Unquestionably he was retreating from Thoroughfare Gap in conse-

quence of the movement which was made by Longstreet's forces coming
through the Gap and coming through Hopewell Gap, as has been de-

scribed.

King's division was upon the Warrenton pike, between Groveton and
Gainesville, and towards evening of the 28th had a very sharp engage-

ment with a part of Jackson's forces. This division retired from the

Warrenton pike after their fight on the night of the 28th, around to

Manassas.

Early in the morning of the 29th, Gen. Gibbon, who commanded a

brigade in King's division, went to Gen. Pope, told him of what had

occurred the night before, that the absence of troops on Warrenton pike

had left the way open for Lee's army to join Jackson, and he supposed

he would send troops there if he had them. Gibbon, page 244 (N. R.).

Porter was moving to Centreville under order dated near Bull Run,
August 29th, 3 A. M.

That order was :

—

" Headquarters Army of Virginia,
" Near Bull Run, August 29th, 1862, 3 A. M.

"Gen.:—McDowell has intercepted the retreat of Jackson; Sigel

is immediately on the right of McDowell ; Kearney and Hooker march
to attack the enemy's rear at early dawn. Major-Gen. Pope directed

you to move upon Centreville, at the first dawn of day, with your whole
command, leaving yonr trains to follow. It is very important that you
should be here at a very early hour in the morning. A severe engage-

ment is likely to take place, and your presence is necessary.
" I am, general, very respectfully, your obedient servant,

" GEO. D. RUGGLES,
" Colonel and Chief of Staff.

" Major-Gen. Porter."

That order Gen. Porter received about six o'clock in the morning, and
he moved between six and seven.

While moving under this order. Gen. Porter met McDowell at the

Weir House, near Manassas Junction. Then McDowell informed him
of the position of matters, and especially of the retreat of King and
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way to Manassas. King's troops had already reached Manassas.
Gen. McDowell also stated that Longstreet was coming through

Thoroughfare Gap to join Jackson, and that the then plan of the cam-
paign was preparation to form behind Bull Run a line of this army, and
of the reinforcements from the army of the Potomac, and not to bring

on a general engagement until this was done. See Porter's Statement,

page 32.

Porter moved on, and when two and one half miles beyond Manassas,
in the direction of Centreville, he met Capt. Piatt, who gave him a ver-

bal order to move to Gainesville and take King with him.
The point at which Gen. Porter received this message through Capt.

Piatt was about six to seven miles from Bristow, in the direction of

Centreville.

Piatt went on to McDowell to inform him that King's division was
ordered to move back to Gainesville with Porter.

I suppose that this order to Gen. Porter to take King's division and
move to Gainesville was, in point of fact, sent to Gen. McDowell, in

order to inform him that King's division had been assigned to Gen.
Porter, and that it was after and in consequence of the visit paid by Gen.
Gibbon to Gen. Pope ; and that Piatt, on his way to see Gen. McDowell,
had reached Porter before Gibbon reached Porter with the written order

;

and that, meeting Gen. Porter, Piatt informed him of the message which
he was taking to Gen. McDowell. This is sustained by the testimony

of Capt. Piatt, which has been taken by deposition, and which was read

to you. I think Mr. Maltby referred to that portion of it. At any rate,

it will be found in his testimony.

When Gen. McDowell received this message through Capt. Piatt, that

King's division had been assigned to Porter, Gen. McDowell sent a

note to Gen. Pope, requesting that King's division of his corps be not

turned over to Porter, but that he be allowed to conduct it himself.

Gen. Pope says (page 14, O. R.) :

—

" An hour and a half later, I received a note from Gen. McDowell,
" whom I had not been able to find until that hour in the morning, re-

" questing that King's division of his corps be not turned over to Gen.
"Porter, but that he be allowed to conduct it himself. I then sent a

"joint order to Gens. Porter and McDowell, directed to them at

" Manassas Junction, &c."

Then again, on page 29, Gen. Pope says :

—

" Answer. I received a note from Gen. McDowell, about the time,
" I think, that Dr. Abbott came to me from Gen. Porter, in which Gen.
"McDowell referred to the order which I had sent to Gen. Porter, to

" which reference is made in the joint orders to Gens. Porter and Mc-
" Dowell, and asked that King's division may be returned to him and
"not assigned to the command of Gen. Porter. It was in consideration

"of Gen. McDowell's request, and perhaps somewhat due to the request
" for a written order that I had received from Gen. Porter, though I did
" not remember it at the time I answered, that this joint order was writ-
" ten, which relieved King's division from service with Porter's corps."

What I wish, at this point, to impress upon the minds of the Board,

is that Gen. McDowell, upon receiving information that King's di-
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vision had been assigned to Gen. Porter, immediately sent a note to Gen,

Pope, remonstrating against the turning of King's division over to

Porter, and asking that it be returned to him, an(l that Gen. Pope's com-
pliance with that request was to be found in the joint order which

we are now considering. It will be seen, I think, as we progress, that

each one of these facts becomes important in considering the effect of

the joint order and the position of Gen, Porter in reference to it, as well

9,s that of Gen. McDowell.
Gen. Porter, after receiving the order through Piatt, faced his com-

mand about and moved it back towards Gainesville, on the Manassas and

Gainesville road.

Porter then dismounted and wrote a message to Pope, which he sent

by Dr. Abbott. Abbott, page 65 (O. R.)

This message, on the part of Porter, to Gen. Pope, which was
sent by Dr. Abbott, gave Gen. Pope full information as to King's and
Eicketts' divisions, as communicated to Gen. Porter by Gen. McDowell.
In other words, when Gen. Porter found that he was marching back in

the direction of Gainesville; and had obtained the information from Gen.

McDowell, to which I have referred, with reference to the then con-

dition of affairs ; namely, that King and Ricketts had retreated from the

important points at which they had been placed the day before ; that

Thoroughfare Gap was left open ; and that Longstreet's force, without any
difficulty, could come through, he immediately communicated it to Gen.

Pope; and in doing so, he did that which, I suppose, it would have

been the duty of any officer who had the cause in which he was engaged

at heart, to do, with alacrity. At the same time he informed him
that he had that morning received several verbal orders from him,

rather contradictory in their nature, and that though the verbal

order by Piatt was contrary to the written one under which he was then

moving to Centreville, he obeyed it as the proper one under existing cir-

cumstances ; but asked, in order to avoid any mistake in the understand-

ing of orders, that Gen. Pope would in future put his orders in writing.

This message having been sent by Gen. Porter to Gen. Pope by Dr.

Abbott, Gen. Porter then rode back towards Manassas and again saw Mc-
Dowell at the Weir House, and then McDowell requested him to place

King on his right, so that he would have his command together when
the forces were united, it being understood that Reynolds was to be on
the left of the forces on Porter's right. Gibbon, page 245 (N. P.)

Gibbon delivered to Porter the written order referred to. Gibbon,

page 259 (N. P.)

That order, which was sent to Gen. Porter through Gen. Gibbon, is in

these words

:

" Headquarters Army of Virginia,
" Centreville, August 29th, 1862.

" Push forward with your corps and King's division, which you will

take with you, upon Gainesville. I am following the enemy down the

Warrenton pike. Be expeditious, or we shall lose much.

"JOHN POPE,
" Maj.-Gen. Commanding."
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Gen. Porter had been informed that the plan of the day before

was to intercept the retreat of Jacksop and to interpose between Long-
street and Jackson before Longstreet could get up, and that this plan

had been partially thwarted by the retreat of Ricketts and King on the

night before. He was also informed of the fact that Longstreet was
coming through Thoroughfare Gap.

Porter moved on in the direction of Gainesville with his own corps

and King's division until he reached Dawkin's Branch, where he met
the enemy about 11.30 A. M. coming from Gainesville.

He had captured some rebel scouts, and from them, from the knowl-
edge he had of Longstreet's position of the night before, from the dis-

tance to Thoroughfire Gap of about nine miles, and from the dust rising

above the trees, he had every reason for believing that it was Longstreet's

force which confronted him.

Skirmishers were thrown out. Butterfield's brigade was ordered to

move forward and seize a commanding position, so as to cover the de-

ployment of the troops while getting into position for an engagement;
Morell's division was ordered to deploy in line of battle ; Sykes' division

was also being brought forward for the same purpose, and King's divi-

sion was following.

These movements were in progress under the order to which I have
referred, that Gen. Porter received in the morning through Captain

Piatt, and subsequently in writing through Gen. Gibbon. These move-
ments were in progress, all looking to a forward movement and an attack

upon the enemy, when Dr. Abbott arrived with the joint order. It is to

be observed that this joint order was returned to Porter by the same
messenger who had taken Porter's note to Pope, informing him of

Ricketts' and King's retreat, and of the situation as he had derived it

from McDowell. Abbott, page 264 (O. P.).

This is a short summary of the facts in the light of which that order

was read and construed by Porter.

From the terms of this order, and with the aid to be thus derived

from previous events and the then known situation of affairs, it appears

that its purpose was to intercept the retreat of Jackson, and to interpose

the troops of McDowell and Porter (referred to) between Longstreet and
Jackson, at or near Gainesville, before Longstreet could effect the junc-

tion with Jackson, and as a part of the proposed concentration—the ulti-

mate end of which was the crushing and capture of Jackson.

Thus far it was but a duplication in purpose of the previous orders

sent to Gen. Porter; that is, I mean, of the order sent by Piatt

to take King's division and move to Gainesville, and by Gen. Gibbon to

do the same thing. But there were two qualifications annexed to the

joint order that did not appear in the other.

The first qualification was, that as soon as communication was estab-

lished with Heintzelman, Reno, and Sigel, the whole command should

halt.

The second, that the troops must occupy a position from which they

could reach Bull Run that night or the next morning.

The order went further : It added Ricketts' division to the force

already under Porter's command, and placed Gen. McDowell in a posi-

tion to act conjointly with Porter ; and it, further than that, conferred the
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right to depart from the order, in case considerable advantages were to

be derived from so doing.

That, I think, is about the substance of that order as near as I can

get at it. As I have said, it is an exceedingly complex and obscure, and, I

think, difficult order. It has not been ray fortune to have had much
experience in such matters, but I should think that if there is any one

thing that ought to be taught in military aifairs, it is that orders should

be simple in their character, plain, and easily understood, especially

where that which is to be done under them is to concern so largely an

army and a country, and where those who are to execute them have to

decide quickly and promptly as to what is to be done. It seems to rae

that it is a case in which of all others simplicity should be the rule. I

can not see anything simple in this order. It is complex, it is obscure,

it is difficult. I can imagine that any man who was acting under it might

have found himself involved in difficulties, no matter what step he took

in reference to it, and that great liberality should be exercised in judging

of the conduct of an officer who was to be guided by it.

The view which I have given of this order, it seems to me, is sus-

tained by :

—

1st. The testimony of Gen. McDowell, " That the plan of the pre-

vious day under which he was acting, and which was partially thwarted

by the mistake of the night before, on the part of certain division com-
manders, was that this concentration should have been effected against

Jackson, for the purpose of pressing him before the arrival of Long-
street." McDowell, page 829 (N. R.).

2d. The verbal order of Pope to Porter, sent by Piatt on the morning
of the 29th, to march to Gainesville and take King with him, thus fol-

lowing this plan and seeking to retrieve its partial failure. Page 14
(O. R.).

3d. The written order delivered by Gibbon to Porter, to push forward

to Gainesville, and take King's division with him. See order. Porter's

statement, page 27.

4th. The statement of Gibbon, that the object of the order was to

interpose these forces between Longstreet and Jackson, and thus prevent

their junction, the importance of this being the substance of what he had
communicated to Pope. Gibbon, 259 (N. R,).

5th. By Gen. Pope's evidence that " Their (King's) withdrawal to

Manassas Junction, I feared had left open Jackson's retreat in the direc-

tion of Thoroughfare Gap, to which point the main portion of the army
of Lee was then tending to reinforce him," as a reason for issuing the joint

order. Page 14 (O. R.). (See, also. Pope's Ev,, page 34, O, R.)

6th. That portion of the joint order itself, in which McDowell and
Porter are directed to move upon Gainesville with their joint commands,
and in which they are informed that Heintzelman, Sigel, and Reno were
moving on the same point by Warrenton pike, and that no orders had
been sent to Ricketts, and none to interfere in any way with the move-
ments of McDowell's troops, except those sent to McDowell the night
before, which were to hold his position on the Warrenton pike until the

troops moving down the Warrenton pike should fall on the enemy's
Jlank and rear, and that the indications were that the whole force of the
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enemy was moving at a pace that would bring them on the field by
" to-morrow night or the next day."

Now, if these premises are correct, this movement would seem to have
been a most wise, skillful, and judicious one, and probably it was—at

any rate I suppose it was.

But just at this point I want to call attention to that which seems to

me to be most extraordinary. The joint order says that the indications

were that the whole force of the enemy was moving at a pace that would
bring them ^' here by to-morrow night or the next day." The Gibbon
order was issued with the understanding that Lougstreet was pressing

through Thoroughfare Gap ; and Porter's movement was in part to pre-

vent his junction with Jackson. We know that the whole purpose of this

joint order, as I have undertaken to show, at least the great purpose to

be accomplishd by it, as well as that of the order issued prior to it, upon
which it was founded, was to prevent Longstreet from joining with Jack-

son, and that this joint order was issued in consequence of the informa-

tion which Porter had given to Gen. Pope that Ricketts had retreated

from Thoroughfare Gap that morning ; and that was one of the reasons

why Ricketts was added to Porter's force, and why Gen. Pope determined

to send Gen. Porter and King and Ricketts' division, amounting to

some twenty-five thousand or twenty-seven thousand men, back again to

take the place which had been vacated by Gen. Ricketts' and Gen. King's

retreat of the night before, for the purpose of intercepting and prevent-

ing the movement of Longstreet along the Warrenton pike, and his

union with Jackson.

Gen. Pope knew, at the time he issued that joint order, that

Ricketts had been driven from Thoroughfare Gap by Longstreet's

forces, and that he was sending this force there for the purpose of

intercepting and preventing this junction being made between Long-
street and Jackson. And yet he says that the indications were that

the whole force of the enemy was moving at a pace that would bring

them " here by to-morrow night or the next day." In other words,

the commanding general, with a knowledge that the enemy were within

nine miles of the point at which his forces were confronting Jackson, and

that Ricketts' division had been driven from Thoroughfare Gap on

the night of the 28th, and that the line of march by Longstreet was

unimpeded, makes the extraordinary statement, in the joint oi'der, that

the indications were, that the whole force of the enemy was moving

at a pace that would bring them on the field by the night of the next

day or upon the following day.

Now, I say that Gen. Pope knew that Longstreet's forces were in

a position so that they could reach the field during the day of the

29th ; and that he knew it at the time he stated in this order that they

would not reach there until the next night or the following morning.

And here let me call your attention to his own testimony. He says,

on page 33 of the Court-Martial Record :

—

" I had feared the junction of those corps at any moment, as I knew
from information that Longstreet was pushing forward to join Jackson

I therefore expected that movement of Longstreet certainly during the

afternoon of the 29th."
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That Gen. Pope had this knowledge, that he knew on the 27th

that Longstreet's forces were at White Plains, which is within four or

five miles of Thoroughfare Gap, there is abundant testimony in this

record. His own reports show it. He knew that the whole force of Long-
street or of Lee—the main force, under whatever name—were within a

day's march of Thoroughfare Gap upon the 27th ; he knew that upon
the 28th they were at Thoroughfare Gap ; and if his mind was in a con-

dition to understand anything, he must have known on the 29th at ten

o'clock when he wrote the joint order that Longstreet's forces early that

morning were within from nine to ten miles of Groveton, at the place

which is called the field of battle, because he knew that Ricketts' divi-

sion had been driven from that point by those forces on the night of

the 28th.

Now, I say that this is a most extraordinary phase of this whole
affair; here is a commanding officer giving an important command to

subordinates, sending them upon a mission of the first importance, putting

under their command twenty-five to twenty-seven thousand men for

the purpose of discharging a duty upon the result of which the fate of

his own army, and possibly the fate of his government, may depend,

with a knowledge that the main force of the enemy is within an easy

half-day's march of him, and yet telling his subordinates that this force

would not come upon the field until the night of the next day, or upon
the following day. Ls it fair to hold a subordinate officer responsible for

non-performance of duty under an order so inconsistent with known facts

as this was ?

Porter's and McDowell's commands, from the moment that order

reached them, were marching to a common point, with a common pur-

pose, which was to be effected by them conjointly. They were doing

duty together. That purpose was to re-assume the positions vacated by
"Ricketts and King on the night before and retrieve the vantage-ground

which had been thus lost. By this means the plan of concentration of

the day before was to be restored, and Jackson was to be pressed, and
Longstreet prevented from joining him.

It should be borne in mind, also, that the forces of King and Ricketts

numbered about fifteen to seventeen thousand men, and as they had been

driven from their positions, it must be assumed that Gen. Pope intended,

by uniting them to Porter's corps, to make the force strong enough to

effect his purpose.

The joint order, taken together with the facts to which I have referred,

shows that Gen. Pope regarded fhis as a most important movement, and
that he proposed to guard against the mischance of the night before

by providing a larger force, and one quite sufficient to accomplish the

objects of the movement.
Again, I do not find anything in the joint order that favors the idea,

in any way, of a separation of these two commands while performing the

duty assigned to them. But I do find that which shows that Gen.
Pope contemplated that they might not be able to accomplish the object

of the movement ; that circumstances might arise which would render it

impracticable. In that event the discretion given to depart from it, if

considerable advantages were to be gained by so doing, would spring into

existence.
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The construction which I have given to this joint order is one that

may be unsatisfactory to the Board. I do not know how far it accords

with the views which they entertain of it. It is the best translation

which I have been able to make, and I think it requires a process of
translation to arrive at what it does mean.
Having thus stated the occurrences of the 29th, which preceded the

delivery of the joint order to Gen. Porter, I now propose to call your
attention to what took place subsequently on that day, as bearing upon
Gen. Porter's conduct under the operation of the joint order.

Acts of Gen. Porter, and the Dispatches during the After-
noon OF August 29th, 1862.

It appears to me important in considering the accusations against

Gen. Porter, with respect to the joint order, that his acts should be

reviewed from the time it was received by him, until the close of the day.

For this purpose, I propose also to explain the bearing and to show the

connection of the dispatches of the afternoon of August 29th, which
were given in evidence "on the trial before the court-martial, and those

which were produced by Gen. Morell and by Gen. McDowell in the

recent examinations before this Board, together with what was done
during that time.

I have already called attention to the preparations made by Gen. Por-
ter immediately upon coming in contact with the enemy on or near Daw-
kins' Branch. I have also called attention to the fact that while these

movements were in progress, the joint order was delivered to him by Dr.

Abbott.

Immediately afterwards, and while the troops were still in motion in

pursuance of these directions. Gen. McDowell came up to the front with

a duplicate of the joint order in his possession, and, under its authority,

the command of the joint forces devolved upon him as senior in rank.

At this moment, Morell's division had come up and was largely de-

ployed. Sykes was coming up, and King's division was immediately in

rear of Sykes on the road from Manassas.

Immediately on arrival. Gen. McDowell exclaimed (O. R., pp. 135
and 141, and N. R., pp. 391 and 410), " Porter, you are too far out al-

ready ; this is no place to fight a battle." This expression of opinion

Porter interpreted, from the tenor of the "joint order " (then in his pos-

session) and from his previous interviews with McDowell at Manassas,

to mean that the command was then too far in advance of Bull Run and
of the supports coming to the array, and was not in proper position in

relation to the other parts of the army, to bring on such an engagement
as must ensue from their continued joint movement.

All preparations and movements to advance at once ceased.

In order to convince Porter that Longstreet, or the main forces of' the

enemy hastening to the relief of Jackson, had made connection with him
and was then practically in Porter's front, Gen. McDowell showed Por-

ter this dispatch :

—

" Head-quarters Cavalry Brigade, 9.30 A. M.
" Seventeen regiments, one battery, and five hundred cavalry passed

through Gainesville, three-quarters of an hour ago, on the Centreville
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road. I think this division should join our forces now engaged at once.

Please forward this.

"JOHN BUFORD,
Brigadier- General.

"General Ricketts."

It was then known to both Generals McDowell and Porter that the

force named by Gen. Buford was the advance division of the forces

which Gen. Pope had declared in the "joint order" he expected "by-

to-morrow night or the next day."

Gen. McDowell and Porter together rode through the woods to their

right and to the rear of the line of battle of Morell, until they crossed

the Manassas Gap Railroad. Their object was to see if King's division

could be passed through the woods under cover from the sight of the

enemy, and be made to connect Porter's right with the left of Reynolds

of McDowell's corps, then near Groveton.

Gen. McDowell, finding he could not get King's division through the

woods, turned suddenly back and rode rapidly to the rear along the rail-

road. To a call from Porter, " What shall I do ? " he replied only by a

wave of the hand.

Porter turned to go back to his command, and as' he crossed the rail-

road, or at some point on his ride back, he discovered some movement
of the enemy in his front, down the railroad, which led him to deter-

mine to make the attack or forward movement which had been brought

to a stand by McDowell's coming up and telling Porter " he was too far

out ; this is no place to fight a battle." He was satisfied that to make
it effectively he must have King's division with him.

To carry this purpose into effect, he determined to hold on to King's

division, if he could do so, and dispatched Locke to King for that pur-

pose.

Porter hoped to be able to hold on to King, intending to use him as

a reserve in support of his movement, and to call him up as the de-

ployment and advance of the corps permitted.

Porter had never been on that road or in that vicinity before, and
knew nothing of the character of the wocfds to his right. Its depth, its

density, and the roads or paths through it were all unknown to him,
except at the point near the railroad examined by him and McDowell,
at least a quarter of a mile in rear of the line of formation of Morell.

There the woods were impenetrable for artillery and impracticable

for infantry in any regular order.

At this time and throughout the afternoon. Porter sent mounted mes-
sengers through the woods to communicate with the forces of McDowell
and Sigel, and to ascertain the practicability of passing through the

woods separating him from them. The dispatches, soon to be quoted,

show that such of the messengers as returned to him represented the

woods as impassable and the inability of uniting with those forces except

by the Sudley Springs road up which McDowell carried King.
In pursuance of his intention to advance. Porter immediately ordered

Morell to move his division over to the right, and in part across the

railroad, and deploy in line of battle, and directed Sykes to move up
and deploy on the left of Morell.
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Thus the line of battle would be formed at right angles with the gen-
eral direction of the railroad and the Manassas and Gainesville dirt-

road, and upon and across those roads, with King in reserve and in

support along the Manassas and Gainesville dirt-road.

He proposed then to move across Dawkins' Branch, and attack
the force which he knew was then in his front, and which he sup-
posed to be gathering with increasing force. He also intended, if

possible, that Morell's right should connect ar communicate with
Reynolds on the right, if that should be found feasible, and it was at

this time he commenced sending mounted messengers to the troops at

Groveton.

This movement by Morell and Sykes was in part made, and was being
rapidly continued, when Col. Locke returned and delivered this message
from Gen. McDowell, whom he had found at the head of King's divi-

sion : "Give ray compliments to Gen. Porter, and say to him I am going
to the right, and will take King with me. I think he had better remain
where he is ; but, if necessary to fall back, he can do so on my left."

(O. R., page 135.)

Porter was convinced that it would be disastrous to make the move-
ment with his own corps alone, and that he would be culpable to attempt
it, especially in view of the course taken by Gen. McDowell and his

reasons therefor. Hence, on receipt of McDowell's message, he at once
recalled Morell to his position south of the railroad, and while Morell
was taking his position, artillery opened upon him.

This movement is described by General Morell as follows :

—

" After a while I saw Gen. McDowell and Gen. Porter riding to-

gether
; they passed off to our right into the woods toward the railroad

and after a time Gen. Porter returned, and I think, alone, and gave me
orders to move my command to the right, over the railroad; I started

then and got one brigade, and, I think, one battery over the railroad,

passing through a clearing (a cornfield), and had got to the edge of the
woods on the other side of it, when I received orders to return to my
former position ; I led the men back, and as the head of the column was
in front of Hazlitt's battery, which had been put in position, we received a
shot from the enemy's artillery directly in front of us." (O. R., page 146.)

It is described by Gen. Griffin as follows :

—

" After the conversation. Gen. McDowell rode to the right ; I received

an order almost directly after Gen. McDowell had left to recall my pick-

ets and orders to move my command to the right ; I attempted to go to

the right, and moved probably six hundred yards, until with the head
of my column I crossed a railroad said to run to Gainesville; here we
met with obstructions which we could not get through; it was reported

by somebody, I cannot say who, ^You cannot get through there;' we
then faced about and moved back to the hill where the battery I first

referred to was stationed ; as we were getting to this hill the enemy's
batteries opened upon us ; my brigade was then placed in position in rear

and to the right of the batteries, and remained there during considerable

artillery firing; I can not say how long." (O. R., page 162.)
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The movement to the right, as above described, was in the wood skirt"

ing the ridge on Dawkins' Branch, upon which Morell's troops were

deployed when they first halted. It was not intended by Gen. Porter to

thrust his corps in over that broken cleared ground to his right and front

and between Jackson's right and the separate enemy massing in his front,

as Gen. McDowell claimed in his evidence before the court-martial, he

directed him to do. Tiiat, in the judgment of Gen. Porter, would have

been " a fatal military blunder," and could have resulted in nothing

but disaster. That opinion he expressed in his defence before the court-

martial, and subsequent developments have only confirmed it.

His purpose was with Griffin's brigade of Morell's division (the larg-

est of the three), slightly refused north of the railroad, to secure the right

flank, and perhaps connect or, at least, communicate with Reynolds, to

attack the enemy then in his front with the remainder of his corps sup-

ported by King, who could rapidly be brought up immediately south of

the Manassas-Gainesville road, and formed to assist the centre and left

of the line.

Having recalled Morell to the ridge which he occupied when Gen.
McDowell left him, and having seen his command posted to resist

attack, and having Sykes immediately in rear along the Manassas
Gainesville dirt road reaching from Morell's line back to Bethlehem
Church, and thus supporting Morell, Porter took his position at the

rear of Sykes' troops, at Bethlehem Church, near the junction of the

Gainesville and Sudley Springs road, this point being the most suitable

from which to control his command and quickly communicate with

Gen. McDowell, the latter having taken the Sudley Springs road to Bull

Run and Groveton.

In these relative positions Porter's command remained till called away
the next morning by Gen. Pope's orders. Such changes as were made
will be noticed hereafter. But they did not alter the relative positions

in any material respect.

These movements, probably, required until about three o'clock.

Shortly after this Gen. Porter took his position at Bethlehem
Church, and the following dispatches passed between Gen. Morell and
himself:

—

[No. 30.]

"General:
" Colonel Marshall reports that two batteries have come down in the

woods on our right towards the railroad, and two regiments of infantry

on the road. If this be so, it will be hot here in the morning.

"GEO. W. MORELL,
Major- General."

Endorsed as follows :

—

" Move the infantry and everything behind the crest, and conceal the

guns. We must hold that place and make it too hot for them. Come
the same game over them they do over us, and get your men out of sight.

F. J. PORTER.'^
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[No. 31.]
" General Porter :

" I can move everything out of sight except Hazlitt's battery. Griffin

is supporting it, and is on its right, principally in the pine bushes*

The other batteries and brigades are retired out of sight. Is this what
you mean by everything?

"GEO. W. MORELL,
Major- General."

Endorsed as follows:

—

" General Morell :

" I think you can move Hazlitt's, or the most of it, and post him in

the bushes with the others so as to deceive. I would get everything

if possible in ambuscade. All goes well with the other troops.

F. J. P."

General Morell says, describing the movement directed to be made by
General Porter in the endorsements upon the dispatches above set out :

—

" I got the infantry back of the batteries under cover of tlie bushes

arid the crest of the ridge, and posted Waterman's battery on the oppo-

site side of the Gainesville road, and we remained in that position the

most of the day. (146, O. R.)

It will be remembered that there was heavy artillery firing in the

vicinity of Groveton about the time of the movements already de-

scribed. Later, and probably between three and four o'clock, this firing

lulled, and then broke out with increased vigor over to the north-east, in

the direction of Sudley and toward Bull Run.

This change in the artillery firing led Gen. Porter to suppose that the

main army was retiring in the direction of Bull Run.
It is to be borne in mind, also, that the joint order stated that

—

" It may be necessary to fall back behind Bull Run at Centreville to-

night. I presume it will be so on account of our supplies."

And again, "one thing must be held in v'mv^, that the troops must
occupy a position from which they can reach Bull Run to-night or by
morning." (See joint order, anfe, page .) The terms in which these

injunctions were conveyed gave them paramount importance, and com-
pelled Porter to watch most anxiously for any movement that indicated

the necessity on his part to comply with their directions.

The fire thus apparently retiring led him to suppose that purpose

was being carried into effect, and it was then the following dispatch was
sent (O. R., page 31) :

—
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No. 29.

" Gens. McDowell and King :

"I found.it impossible to communicate by crossing the woods to

Groveton. Tlie enemy are in great force on this road, and as they ap-

pear to have driven our forces back, the fire of the enemy having ad-

vanced and ours retired. I have determined to withdraw to Manassas.

I have attempted to communicate with McDowell and Sigel, but my
messages have run into the enemy. They have gathered artillery and
cavalry and infantry, and the advancing masses of dust show the enemy
coming in force. I am now going to the head of the column to see

what is passing and how affairs are going, and I will communicate with

you. Had you not better send vour train back ?

"F.J.PORTER,
'' Major-Genr

Gen. Heintzelman's diary recites the substance of this dispatch, and
shows it was received by Gen. Pope at forty-five minutes past five.

The following dispatch is but a duplicate of the foregoing. Gen. Por-

ter sent the duplicate by another messenger, so that in case the one

should not reach its destination the other would do so :

—

Newly produced by Gen. McDowell. (Page 810, N. R.)

"Gen. McDowell:
" The firing on my right has so far retired that as I can not advance,

and have failed to get over to you, except by the route taken by King,
I shall withdraw to Manassas. If you have anything to communicate,
please do so. I have sent many messengers to you and Gen. Sigel,

and get nothing.
" (Signed,)

" F. J. PORTER,
''Major-Gen:'

"An artillery duel is going on now—been skirmishing for a long

tmie.
" F. J. P."

This dispatch, or another one of the same family, not yet produced,

was seen by Gen. Sullivan, and is described by him. (P. 99, 100, 101,

N. R.)

In pursuance of the purpose expressed in these dispatches, Porter sent

to Morell the following order (N. R., page 423) :

—

[No. 28.]

"August 29th, 1862.
" Gen. Morell :

" Push over to the aid of Sigel and strike in his rear. If you reach

a road up which King is moving, and he has got ahead of you, let him
pass, but see if you can not give help to Sigel. If you find him re-

tiring, move back towards Manassas, and should necessity require it, and
you do not hear from me, push to Centreville. If you find the direct
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road filled, take the one via Union Mills, which is to the right as you
return.

'' F. J. PORTER,
"Major Gen.

" Look to the points of the compass for Manassas."

It is not possible now to determine with absolute certainty the route

by which Gen. Porter expected Gen. Morell to move under this order.

For it should be borne in mind that Gen. Porter had not explored, ex-

cept with mounted messengers, the woods north of the railroad, and
knew nothing of their character, except at the point visited by Gen. Mc-
Dowell and himself, and also that at which Gen. Morell had attempted

to move through in his proposed deployment to the right.

It is evident he intended Morell should move concealed through the

woods in the rear of the line then formed, and it is probable he supposed

Gen. Morell might move back on or near the railroad, until he reached

some point at which he might cross over towards the Warrenton Pike.

Whatever may have been the route he contemplated that Morell should

take, it would seem that this order could only have been given in further-

ance of the intention to withdraw as indicated in the above dispatches
;

yet it is manifest it was given for the purpose of aiding the other troops,

and provided for a withdrawal from the field only in contemplation of

the fact that the troops on the right were falling back.

But soon, finding he was mistaken as to the main army retiring, and
feeling the importance of holding his then strong position, and before

anything was done by Morell in execution of the order, he sent him the

following (N. R., page 424) :

—

[No. 33.]
" Gen. Morell :

" Hold on, if you can, to your present place. What is passing ?

" F. J. PORTER."

[No. 32.]
" Gen. Morell :

" Tell me what is passing, quickly. If the enemy is coming, hold to

him, and I will come up. Post your men to repulse him.
" F. J. PORTER,

" 3Iajor-Gen."

The dispatch sent by the hands of Lieut. Weld and delivered to

Gen. Pope, about five o'clock, now comes in as one of the missing links,

not yet produced by Gen. Pope.

Lieutenant Weld testified (O. R., p. 129) :
—

" I was sent with a message, sent to Gen. Pope, but to be delivered to

either Gen. McDowell or Gen. King. I first received a written message,

and then Gen. Porter gave me a verbal message to the effect that Gen.

Morell would now be strongly engaged; that there was a large force

in front of us ; that large clouds of dust were seen there, &c. I also

glanced over the written message, and it was to the same effect, but

much more minutely, with details of which I do not now remember."
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The Recorder has asserted tliat this dispatch was No. 29, the one

addressed jointly to Gens. McDowell and King. But he must have

forgotten that Lieutenant Weld testified :

—

"I do not think that is the one (the joint dispatch to McDowell and
King had just been shown the witness). The one I took, Gen. Pope put

in his vest pocket.^' (Page 131, O. R.)

I do not wish to exaggerate the importance of this dispatch or

the wrong done Gen. Porter by the failure of Gen. Pope to

produce it. And yet it is quite manifest, that if produced, it could

but aid most materially in clearing up any seeming obscurity that may
hang over the transactions of that afternoon. The hour at which it

was written, its tenor and subjects as remembered by Weld, and the

fact that it was from Porter to his commander-in-chief, warrant the

belief that if produced, it would tend in the strongest manner to

negative the accusation of bad faith or misconduct on the part of Gen.

Porter. Those details which Weld could not remember, would proba-

bly shed a flood of light not only upon Porter's conduct at that time,

but also upon the motives and conduct of Gen. Pope in the course he

pursued upon that day and subsequently in reference to Gen. Porter.

After Lieut. Weld's departure to Gen. Pope, Major Earle, of Gen.

Morell's staff, delivered to Porter dispatch No. 34, endorsed with No.
35. These are described by Gen. Morell and Major Earle in their testi-

mony (N. R., pages 410-11-12, 427-28-29).

[No. 34.]
" Gen. Morell :

—

" The enemy must be in a much larger force than I can see, from the

commands of the officers, I should judge a brigade. They are endeavor-

ing to come in on our left, and have been advancing. Have also heard

the noise on left as the movement of artillery. Their advance is quite

close

" E. G. MARSHALL,
"Col. 13th N.Y."

[No. 35.]
" Gen. Porter :

—

" Col. Marshall reports a movement in front of his left. I think we
had better retire. No infantry in sight, and I am continuing the move-
ment. Stay where you are to aid me if necessarv.

" MORELL."

In response to dispatch No. 35 the following was sent by an orderly,

and while on its way to Morell, it, or another of the Same purport, was
read by Gen. Warren, who at once dispatched to Gen. Sykes as below :

—

[No. 36.]
" Gen. Morell :

—

" I have all within reach of you. I wish you to give the enemy a

good shelling without wasting ammunition, and push at the same time a
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party over to see what is going on. We can not retire while McDowell
holds his own.

"F.J. P."

" 5 h., 45 m. p. M., Aug. 29, '62.

" Gen. Sykes :

—

" I received an order from Mr. Cutting to advance and support

Morell. I faced about, and did so. I soon met Griffin's brigade, with-
' drawing by order of Gen. Morell, who was not pushed out, but retiring.

I faced about and marched back 200 yards or so. I met then an orderly

from Gen. Porter to Gen. Morell, saying he must push on and press the

enemy; that all was going well for us, and he was retiring. Griffin

then faced about ; and I am following him to support Gen. Morell, as

ordered. None of the batteries are closed up to me.
" Respectfully, G. K. WARREN ."

Gen. Warren explains his dispatch (pages 19 and 20, N. R.). It

shows from its date, 5.45 P. M., about the hour which these dispatches

were received and sent back.

Immediately following No. 36, dispatch No. 37 was sent by the hands
of Major Earle. Both Gen. Morell and Major Earle explain why the

attack was not made under this order No. 37 (N. R. pages 410-11-12-
27-28-29).

[No. 37.]
'•' August 29th.

"Gen. Morell:—
" I wish you to push up two regiments supported by two others, pre-

ceded by skirmishers, the regiments at intervals of two hundred yards,

and attack the section of artillery opposed to you. The battle works
well on our right, and the enemy are said to be retiring up the pike.

Give the enemy a good shelling as our troops advance.

F. J. PORTER,
Major- Gen. Commanding."

. General Morell, believing this attack would bring on a disastrous

repulse followed by a strong pursuit, commenced putting all his com-
mand in his front line and urged Porter, in consequence of the great

strength of the enemy, not to make it. During the delay of this

preparation. Porter became satisfied that Morell was right, and that by
holding the enemy before him, he was producing all the good effects of

a battle and would get none of its evils.

Hence, as the day was nearly ended—then sunset—Porter suspended

the attack by the following order, which put the troops in position for

any service that might be required after the return of Lieut. Weld from

Gen. Pope (O. R., p. 153) :

—

[No. 38.]
" General Morell :

" Put your men in position to remain during the night, and have out

your pickets. Put them so that they will be in position to resist any-

thing. I am about a mile from you. McDowell says all goes well, and
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we are getting the best of the fight. I wish you would send me a dozen

men from the cavalry. Keep me informed. Troops are passing' up to

Gainesvillej pushing the enemy; Ricketts has gone, also King.

"F. J. PORTER,
^^Major- GeneraV

This dispatch was sent to Morell before the 4.30 order was received by

Porter. It therefore necessarily preceded the sending of Col. Locke to

Morell with the message to make the attack hereafter described. This

message by Locke was sent in consequence of the receipt of the 4.30

order by Porter. But it appears that Col. Locke had reached Morell

and delivered his message in advance of the person who carried dispatch

No. 38 (O. R., p. 158).

About this time Gen. Porter sent the following

:

Newly produced by McDowell (N. R., p. 810) :

"Gen. McDowell or King—I have been wandering over the woods,
and failed to get a communication to you. Tell how matters go with

you. The enemy is in strong force in front of me, and I wish to know
your designs for to-night. If left to me I shall have to retire for food

and water, which I cannot get here. How goes the battle? It seems

to go to our rear. The enemy are getting to our left.

"(Signed) ,F. J. PORTER,
''Major-Ge')ie7'al Volunteers."

Newly produced by McDowell (N. R., page 810):

—

"General McDowell,—Failed in getting Morell over to you. After

wandering about the woods for a time I withdrew him, and while doing
so artillery opened on us. My scouts could not get through. Each one

found the enemy between us, and I believe some have been captured.

Infantry are also in front. I am trying to get a battery, but have not

succeeded yet. From the masses of dust on our left and from reports

of scouts think the enemy are moving largely in that way. Please com-
municate the way this messenger came. I have no cavalry or messen-

gers now. Please let me know your designs whether you retire or not.

I can not get water, and am out of provisions. Have lost a few men
from infantry firing.

"F. J. PORTER,
"Major- General Volunteers."

"Aug. 29th, 6 P.M."

The two dispatches last set out are evidently duplicates of each

other. They were sent by different messengers, * and probably by
different routes, so as to secure that one of them should reach the

intended destination. It is quite evident that they intended to describe,

in short, the movement of Morell over to the right, the inability to com-
municate, the moving; of the enemv on his right, also their movement on
the left, stated by Marshall in No. 34, and to ask for such information as

would enable Porter to determine what he should do for the night, which
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was then approaching. It is a mistake to suppose that these dispatches

intended to describe only the events occurring immediately before their

date (6 p. m.) They run hurriedly over the events of the afternoon,

beginning with the time of the separation of McDowell from Porter,

and coming down to 6 P. M., so as to give an idea of the situation at that

time.

These dispatches contain intrinsic evidence that they were written

before Gen. Porter had received the 4.30 order. The language found in

them could not have been used by Porter if he had already received the

order to attack, as contained in the 4.30 order.

They are produced by Gen. McDowell on this hearing, for the first

time, and furnish the strongest confirmation that the 4.30 order was not

delivered to Gen. Porter until after 6 p. m., the date of the last dispatch.

That this 4.30 order was not received till a later hour—or after

sunset, as Gen. Porter has always asserted—is evident also from the

words of dispatch No. 38 to Morell. That dispatch shows that Gen.
Porter had received some information of the movement upon Groveton,

of King's division under Hatch, which, as we know, did not take place

till after 6 P. M., and that Gen. McDowell was expecting great results

from the pursuit of tlie supposed fleeing foe.

Dispatch 38 was sent prior to the receipt of the 4.30 order ; but in

consequence of its having been delivered to Morell after the arrival of

Colonel Locke with the 4.30 order, an erroneous impression was created

that the order No. 38, " to post his men for the night" was written after

the one sent by Locke, to attack with his division. This -fact and the

fact that Morell believed until this hearing, that the order No. 37 was
issued on receipt of the 4.30 order, has caused much confusion as to

the facts to which this part of his evidence before the court-martial

relates.

It was this confusion which afforded the Judge Advocate occasion in

his review to state that " Colonel Locke states that soon after the receipt

of the order from Gen. Pope, he bore one from the accused to Gen.
Morell, directing him to engage the enemy, which, as appears from the

statement of Col. Marshall, was to be done with but four regiments; but

Gen. Morell testified that before there was time to oarry this order into

execution—say within about half an hour after its receipt—it was coun-

termanded by another, directing him to pass the night with his troops

where he was. This was all that was done towards attacking the enemy."
That the Judse Advocate and the court-martial were led into

error on this point is now made manifest by the evidence of Gen.
Morell (pp. 427-28-29, N. P.) and of Maj. Earle (pp. 410-11-12, N.
R.) and of Col. Locke (p. 223, O. P.)

They prove conclusively that the order to attack with four regiments

was given before the 4.30 order was received by Gen. Porter, and they

also explain, when their testimony is taken in connection with that of

Col. Locke, how the misapprehension arose.

The order to attack with four regiments was sent by Maj. Earle, and
delivered by him. The order to post his men for the night was sent to

Morell by another messenger. The order to attack " with his division,"

in pursuance of the 4.30 order, was sent by Locke after this, but reached

Morell before the order to post his troops for the night was delivered.
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But Gen. Morell supposed it to be a countermand of the last order sent

by Locke, instead of the previous one sent by Earle.

It was not until he heard the statement of Maj. Earle at West
Point on this hearing, in connection with ah examination of Locke's

testimony before the court-martial (p. 223, O. R.), that he was able to

clear up the confusion into which he had fallen.

After the occurrences to which I have referred, and certainly after

sunset. Gen. Porter received the following order :

—

[No. 39.]
" Head-quarters in the Field,

August 29th, 1862—4.30 p. m.
" Maj. Gen. Porter :

"Your line of march brings you in on the enemy's right flank. I

desire you to push forward into action at once on the enemy's flank, and,

if possible, on his rear, keeping your right in communication with Gen.
Reynolds.

" The enemy is massed in the woods in front of us, but can be shelled

out as soon as you engage their flank. Keep heavy reserves and use

your batteries, keeping well closed to your right all the time. In case

you are obliged to fall back, do so to your right and rear, so as to keep

you in close communication with the right wing.

"JOHN POPE,
"Moj.- Gen. Commanding."

Immediately on receipt of the above order Gen. Porter sent Col. Locke
with verbal orders to Gen. Morell to attack with his whole force, and
after writing to Gen. Pope an acknowledgement ofthe receipt of the order.

Gen. Porter went himself to Morell, and then the events occurred

which are described by Gen. Morell, N. R. pp. 427-28-29, and Col.

Locke, N. R. 207-98-99.

In further explanation on this important point, attention is called to

the fact that the order (37) under which Morell was moving his troops

into position for an attack (O. R., 146), spoke of "the enemy as re-

tiring," and directed an attack with "two regiments supported by two

others." Whereas, the order sent and delivered by Col. Locke, on receipt

of the 4.30 order, directed Morell " to move forward his division and
attack the enemy" (O. R., p. 223.)

When Gen. Porter arrived at the front he found it was so late and the

night was approaching so nearl}^, it was impossible to make the attack as

ordered by him in pursuance of the 4.30 order, and he verbally directed

Gen. Morell to put his men in position for the night.

Other dispatches were sent by Gen. Porter to Gens. Pope and Mc-
Dowell, but as all of them went into their hands and have not been re-

turned, it has not been in Gen. Porter's power to define them.

In arranging these dispatches it has been with reference to their order

as to time, as shown by the testimony and the dispatches themselves.

The order may not be entirely correct. But we believe there can not be

much variation as to time, or mistake as to order. AVe present this

arrangement of them as being as nearly accurate as can now be arrived at.

One (O. R., page 82), acknowledged by Gen. Pope to have been

received in reply to the 4.30 order, would be especially of value as fixing
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the hour of the receipt of that order, and as giving Porter's opinion at

that time of the condition of affairs in his front, without reservation, to

his commanding officer.

The fact that I spealc with any diffidence as to the exact order of the

dispatches may elicit some comment. But it should be borne in mind
that upon the trial before the court-martial Gen. Porter did not have
the dispatches produced before this Board by Gen. McDowell, nor sev-

eral of those now produced by Gen. Morell, nor the one produced by
Gen. Warren.
He did not then have, and has not now, either the dispatch sent to

Gen. Pope through Lieut. Weld, or the reply to the 4.30 order sent to

Gen. Pope by the hands of Capt. Pope. The length of time which has

elapsed renders it somewhat difficult for Gen. Porter to arrange the dis-

patches or the events in their exact sequence.

But I submit that when the contents of the dispatches are properly

considered in connection with the events as described by the witnesses,

they will sustain the arrangement I have given above.

They explain what Gen. Porter was doing throughout all the hours

of that afternoon, and must silence the charge that he. was lying idle

during that period.

It is difficult to comprehend how, with these facts, Gen. Porter could

have been found guilty of disobedience to the joint order. I submit

that the statement of what he did after receiving it is the best refutation

of the charge. Gen. McDowell took away about two-thirds of the

force with which the joint order was to have been executed. From
that moment, successful execution of the order became impossible in

view of the enemy in Porter's front. He was left by McDowell in

such a position that he was compelled to recognize the duty to exer-

cise his best judgment and discretion in the use of his force, and he

could only be responsible for an honest exercise of that discretion ; and
that he acted with honesty, zeal, and fidelity is made apparent by the

statement already given and founded upon the dispatches written at the

time of the occurrences of that afternoon, which statement, so well

substantiated, I have endeavored to make in the spirit which should

actuate an unprejudiced historian, and almost wholly without the ad-

dition of argument. His conviction under the circumstances would
have seemed impossible.

Indeed, this problem is only solved when the many and serious errors

and mistakes made by the court-martial are perceived. I speak of

them as being made by the court-martial. I believe myself justified in

this assertion by the fact that I find th^se errors in the revise by Judge
Advocate-General Holt, and I assume that the revise presents the process

of reasoning through which the court-martial arrived at their conclu-

sions, or is, certainly, the best argument by which those conclusions

could have been attempted to be supported.

Having given, as seems to me, the true explanation of the joint order,

and a narrative of the events of the 29th as they bear upon the conduct

of Gen. Porter, I propose now to take up the revise or opinion of the

Judge Advocate, for the purpose of pointing out what seem to me to be

the errors into which he has fallen upon this subject. If you should

agree with me, as I do not doubt you will, in thinking that the court-
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martial could not but have been led to their judgments by falling into

the same errors which misled the able Judge Advocate, and which new
evidence enables us more readily to set right, and, if I should be so

fortunate as to make those errors as clearly apparent to you as they are

to myself, I cannot but confidently hope for their correction by you.

It is an error to assert that McDowell took command of
Porter's force before the joint order was received.

The Board will recollect that prior to the receipt of that joint order

Gen. Porter was moving first towards Centreville, but that, after receiving

the verbal order through Capt. Piatt, he faced about and went back

towards Gainesville, with King's division as a part of his command.
You will recollect that in moving up towards Centreville, Gen. Porter

had an interview with Gen. McDowell ; that he afterwards received the

order by Piatt and then faced about and was moving back again towards

Gainesville, when he received the Gibbon order ; and that he had an-

other interview with Gen. McDowell. You will recollect that imme-
diately after Gen. McDowell was informed that King's division had

been assigned to Gen. Porter, Gen. McDowell wrote a note to Gen. Pope,

remonstrating against King's division being turned over to Porter, and
asking that he be returned to him.

iSTow, Gen. McDowell seems from the time Gen. Porter first saw him,

or from the time that he was informed that King's Division had been

assigned to Porter's command, to have been loitering and hanging
on to the skirts of Porter's command until he could get an answer

back from Gen. Pope re-assigning King's command to him. Knowing
that was not his place, that he had no business, at a time when his

services were demanded elsewhere, to be thus idling away his time, he

endeavors to give a reason for having taken that position ; and that

reason is to be found in his testimony on page 91 (O. R.), in which Gen.

McDowell says this (he says it in a number of other places in sub-

stance, but here he states it very distinctly) :

—

" Gen. Porter and I started out from Manassas with the understand-

ing that under the article of war applicable to such cases, I had com-
mand of the whole force—his own and my own. jj

The Board should bear in mind that this relates to a period of time

anterior to the receipt of the joint order. Our proposition is that after

the receipt of the joint order, these two commands being joined, the

sixty-second article of war did apply. But prior to the receipt of that

order, I submit that the sixty-second article of war had and could have
no application whatever. I submit this to be the state of the case : that

when Gen. King's division was assigned to the command of Gen. Porter

by the superior officer, Gen. Pope, that simply made King's division

a part of Porter's comma;id, and that it was incorporated with his

command, just as Sykes' and Morell's divisions were incorporated

before. Further than that: when that division was taken from Gen.
McDowell, he lost control and power over it, and had no more to

do with it than any one of the other officers; and the sixty-second
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article of war bad, and could have, no application to the position in

which Gen. McDowell and Gen. Porter found themselves at that time.

Moreover, if I am right in the views which I take in reference

to the sixty-second article of war, and the position in which they were

placed, it would have been a military oifense in Gen. Porter to have
conceded the command to General McDowell under the circumstances.

It would have been derogatory to Gen. Porter's position as commanding
officer; it would have been a want of self-respect ; and I do not see

how anybody who knows anything about General Porter could for one

moment believe that if he wanted to turn his command over to anybody,

he would have selected Gen. McDowell for any such purpose.

Now, the Judge Advocate fell into this error. Let me say this : I

do not think that the errors which appear to me to prevail throughout

this opinion, and which appear to have been adopted by the court-martial,

and which misled President Lincoln, and which have pervaded this

whole country from one end to the other in reference to this case—I do
not think it is at all extraordinary to find that they took such a hold

;

because when you take the testimony of Gen. McDowell and Gen.

Pope (so far as E-oberts and Smith are concerned, I do not think they

had much influence), you will find apparent ground for every error into

which the court-martial seems to have fallen, and which seems to have-

been adopted by the Judge Advocate in the opinion to which I am
referring.

The Judge Advocate says (and in this respect he has followed the

language of Gen. McDowell) that previous to this .they had met, and
under the sixty-second article of war, McDowell had assumed command.
I say that is wholly an error on the part of the Judge Advocate. In
the first place. Gen. Porter could not have surrendered his command
to Gen. McDowell, under the circumstances ; there is not a fact to

sustain it ; and, on the contrary, the testimony of Gen. Gibbon shows,

directly, the contrary. Gen. Gibbon says, at page 245 of the Board's

Record :

—

"Answer. Gen. Porter placed the order in his hands. That is, in

McDowell's hands.
" He read it, and expressed dissatisfaction at the fact that a portion

of his command was assigned to General Porter ; or, rather, not that a

portion of his command was assigned to General Porter, but that a

portion of his command was taken from his command—King's division.

There was some conversation between the two."

It is to be borne in mind that this order delivered by Gen. Gibbon,
which was a written order, was delivered to Gen. Porter after the infor-

mation had been communicated to McDowell by Piatt (the verbal order

of the morning), that King's division had been given to Gen. Porter

;

that is. General McDowell had information for some time previous to

this of the fact that Gen.,Porter had King's. division with him.

He proceeds, " I recollect that one point, the fact that Gen. McDowell
requested Gen. Porter, when he formed his line of battle, which it was
supposed he would form in the direction of Gainesville, that he would
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place King's division on his right, so that he (McDowell) could have his

command together, it being known at the time that Reynolds' division,

a portion of McDowell's command, was out in that direction somewhere,

supposably on the right of what would be Porter's line.

" Question. Was there any conversation between Gen. Porter and
Gen. McDowell upon that subject further than the request of McDowell
to Porter ?

" Answer. I think not ; I don't recollect any.
" Q. Did you understand that at that time Gen. McDowell assumed

or asserted any right to take command of the forces which were under

Gen. Porter?
'^ A. Not at all ; on the contrary, I should have considered any such

request as proof jjositive that he had not assumed command.
" Q. That is, the request as to King's division ?

" A. Yes, sir."*

I do not know that it is a matter of importance in one sense,

and yet it is of very great importance, as it seems to me, in consider-

ing Gen. McDowell's subsequent conduct under this joint order, and
also in determining the extent to which his testimony can be relied upon.

Therefore, I wanted to clear up this matter with reference to whether he

did take command or not. If he was not then in command, it affords an

illustration of Gen. McDowell's readiness to make his evidence conform

to what he deemed to be proper for his own vindication, without regard

to the facts as they really occurred.

When we come to the time at which the joint order itself was re-

ceived, then I submit that it is perfectly clear that, under the sixty-second

article of war. Gen, McDowell had the right, and it was his duty to as-

sume command. That article provides that if, upon marches, or doing

duty together, different corpsjoin, the officer highest in rank is to command.
Gen. McDowell came up to Gen. Porter with the joint order in

his hands. Unquestionably, matters were changed. Then, and not until

then, did Gen. McDowell assume command ; and then, and not until

then, was he in a position to assume command of the joint forces.

It was an error to suppose that Porter's force had reached
THREE MILES BEYOND BeTHLEHEM ChURCH.

Upon looking at this revise by Judge Advocate Holt, we find that he
states, when he began to consider the joint order, and Gen. Porter's con-

duct under it :

—

" Their forces continued their march, those of the accused being in the
" advance, until the front of his column had reached some three miles
" beyond Bethlehem Church, and until a small part of Gen. McDowell's
" command had passed that point."

* Since the close of this case, the following dispatch of August 29th from Gen. McDowell,
at Manassas, to Gen. Pope, at Centreville, has been furnished to Gen. Porter :

—

" I have just seen your last order telling Porter to take King ! Of course this is but
temporary, and I have asked Porter to place King on his right, that I may have him
when you say so.

" I. Mcdowell."
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Now, this was one of the errors made by the court-martial ; it was
one of the errors which was made by the Judge Advocate ; it was,

probably, the beginning, the substratum upon which all the other errors

that pervaded this case were founded. That, and one other, were the

two, in my judgment, important points in this case. I allude now to the

order alleged to have been given by Gen. McDowell, to put his " force

in there."

But this one is the beginning of the serious mistakes.

Three miles beyond Bethlehem Church would take Gen. Porter to a

point SihoutJie7-e (indicating a fringe of woods below Hampton Cole's).

We know perfectly well that Gen. Porter never did get beyond Daw-
kins' Branch, except with his skirmish line. We know that this state-

ment that Gen. Porter was three miles beyond Bethlehem Church was an
entire misapprehension upon the part of the court-martial. The question

arises :—How did they come to fall into such a mistake, or adopt such an
error as that ?

Gen. Pope says that if Porter had obeyed orders, it would have brought
him up with the enemy at 4.30. That shows that he supposed Gen.
Porter had gotten up to a much higher point than he had done, though
he did not profess in his testimony to be able to say exactly where Gen.
Porter was. You will recollect that when pressed by Gen. Porter's coun-

sel, in the former examination, to state where he supposed Gen. Porter to

be, they were unable to get him to designate the spot where he supposed

G6n. Porter was ; he simply stated that he knew he was somewhere on the

road between Manassas and Gainesville, but where he was he could not

say, only he thought he ought to have been at a point which would have
enabled him to have made an attack upon the flank and rear of the enemy
in the afternoon. Gen. Smith thought he could have made a flank and
rear attack, and we know where Gen. Smith thought he was, and
where he stated that he was, or that he would put him. He admitted

he had placed his position much farther forward than he really was
(page 360 N. P.). Gen. Roberts says that he thought he knew where

he was, and he puts him up in the same neighborhood. They all

evidently thought, or pretended to believe, that he had reached a point

at least a mile or more in advance of Dawkins' Branch.

But the testimony of Gen. Roberts, and Gen. Smith, and Gen. Pope,

would probably have had but little influence with reference to the posi-

tion of Gen. Porter, because no one of those knew really anything about

it. None of them were there, none of them saw where he was. But
Gen. McDowell did ; Gen. McDowell had been there ; he knew where

Gen. Porter was ; he knew what his position was, and the court-mar-

tial had a right to expect from Gen. McDowell the truth.

It is not surprising, as they were situated, that they should have taken

from him a statement in reference to the position of Gen. Porter, and
relied upon that statement as being the truth. They certainly had the

right. Gen. Porter had the right, the country had the right to have had
Gen. McDowell state truthfully and honestly where Gen. Porter was, if

he knew it, and he ought to have known it. Testimony of Gen.

McDowell upon this point, as it seems to me, had a very powerful effect

upon the result of that trial. He says, on page 84 O. P.:

—
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"The country in front of the position where Gen. Porter was when I

joined him was open for several hundred yards, and near, as I supposed,

by seeing the dust coming up- above the trees, the Warrenton turnpike,

which was covered from view by woods. How deep those woods were I

do not know. It did not seem at that time to be a great distance to that

road (the Warrenton turnpike). I had an impression at the time that

these skirmishers were engaged with some of the enemy near that road."

Again, he says, on page 221 :

—

"Question. From, your knowledge of the condition of things on the

29th of August, was there any considerable force of the enemy in front of

General Porter's corps, near the Manassas Railroad, on the south side

of it?

" Answer. I have no positive knowledge on that point. I have not

supposed that there was, but I can not support that supposition by any
positive facts."

Then he is asked another question, and then he says :

—

" The distance from G,en. Porter's head of column to the road at that

time was not so great as to have enabled a large force of the enemy to be

between them, and to be detached from the main body of the enemy."
Then, on page 94 of the Court-Martial Record, he says :

" General
Porter's corps was on the road leading from Bethlehem Church to

Gainesville, and the rear of it was at a distance from Bethlehem Church
sufficient for the larger part, if not the whole, of one of my brigades to

occupy that road. I should suppose his column occupied, perhaps, three

miles of the roadJ^

Thus you see that Gen. McDowell is the author, and, as far as I am
aware, he is the only person who is the author of this allegation that

Gen. Porter's front was stretched out over three miles from Bethle-

hem Church in the direction of Gainesville. Now this error is a very
serious one If Gen. Porter had reached three miles in advance of

Bethlehem Church in marching towards Gainesville, then the allegation

would undoubtedly have been true that he had retreated ; because

we know that Gen. Porter's front was at Dawkins' Branch, or about two
miles from Bethlehem Church, on the night of the twenty-ninth. We
allege that he never got further than that. We do not pretend that he
was in advance of that at any time. And, if you establish it as a fact

that Gen. Porter's line was at any time three miles in advance of Beth-
lehem Church, then the conclusion is irresistible and inevitable that he
had retreated at least one mile to get back to Dawkins' Branch. Thus
you see, that this error of the Judge Advocate, that Gen. Porter reached
a point three miles from Bethlehem Church, at once implies that it was
found by the court that Gen. Porter retreated, and, when you come to

look for the authority of the Judge Advocate in alleging that Gen.
Porter had reached a point three miles in advance of Bethlehem Church,
you will find that his authority is Gen. McDowell alone.

Now there is not a particle of evidence to sustain the proposition that

Gen. Porter's advance was thi-ee miles from Bethlehem Church at any
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time. " Their forces continued their march, those of the accused being
in the advance until the front of his column had reached some three

miles beyond Bethlehem Church, and until a small part of Gen.
McDowell's command had passed that point." (Opinion of Judge
Advocate, page 307 O. E,.) I want to call your attention to the fact

that the language of Gen. McDowell in stating that the head of the

column had reached those three miles, is precisely the language which
was adopted by the J udge Advocate. That is, the Judge Advocate says,

that a small part of Gen. McDowell's command had passed that point,

and Porter's forces had gone on three miles. Gen. McDowell says, page

94, Court-Martial Record :
" Gen. Porter's corps was on the road lead-

ing from Bethlehem Church to Gainesville, and the rear of it was a

distance from Bethlehem Church sufficient for the larger part, if not

the whole, of one of my brigades to occupy that road. I should suppose
his column occupied, perhaps, three miles of the road." The identical

language, almost, that is used by the Judge Advocate in stating that

Porter's column reached three miles from Bethlehem Church. So that

the error into which the Judge Advocate has fallen is founded upon
what, I say, is a mistake made by Gen. McDowell, that Gen. Porter's

corps had reached a point over three miles in advance of Bethlehem
Church on that road.

I suppose it is entirely unnecessary for me to enter into any argument
to prove to you that the furthest point to which Gen. Porter reached

was Dawkins' Branch (not over two miles from Bethlehem Church),

because there is now no pretence on the part of anybody—the Recorder
does not pretend, and I have heard nothing during this investigation

to indicate—that Gen. Porter was supposed to have gone beyond
Dawkins' Branch. If he had reached three miles from Bethlehem
Church he would have been within the enemy's lines. If that is true,

then, unquestionably, the court-martial fell into an error in the conclusion

at which they arrived in reference to the position and location of Gen.
Porter, and the point to which his advance had reached. It was an
error of the most material character in arriving at the truth with

reference to the charges which were made against him.

Error as to the character of the battle of the 29th.

Now I come to consider another of the errors, as it seems to me, into

which the court-martial must have fallen, as shown by the opinion of the

Judge Advocate. And that is, in reference to the character of the en-

gagement or battle which was then supposed to be going on. The Judge
Advocate says, page 307, O. B. : "They discussed the joint order, and
Gen. McDowell determined, for himself, that there were 'considerable

advantages to be gained by departing from it,' and by moving with

his forces along the Sudley Springs road towards the field of a battle

then being fought by the main army of Gen. Pope, at the distance of

three or four miles. His purpose was to throw himself on the enemy's

centre, and he wished the accused to attack his right flank."

We have never intended to convey the impression that we supposed

there was not serious fighting on the twenty-ninth. Gen. Porter's coun-

sel have never contended that there were not one or more occasions, during
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that day, when the fighting was by as many as 3000 or 4000 men. But
what we allege and what we think has been abundantly proven is, that

the fighting which took place that day consisted, in the morning, mainly of

skirmishing and artillery firing at long range; that about twelve o'clock

there was a lull which continued until, say three o'clock, and that the real

infantry fighting that was done was at intervals from three o'clock

until dark. Now the Judge Advocate says, on page 311 of the Court

Martial-Record :

—

" The accused had, for between five and six hours, been listening to

the sounds of the battle raging immediately to his right."

This, again, is founded, as it seems to mp, upon the testimony of Gen.
McDowell, who says, on page 85, Court-Martial Record, when speaking

of what was occurring between Gen. Porter and himself, when they met
up at Dawkins' Branch :

—" The sound of battle, which seemed to be at

its height on our right, towards Groveton," &c.

Then he goes on to speak of " the note of Gen. Buford indicating the

force that had passed through Gainesville, and, as he said, was moving
towards Groveton, where the battle was going on."

Then, again, on page 86, speaking of the time at which he was at

Dawkins' Branch, which, as you will recollect, was somewhere about

noon, or between twelve and one o'clock :

—

" Q. Was or not the battle raging at that time ?

"A. The battle was raging on our right; that is, if you regard the line

of the road from Bethlehem Church to Gainesville to be substantially

north-west, the battle was raging on the right and east of that line at

Groveton."

Gen. McDowell here says the battle was raging to the east of his and
Porter's position, intending thereby, as it did, to lead the court into

the belief that Porter was much farther in advance than Dawkins' Branch
and up near the Warrenton pike, i'

He was reckless of his data, when he chose to be.

That certainly was calculated also to produce an impression upon the

mind of the court-martial, and convey to the mind of the Judge Advocate
that at the time Gen. Porter and Gen. McDowell were upon Dawkins'
Branch discussing what they should do under the joint order, with the

view to the duty which had been assigned to them, and the circumstances

that existed, at that time, off' to the right and the east, this battle was
raging plainly within their hearing. That is the statement of Gen.
McDowell, yet you know that at that time there was a lull upon the

field. In point of fact there may have been some artillery firing. But
the commander of the army himself had arrived upon the field about
noon and had commanded those forces to cease any active movement, and
they remained in that position until in the neighborhood of three o'clock.

Yet here is the man who, of all others, knew most about this thing;
who was present with Gen. Porter; the man who himself had once
been selected as the commander of the armies of his government; the

man who was the trusted and chosen adviser and officer in whom
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Oen. Pope cliieily relied during this campaign—this man who was
present with Gen. Porter, who knew the circumstances, knew the position,

who knew what that joint order meant, who knew what Gen. Porter's

duty was under the circumstances, who knew more of this transaction

than anybody else could possibly have known, and, therefore, was the

man upon whom the court-martial relied for the purpose of obtain-

ing a true knowledge of the facts connected with that transaction—that

man states that which you know at this time, and he knew at that

time, to have been wholly untrue ; because I submit, even if there

had been artillery firing which occurred then, that when he stated to the

court-martial that the battle was raging to the right, he meant not artil-

lery firing at long range, but he meant infantry fighting, and such a fight

as was deemed to have been proven to have taken place on that day, in

order to prove that Gen. Porter, coward-like, shrank away from the per-

formance of his duty to his comrades who were struggling in an unequal

combat with their foes. And I submit that Gen. McDowell knew, when
he used that language that the battle was raging to the right, he was
planting poison in the mind of the court-martial which was to destroy the

man whom he was seeking then to bring down to the position which he

felt that he himself was in danger, and too much danger, of reaching, to

be able to pursue the straightforward, honest, manly course, which he

ought to have done, which his duty called upon him to do, and thus to

protect and save his comrade from the disgrace and ruin which was then

threatening him. "Unfortunately for Gen. Porter, unfortunately for the

cause ofjustice, unfortunately for the cause of truth, ay, more, unfortunately

for the sake of Gen. McDowell himself, I fear that his heart had never a

manly beat which would enable him to meet such an issue and stand

where only an honest man should stand, and tell the truth, and take the

responsibility that rested, and ought to rest, upon himself, rather than

throw it upon the shoulders of some other officer who happened to be

in a position where it could be thrown upon him. He certainly did

not show any such disposition in this case, and he certainly did give

a false impression to the court-martial when he made that statement,

and he could not but have known that it was such when he was
making it.

Gen. McDowell could not have committed such an error from ignorance.

He knew the real facts when he testified. To suppose he did not would
imply a degree of stupidity which no one would ascribe to him. And
if further proof was needed on this point he has furnished it himself.

Conscious of the wrong he had done to Gen. Porter, of the effect his

evidence had produced, and of the exposure to which he was liable,

years after these events he prepared and assisted in circulating the extract

from Jackson's report of the battle of the 30th of August, 1862, as being

the report of the battle of the 29th. The purpose was plain. It was

to show that this terrific battle, which he had described as raging on the

right and east when he and Porter were upon Dawkins' Branch, had

actually occurred, and to magnify Porter's failure in making an attack

upon that day. It was to show also that if Porter had attacked on the

29th, Longstreet could not have gone to Jackson's assistance, and that

thus the destruction of Jackson would have been secured.

In order to justify his own misstatement, he alters the date from the

30th to the 29th, and then parades it as showing that the facts were as
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they had been testified to by him. It is idle to contend that Gen. Mc-
Dowell fell into this blunder innocently. For, as he says he made the

extract from the Rebellion Record, it would be too severe a tax upon
credulity to suppose that he did not see that the report related to the

30th, But if he did not see this, then he was guilty of such carelessness

or recklessness as to preclude the possibility of putting reliance upon any
statement he would make.

But in either aspect it is clear that his evidence should not be relied

upon.

If he was innocent of intentional perversion, then he was so reckless as

not to be entitled to have any reliance put upon his statements. If he was
guilty of willful misstatement, then it would prove a want of truthfulness

that should sweep out of the case the whole effect of his evidence.

AVhichever view you may take of this matter must destroy the force of

the finding of the court-martial and of the opinion of the Judge Advo-
cate, so far as they were based upon the testimony of Gen. McDowell.*

* Gen. McDowell deposed as follows. See pages 765, 766, 767, and 768 (N. R.).

Q. Do you not know that what you printed and circulated as an extract from Gen. Jack-
son's report of the battle of the 29 th was in fact an extract from his report relating to the
battle of the 30th ?

A. At the time I made that extract I supposed it referred to the 29th. It was afterwards
claimed that it referred to the 30th. On looking at it again I found that it was made, I
think, in the next spring after these events took place. It seemed to me that Gen. Jackson
had mixed up the 29th and 30th, and that some parts might belong to one and some parts
might belong to the other.

Q. I speak of this part which you published as his report of the 29th. Do you not now
know that it is actually his report of what took place on the 30th ?

A. I do not now know any more than I knew then. I supposed that it referred to the
29th. I heard afterwards that it referred to the 30th, and I supposed he mixed the 29th and
30th together.

Q. Do you suppose so now ?

A. I do. He made that report six or eight months after the occurrences. I think men
very often mix up persons and occurrences after they have passed some time.

Q. You were an active participant in the events of both the 29th and 30th of August, were
you not ?

A. Yes, sir.

Q. Does not your personal knowledge of the events of those two days enable you to form
a judgment as to whether that extract contained a truthful account of the 29th or of the 30th
and which ?

A. I think he has mixed the two days together. My judgment is from what he said that
he confused the two days together.

Q. I ask you about this ?

A. I understood so.

(Question repeated.)

A. I have answered the question.

(Mr. Choate.) I submit to the Board that he has not.

(The President of the Board.) I think the witness' answer referred to his understanding
when this matter was discussed afterwards. The question now is as to his present knowledge
from his own observation of those two days ; whether this extract describes what occurred
on the 29th, or what occurred on the 30th, or whether a part of both?
(The Witness.) I tried to make myself understood that from my judgment, from what I

knew, it does refer to the two days. I will say farther, more to the 30th than the 29th.
When the question came up first, I did not think so. Then the question came up that it did
refer to the 30th, and looking it over, I could see that.it did bear more upon the 30th than
the 29th ; but, as I said before, I do think the two things were mixed up in his mind.

Q. (By the President of the Board.) You can say, then, that it refers to both those days?
A. I think so.

Q. Do you think he intended it to refer to both those days ?

A. That is a question. What I think is a little too much of a psychological question for
me to say.

Q. Do not you know that it is actually an extract from his report, given by him as a
report of the transactions of the 30th ?

A. I did not. If I did, 1 should never have published it as I did. If I made a mistake
it certainly was a great mistake for me to suppose it was the 29th if it was the 30th.

'

Q. Now, I show you the document that you printed, and also a copy of Gen. Jackson's
printed report.
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~''^;^And here let me acid that if Gen. McDowell, before the court-martial,

%ad taken upon himself the responsibility of that halt of Porter, as he
'did that of reducing Porter's force some seventeen thousand men,.and of

^hus forcing Porter to pursue the course he did, McDowell would now
'have the credit of having acted wisely and properly, and of having
thereby deferred at least one day the disaster that fell upon Pope the

r -
;

i^ -A. " Report of general operations from 15th of August to the 5th of September." That is

the way it is headed. It is not divided up into heads, hut he gives a current narrative of the
operations of his forces from August 15th to September 5th, and you have to cut it up to see

'what belongs to one and what belongs to another.

Q. You put at the head of it " Operations of the 29th of August? "

A. Because I did at the time understand it to refer to the 29th of August.
Q. That is what I am now testing.

. A. I have told you that three or four times.

Q. You won't say if that is genuine ?

A. Of course it is genuine, or I would not have told you so. When I published this, I

supposed it referred to the 29th of August; afterwards it was claimed that I did not refer to

the 29th of August.
Q. I am now inquiring whether you did suppose it referred to the 29th ?

A. I have told you six or eight times that I did, when I published that matter, suppose
it referred to the 29th, and I tell you again that it refers to a continuous series of operations

from the 15th of August to the 5th of September, and it is for the person who reads it to

say how much belongs to this day and how much to that. In reading it, I did suppose it

referred to the 29th.

Q. It is because you did suppose it referred to the 29th that you headed the whole thing
the 29th?
A. Of course it was.

Q. Will you say whether that extract contained in your pamphlet from Gen. Jackson's
report, is the same which appears upon pages 96 and 97 of the printed report of Gen. Jackson ?

- (The Recorder.) I object to that question for the reason that it is not shown that that is

the book from which he took the extract.

Q. You said it was. You said you made the extracts from this very book ?

A. No ; I did not say this very book, I said a book of Confederate reports. If this is the

book, all right.

Q. Will you look at pages 96 and 97 of the book before you, which purports to be Gen.
Jackson's report, and say whether that paragraph at the bottom of page 96 and the top of

page 97 is the one you took and printed ?

.
(The Recorder.) I object, unless it is shown that that is the book from which it was taken.

(The President of the Board.) There is no objection to his making such a comparison.

The objection is overruled.

, The witness read as follows :

—

The foregoing is a true copy from the original report, with the following corrections *
» «- » Signed,

,^ (. , _; -..-.,. E. D. TOWNSEND, Adjutant- General.

(Tlie witness.) Is not that sufficient ?

Q. I ask you if that is the paragraph that you intended to print?

(The Recorder.) I would like to ask the witness whether he knows that that is the book
from which he got the paragraph ?

(The President of the Board.) That is understood for the moment to be immaterial.

(The Recorder.) I object to the witness being required to make comparisons with matter

not shown to have been used by him.

(The President of the Board.) The witness will proceed.

After examination, the witness said, I will say that this paragraph and that seem to be
the same.

Q. You extracted it and printed it, and circulated it, supposing that Gen. Jackson said

that in reference to the battle of the 29th ?

' A. This is the seventh or eighth time i have told you so.
'

Q. That being so, I want to know whether and when you extracted it and printed it, you
observed and read the next preceding sentence as follows :

—

" On the following day, the 30th, my command occupied the high ground, and the divisions

the same relative positions to each other and to the field which they held the day before,

forming the left wing of the army. Gen. Longstreet's command formed the right wing, and

a large quantity of artillery was posted upon a commanding eminence in the centre."

Tlien comes your extract

:

" After some desultory skirmishing, and heavy cannonading, and so forth."

(The Recorder.) I object to the question, as it does not yet appear what Gen. Longstreet's

report was.
(Mr. Choate.) It does not say anything about Gen. Longstreet's report. I ask him if he

observed that the next preceding sentence says, that on the following day, the 30th, such

and such transactions took place.
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next day, and he would not now be standing before the country in the

pitiable light of one willing to sacrifice even to death, a brother officer,

rather than bear for the time being the unjust censure of a misinformed

public.

Here, again, it is quite manifest that the Judge Advocate, in adopting

this error, has taken it from Gen. McDowell, because you will recollect

Gen. Pope says that from the time he arrived upon the field of

battle, which was about twelve o'clock, he ordered the troops to cease

any further exertions. But Gen. McDowell says that was the pre-

cise tinie at which the battle was raging at its height. Now, the Judge

Advocate could not possibly have fallen into an error of this kind, except

by having taken the testimony of Gen. McDowell as his guide in arriv-

ing at his conclusions. He says that " a vigorous attack upon the enemy
by the accused at any time between twelve o'clock, when the battle

(The Recorder.) In the book that you used

?

(Mr. Choate.) Yes.
(The Recorder.) Very well.
A. I did not observe that.

Q. If you had observed that, you would have seen that the extract, which you quoted as

relating to the 29th, was intended to set forth in the report what related to the 30th ?

A. If you have read it correctly, I would.
Q. Well, look and see. [Book handed witness.]
(The Recorder.) I object to that book being put in the hands of the witness for any such

purpose.
(The President of the Board.) This book iias been admitted for the purposes of this

cross-examination. The objection made by the Recorder has been ruled upon.
(The Witness.) From reading this, I am entirely satisfied that I was in error in suppos-

ing that report to refer to the 29th.

Q. It did, in fact, refer to the 30th, and was so given to Gen. Jackson ?

A. Yes. It was a mistake that I made.
Q. Made, do you suppose, because you did not read the previous sentence?
A. You are now asking me a little more than I am able to say. I can not go back and

say how I made the error which I acknowledge to have made. If you want anything
further on the subject, I will say that I now see that I made a mistake at that time, and if

you desire me to say so, I will say that I am exceedingly sorry I made it.

Q. No. I do not want that. Of course you are. What I want to ask is this : -Whether
a publication made containing this extract as a basis of a report on, or criticism of Gen.
Porter's conduct on the 29th, was not calculated to do him great injustice ?

A. It was not calculated to do him great injustice.

Q. Would it not have that effect ?

A. I will not say that. But you can judge that for yourself.

Q. Is it not your opinion that it would—do you not know that it would do him great
injustice ?

A. I told you that it was a mistake. I told yoit that I had apologized for making it. I

do not know how much more you want. If you desire me to tell how much harm it did,

I can not answer you.

Q. How long did you remain of the impression that this extract, printed by you from
Gen. Jackson's report, did refer to the 29th ?

A. Until about fifteen minutes, ago.
Q. Until fifteen minutes ago ?

A. Until just now. I believe I have answered your question about that very clearly and
very positively, that I did suppose, until this examination took place, that the report of
Gen. Jackson, and the extract I made, referred to the 29th. I then told you that when a
question had arisen in regard to it, I supposed he had confused the order of events of the
two days. Having read it over more carefully, I have since told you that I was mistaken,
and that it refers to the 30th. I think that exhausts the whole question.

Q. Did it occur to you then that if this mistake had been made, and it in fact referred to
the 30th, and not to the 29th, an injustice had been done to Gen. Porter which might be cor-
rected then ?

A. You must understand that up to within a few minutes I never knew what I have since
admitted to be the fact—that that statement did not refer to the 29th.
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began, and dark, when it closed/' &c., thus showing you that the Judge
Advocate supposed that this fight began about twelve o'clock

;

whereas you will remember, as I stated, that from twelve to three

o'clock there was no fighting, thus showing that the Judge Advocate
has taken his view upon that subject, and has fallen into that error, by
reason of Gen. McDowell's statement that the battle then was raging

at its height at the very time when he knew it was not, and that

there was no truth in the statement. What we say is, that there was no
battle that day, in the sense implied in the charges and specifications and
in the proceedings before the court-martial ; that it was not of the char-

acter which was then found ; not of a character such as would have led

Gen. Porter to feel that there was a necessity for his taking this course

or that course, by reason of the heaviness of that engagement.
I do not propose to go into minute details as to what the engagement

was. You will recollect Gen. McKeever's testimony. That is probably

the clearest account of it. If my recollection serves me right, Gen. Mc-
Keever's testimony was to the effect that there was an attack by Hooker
with one brigade ; an attack by Grover, just before or just after, with one

brigade ; Kearney made several attacks ; not more than three thousand
engaged at any one time

;
probably four attacks, all in the afternoon

;

attacks not continuous or simultaneous, separated at intervals of an hour.

The fighting by infantry was in the afternoon to the north-east of Groveton,

and about dusk along the Warrenton pike in the vicinity of Groveton.

Gen. McKeever was probably in a better situation to know and under-

stand what went on during that day, so far as the fighting in the neighbor-

hood of the Warrenton pike was concerned, than any one else. You will

recollect his testimony that the fighting in the afternoon while it lasted was
probably as severe and as determined as any that occurred at any other

times during the war. But the forces were not large, and it was not a gen-

eral engagement, such an engagement as was expressed in the language

used by Gen. McDowell, such as was found by the court-martial, and such

as was adopted by the Judge Advocate as a proper statement of what the

character of the engagement was. But you have the testimony of twenty

or thirty witnesses, called as well by one side as the other, to the effect

that during that day, in the vicinity of Dawkins' Branch and back to

Bethlehem Church, there was no sound of a battle to be heard by the

officers or soldiers who were with Gen. Porter. There can be no dispute

upon that question, because when you have men such as were examined
before you stating those facts, and no contest or dispute by the other side,

then you may, I think, set it down as conclusively established that during

that day, until late in the afternoon, when the engagement took place with

Hood's division—that until then, during that day, there was no musketry
firing heard at General Porter's position, and that the artillery firing

was not such as to indicate a general engagement.

Further than that, you now know every movement that was made
during that day by the troops, and the several positions, not merely of

each division of the various corps, but of almost every regiment of that

army, and you can fully appreciate how grievous was the error of finding

that there was any such general battle as is described by Gen. McDowell,
and how unjust it was to Gen. Porter to view his conduct in the light

of imputed knowledge of any such supposed engagement. Again, it
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should be borne in mind that the joint order was dated at Centreville;

that it expressed a purpose of withdrawing behind Bull Run that night;

that Gen. Porter did not know, until the receipt by him of the 4.30

order, about sundown, that Gen. Pope was not still at Centreville or liad

come on the field. Was it not a fair inference on the part of Porter

that no general engagement would be fought unless the commander-in-
chief had come upon the field? He did not know that he was upon the

field. He heard no firing to indicate a general battle; had received no

information of any kind stating there was such an engagement. In
point of fact, as now established, there was none such. You can clearly

comprehend how absolute was the mistake that Gen. Porter, " knowing

that a severe action of great consequence was being fought, and that the

aid of his corps was greatly needed, did fail all day to bring it on the

field." It was an error. The testimony of Gen. McDowell in the main
induced it. Gen. Porter was the suiFerer by it. I submit that it is now
your duty to correct it.

It was an error to find that Gen. McDowell directed Porter
to attack, as he alleged.

The next point to which I w-ish to call the attention of the Board is

what seems to me to have been the error fallen into by the court-martial

and by the Judge Advocate, as to the statement made by Gen. McDowell
that he gave an order to Gen. Porter, in these words :

—" You put your
force in here and I will take mine up the Sudley Springs road on the left

of the troops engaged at that point with the enemy." (Page 307, O, R.)

Now, in order to consider the weight to be given to that statement by
Gen. McDowell, it is proper to take into consideration the position

which Gen. McDowell and Gen. Porter occupied at that time, the cir-

cumstances under which they were then placed, and the conduct of Gen.
McDowell at and about that time. I have endeavored to explain the

character, the purpose, and the object of the joint order.

In order to determine the precise position which Gen. Porter and
Gen. McDowell relatively occupied to each other, and to that joint order,

and the situation, allow me to call your attention to what I have already

referred to ; that is, that Gen. McDowell had requested General Pope to

turn Gen. King's division back to him ; to the fact that Gen. McDowell
had remained in the rear of the troops without command and without
object, and where he ought not to have been, but with the purpose alone,

as it appears to me, and I think the evidence fully warrants me in so

stating, of awaiting the reply from Gen. Pope, which would re-assign

Gen. King to him. When you look at the testimony you will find

that Gen. McDowell, immediately upon receiving this joint order which
accomplished the purpose, as he supposed, for which he had been waiting,

rode on to the head of the column as rapidly as possible with the joint

order in his pocket, and with the determination and purpose when he
arrived there of doing what he did afterwards, to wit, taking King's di-

vision away from Gen. Porter. That such was his purpose, and practi-

cally his only purpose, I think, will be made manifest by looking at the

testimony of Gen. McDowell, at pages 790 and 791 of the testimony

taken before the Board. Gen. McDowell was asked this question :

—
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" Q. Did not you understand that one of his brigades was deployed ?

"A. I don't know whether it was a brigade, or division, or regiment;
I was not there for that purpose. I did not look into that question ; I

did not go into criticism, or take into my mind what movements Gen.
Porter was ordering with his own troops. He was in command of the

corps, and I did not pretend to go into the details of the corps com-
mander's disposition of his troops. I did not pretend to direct or criti-

cise—it did not come into my mind to do it—what Gen. Porter was
doing with his troops. I went therefor another purpose.'^

Thus you see that Gen. McDowell says himself that he was not troub-

ling his mind with what was occurring at that time with the troops

which confessedly were under his command, as the superior in rank, at

the time the joint order was received. That was not concerning him.

He went there for another purpose. On page 791, the question was
asked :

—

" Q. Did not you have any idea as to how far it was or how long it

would take you ?

^'A. I thought I could get my troops into action quicker that way
than I could by bringing them up in the rear of Gen. Porter's, because

the road was blocked up with his corps. I was excessively anxious to

join Reynolds.
" Q. Was it not for the purpose of coming in on the left of Reynolds

with both of your divisions?

"A. I should have done so if left to myself."

What he intended by saying that he was not left to himself, was
that when he marched over on the Sudley road and was about putting

his troops, as he alleges, on the left of Reynolds, he was prevented from
doing it by an order from Gen. Pope to make an attack. He there says,

when the question is asked, " Was it not for the purpose of coming in

on the left of Reynolds with both your divisions ? A. I should have
done so if left to myself."

As I read that testimony, when he went up to the front at Dawkins'
Branch, and had his conference with Gen. Porter, the purpose for which
he went was to take King's division away from Gen. Porter. You have

Gen. McDowell, when this order was given assigning King to Porter,

expressing his dissatisfaction, and applying to Gen. Pope to countermand
that order and return King to him

;
you have him waiting in the rear

of Gen. Porter until an answer comes
;
you have hira then going to the

front and having a conference with Gen. Porter himself, and, by his testi-

mony, avowing that his object in going, was for some other pur-

pose than to see what was being done with the troops there. His
purpose was, as I submit from this testimony, to take away King from

Porter, and take him over to the left of Reynolds. If I am right in

that, then it seems to me that in looking at the conduct of Gen. McDowell
at the time, and at the position he then occupied, and the purpose he

had in view, you can form some proper determination, in connection

with other circumstances, as to whether Gen. McDowell did say to

Gen, Porter, "You put your force in here;" that is, in the sense, and
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with the meaning which Gen. McDowell, in his testimony, sought to

have the court-martial suppose, he had intended it.

What was that meaning? If the Board will pardon me while I

call attention to Gen. McDowell's testimony, you will see that the mean-

ing of that, as it was given by Gen. McDowell, was very plain : that it

meant, according to Gen. McDowell's testimony, that an attack should be

made by Gen. Porter upon the enemy in his front with his whole force.

When I say with his whole force, I mean that it was not to be a mere

tentative effort, but that it was to be a real attack made with as large a

force as Gen. Porter could bring to bear upon the enemy in his front.

Upon page 85 of the Court-Martial Record, Gen. McDowell in his testi-

mony says :

—

" The question with me was how, soonest, within the limit fixed by
Gen. Pope, this force of ours could be applied against the enemy. Gen.

Porter made a remark to me which showed me that he had no ques-

tion but that the enemy was in his immediate front. I said to him :

—

'You put your force in here, and I will take mine up the Sudley

Springs road, on the left of the troops engaged at that point with the

enemy/ or words to that effect. I left Gen. Porter with the belief and
understanding that he would put his force in at that point."

On the same page he says, in answer to this question :

—

"Q. You have said that the accused made an observation to you
which showed that he was satisfied that the enemy was in his immediate

front. Will you state what that observation was ?

"A. I do not know that I can repeat it exactly, and I do not know
that the accused meant exactly what the remark might seem to imply.

The observation was to this effect, putting his hand in the direction of

the dust rising above the tops of the trees, ' We can not go in there any-

where without getting into a fight.'

" Q. What reply did you make to that remark ?

"A. I think to this effect : That is what we came here for."

The effect of that language is plainly to imply that Gen. McDowell
meant that Gen. Porter should make the attack, and make it in as de-

cided and strong a manner as possible. One portion of the remark im-
plies what I think shows the animus, the spirit, which was actuating Gen.
McDowell when giving this testimony as against Gen. Porter. It is the

key to the whole of his testimony. When he says, " I do not know that

I can repeat it exactly, and I do not know that the accused meant
exactly what the remark might seem to imply," he intended to convey the

thought that Gen. Porter was shrinking from an engagement with the

enemy from improper motives. It was this gratuitous insinuation which
afforded the Judge Advocate occasion to say, on page 307 (O. R.) :

—

" Why this expectation was doomed to disappointment may possibly be
gathered from the following extract from Gen. McDowell's testimony, as

to what occurred during his conversation with the accused." And after

quoting the extract I have given above, he adds :
—" These words " (that

is what we came here for) " will certainly stand in memorable contrast

with the sad utterances to which they were a reply."
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These were bitter words on the part of the Judge Advocate, and they

show how eflPectual had been the work of Gen. McDowell in grafting on
the mind of the Judge Advocate the poison, the seed of which was in

his own evidence, and its fruit in the finding of the court-martial.

Why should Gen. McDowell have said :
—"And I do not know that

the accused meant exactly what the remark might seem to imply?" That
was not evidence. It was not the statement of a fact. What purpose

could he have had in it but that of impugning the motives and blacken-

ing the character of Gen. Porter?

What more potent words could he have used to instill into the minds
of the court-martial the belief that Gen. Porter was either cowardly or

treacherous? That he accomplished his purpose most effectually was
demonstrated by the finding of the court-martial, and is illustrated by
the bitter and uncompromising tone that prevails throughout the opinion

of the Judge Advocate. If you are satisfied that there was nothing in

Gen. Porter's conduct to have warranted such an insinuation, then you
must draw the inference that Gen. McDowell was not giving testimony

as a fair and impartial witness, but that his mind was, for some reason or

other, so inflamed against Gen. Porter that his words, whether as an

insinuation, or opinion, or statement of fact, can not be relied upon,

except where they are corroborated by some other undoubted evidence.

I trust I do not go too far in this criticism of Gen. McDowell. The
circumstances appear to me fully to justify it.

Gen. Porter was then upon trial for the highest military crimes. His
honor, his liberty, his life, were at stake. Gen. McDowell was the prin-

cipal witness against him. On his evidence really the whole case de-

pended. The failure to obey this alleged order of Gen. McDowell to

attack was the most serious point in the whole case.

Just there and then, when he had sworn to the fact of having given

the order, with what appears as most malicious ingenuity, he injects into

the minds of tiie court-martial this base insinuation. If true, it would
have been most ungenerous. If untrue, then no words can be too harsh

in its denunciation. That he did not believe it himself is shown by his

own testimony on page 93 (O. R.).

Examination by the court-martial :

—

<

" Q. When the accused said to you that he could not go in anywhere
there without getting into a fight, did he or not appear to be averse to

engaging the enemy?
"A. I can not say that it made that impression upon me, though in

giving my answer I took the view that he did so imply and. made the remark;

but I did not think he was averse to engaging the enemy.''

Does not this reply justify all I have said about the unfair and dis-

ingenuous character of his evidence?

The remark of Gen. Porter did not make that impression upon him.

He did not believe Gen. Porter was averse to engaging the enemy. Yet
without being asked any question that justified him in so stating, he had
insinuated to the court-martial in his previous answer that Gen. Porter

did mean to imply that he was so averse. In other words he had volun-

teered an insinuation of the most damaging kind against Porter, which he
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had not entertained at the time the remark was made, and which he did

not and could not have believed when he made it.

It requires a broader mantle of charity than is usually thrown over

the testimony of witnesses to condone such an offence against fair dealing

and truth-telling as this was, and admit its author to the fold of those

upon whose words the fate of a fellow-man can be made to depend.

And here let me call your attention to the fact, that while the Judge
Advocate quotes the extract from Gen. McDowell's evidence, in which
this most injurious imputation is made, and makes it the foundation of

a bitter attack upon Porter, he has omitted any notice whatever of Gen.
McDowell's reply, on page 93, to the effect that he did not believe that

Gen. Porter was averse to engaging the enemy, or that he had such an

impression at the time the remark was made. It is but another illus-

tration of the apparent impossibility which then existed of giving to the

case that impartial judicial consideration which its gravity so much
merited, and must greatly lessen the weight to be accorded to the findings

of the court and to the opinion of the Judge Advocate.

But to return to the evidence of Gen. McDowell as to what he
intended by this order. On page 87 of the Court-Martial Record he

says :

—

" Q. Are you to be understood as saying, that before you saw the order

to Gen. Porter of 4.30 P. M. of the 29th of August, yon, under the dis-

cretion you supposed was reposed in you, by the joint order to yourself

and Gen. Porter, had directed him to attack the enemy's right flank and
rear ?

"A. To that effect; yes, sir. I knew I had that discretion."

In other words, that before he saw that order of 4.30 P. M., he had
already directed Gen. Porter to make an attack upon the enemy's right

flank and rear, to the same effect as was conveyed in the 4.30 P. M.
order. Again, on page 92 of the Court-Martial Record :

—

"Q. The orders you had given to Gen. Porter were not in opposition,

or at least not of a different character from the one that came to him from
Gen. Pope?"

(That is, the 4.30 order.) .

'

" A. They concurred. The arrangements that I supposed to exist

when I left Gen. Porter concurred with the order which I afterwards
saw from Gen. Pope to Gen. Porter. They were to the same effect, ex-
cept as to details, which Gen. Pope may have given. I gave no details.

" Q. Would or would not the presence of Gen. Pope, an officer superior
in command to both yourself and Gen. Porter, render inoperative or
inapplicable the article of war to which you have referred ?

"A. It would depend upon his presence, whether it was immediate
or not.

" Q,. We speak of such presence as existed then.

"A. We did not so consider it. Gen. Pope, according to the note
we received, was at Centreville, which, I suppose, was some six miles
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off, and we were going away from him. I will mention further that the

day before, nearly a similar case happened, when Gen. Sigel and myself
were together at Bucklaud Mills, and I commanded Gen. Sigel. That
was done by a direct order from Gen. Pope before given. Still it would
have been the same if he had not given that order.

"Q. Could the accused have engaged in the battle according to your
order, and according to the subsequent order of Gen. Pope, and still

have fallen back to Bull Run within the time named in the joint order

to yourself and the accused ?

"A. Yes, sir."

Mr. Choate suggests that, in this connection, I shall read the 4.30

P. M. order, which I will do.

" Hbadquaeters in the Field,
August 29th, 1862, 4.30 P. M.

" Your line of march brings you in on the enemy's right flank. I de-

sire you to push forward into action at once on the enemy's flank, and,

if possible, on his rear, keeping your right in communication with Gen.
Reynolds. The enemy is massed in the woods, in front of us, but can

be shelled out as soon as you engage their flank. Keep heavy reserves

and use your batteries, keeping well closed to your right all the time. In
case you are obliged to fall back, do so to your right and rear, so as to

keep you in close communication with the right wing.

"JOHN POPE,
"Major- General Commanding.

"Major-Gen. Porter."

Thus you will see that the testimony of Gen. McDowell which I have
been reading, conveyed to the mind of the court-martial, conveyed to

the mind of the Judge Advocate, conveyed to the mind of the President,

when he came to read over this opinion and revise of the Judge Advo-
cate-General, conveyed to the mind of the people of the United States

who took an interest in these proceedings and knew what they were, that

at noon, on Dawkins' Branch, when Gen. Porter and Gen. McDowell were

at the head of the column looking across towards the enemy on the hills

beyond the stream, Gen. McDowell gave to Gen. Porter an order to make
an attack, of the same effect as this order of 4.30 P. M.

I wish to go on to refer to all that portion of Gen. McDowell's testi-

mony where he has iterated and reiterated this statement, so that you will

see how very strong Gen. McDowell was before the court-martial in the

enforcement and re-enforcement of this statement, that he had given this

order to Gen. Porter and what he meant by giving that order; because

afterwards I think we shall be able to show that Gen. McDowell's con-

duct and his own declarations do not sustain what he then said. On
page 93 of the Court-Martial Record, (recollect that this is a sequel to

that which I have just read), in which he said that the order which he

gave to Gen. Porter concurred with the 4.30 P. M. order which Gen. Pope
had given Gen. Porter. In answer to this question:

—
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" Please state the ground on which you formed the opinion that if the

accused had attacked the right wing of the rebels, as he was ordered, the

battle would have been decisive in our favor?

"A. Because on the evening of that day I thought the result was deci-

dedly in our favor, as it was. But, admitting that it was merely equally

balanced, I think, and thought, that if the corps of Gen. Porter, reputed

one of the best, if not the best, in the service, consisting of between

twenty and thirty regiments, and some eight batteries, had been added to

the efforts made by the others, the result would have been in our favor

very decidedly."

Then again on the same page,
" Q. When the accused said to you that he could not go in anywhere

there without getting into a fight, did he, or not, appear to be averse to

engaging the enemy ?

"A. I can not say that it made that impression on me, though, in giving

my answer, I took the view that he did so imply, and made the

remark "

Then on page 95 of the Court-Martial Record,
" Q,. When you left Gen. Porter for the purpose of taking the Sudley

Springs road, did you, or not, expect that he would attack the enemy as

soon as he could reach them, and did you, or not, consider it his duty to

doit?
"A. I have already said as much, I think ; at least I meant to say it.

" Q. Had the accused made a vigorous attack with his force on the

right flank of the enemy at any time before the battle closed, would, or

would not, in your opinion, the decisive result in favor of the Union
army, of which you have spoken, followed ?

"A. I think it would."

Again,
" Q. * * * Do you mean to say now that the fortunes

of the day would have been changed, if he had made an attack without

his batteries?

"A. I believe it would."

Again on page 97 of the Court-Martial Record,

"A. To have defeated Gen. Porter in that attack would have required

a large force of the enemy, which would have relieved the attack in

front, and, I think, would have still resulted in a success to our side, to

our army generally."

These extracts which I have read from the testimony of Gen. McDowell,
show that he intended to convey to the minds of the court-martial, or

intended that the inference should be drawn from his testimony, that

Gen. Porter had received from him this order to make the attack to

the same extent and to the same effect as the order which was given by
Gen. Pope at 4.30, and to imply that it had been Gen. Porter's duty under
the order, which he gave him, to make that attack, and that it would
have been his duty, even without his order, to have done it ; that Gen.
Porter by failing to make the attack, as thus ordered, had been guilty of

a violation of duty for which he was grossly culpable. It was upon that

testimony, probably, the court proceeded in finding Gen. Porter guilty,

with more confidence than almost any other, because there was an order
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given by a commanding officer on the spot, as he said, to make the

attack. And I suppose they must have thought that Gen. McDowell
being present, and knowing the circumstances, was best able to judge,

and that Gen. Porter ought to have obeyed that order.

T think, if you will look at the proceedings of the court-martial and
the testimony, and the opinion given by the Judge Advocate, you
must come to the conclusion that this allegation of such an order was
probably the most fatal blow which Gen. Porter received in this case.

Now the question comes :—Was it true that Gen. McDowell gave any
such order to Gen. Porter? Bear in mind that Gen. McDowell and
Gen. Porter were there under the joint order to which I have referred,

the purpose of which was, as I suppose, the most important movement
made during that campaign—the purpose being to prevent the junction

of Longstreet and Jackson—to press Jackson from the rear while the

troops were pressing him upon the Warrenton pike in front, and thus, if

possible, crush him. Bear in mind that this was being done in pur-

suance of the views which Gen. McDowell himself had enforced upon
Gen. Pope; that this was being done in pursuance of the plan which Gen.
McDowell fully understood and approved, if he was not the originator

of it. Bear in mind that Gen. McDowell knew all that, and
he knew in addition that Gen. Pope had sent toward Gainesville this

force of twenty-five thousand to twenty-seven thousand men, being some
ten thousand more than had been on that line the day before, for the

purpose of accomplishing what was then believed to be vital to success

in the campaign. Under these circumstances, was it not natural that

Gen. McDowell should have endeavored to carry that order out? Was
it not his duty to have attempted to carry it out? Was it not his duty to

see that the force or pressure of twenty-five thousand to twenty-seven

thousand men, which he then had under him, consisting of Ricketts' and
King's divisions and. Gen. Porter's corps, should be brought to bear at

the point and for the purpose which, of all others, were the most im-

portant of that campaign ? Was it not his duty at that time to endeavor

to follow the directions given by that order, so far as it was possible for

him to have accomplished it ? He was then the superior in command
;

he it was who had control of Porter's force as well as his own.

Knowing the importance of that order, knowing the fact that he

had these troops under him, what does he do? Instead of trying to

carry that order out, either in the spirit or letter, no sooner has he re-

ceived the joint order than he hurries up to Gen. Porter as fast as he can

go, and at once indicates what his purpose is. He first seeks to put King
on the right. When that can not be done, he determines to take him
off along the Sudley Springs road to the Warrenton pike, thus breaking

up the force which Gen. Pope had united under these two commanders,
for the purpose of carrying out the object of the joint order, thus render-

ing it impossible to carry out the order any further; thus abandoning
and throwing it overboard. And for what purpose ? Why, in order that

he might accomplish that which he had had in his mind from the time

he heard King had been assigned to Porter, which was to take King
away from Porter and get him back under his own command.

Let me ask, if he believed that it was Gen. Porter's duty to

make the attack, if he believed it was his duty to tell Gen. Porter
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to make the attack, would he not have made it himself, when he

had those troops there, as being doubly sure of success ? What was
there in the nature of the circumstances, or about the position of his

force, or that of the enemy, which should have made him hesitate for a

moment to make the attack when he had this large force under him,' in-

stead of allowing it to be made by a little more than one-third of that

force? If it could have been made by Gen. Porter, with any expecta-

tion of a successful result, would not the addition of the fifteen thousand

to seventeen thousand men, wiio were with King's and Ricketts' divisions,

have insured that result? Would not the attack, if it had been as

valuable as Gen. McDowell undertook to convey to the court-martial the

impression that it would have been,—would it not have been doubly

assured if this force of fifteen thousand to seventeen thousand men had
been added ? Is it then reasonable to suppose that if Gen. McDowell
believed that the attack should have been made,—is it reasonable, I say,

to suppose that he would have acted in the way he did ? If he wanted
to seek the field of battle, as he says, is it probable he would have
gone back a distance from the point at which he and Gen. Porter were

then in consultation—back to Bethlehem Church, two miles, and five

miles to the Warrenton pike, and one and one-half miles towards

Groveton—a distance of six or eight miles, for the purpose of seeking

the- battle-field, when the battle-field, according to his own notion, was
then right in his front ?

Perhaps you may not always be able to determine what a man has said by
what he does; but I do not know any better method of ascertaining how
far you can rely upon a statement which may be made, than to test what
the man says by what he does. I say, if you will apply that test here

—

what was done by Gen. McDowell, to what he says he said to Gen. Porter

at that time—that any rational man must believe that Gen. McDowell
simply stultifies himself when he asks anybody to believe that he did say

to Gen. Porter to make that attack, and then went oiF some six or eight

miles, taking with him fifteen to seventeen thousand men whose presence

and co-operation he must have known were essential to the success of the

movement. It is not consistent with reason. Men do not act without some
motive. It is true that Gen. McDowell says he did not take anything
into his mind that day; it is true he says he did not take into his mind
what Gen. Porter was doing, or the condition of his troops, and that he
did not take into his mini what were the eventualities of that order;

and, if I recollect aright, in answer to a question put by the president of

the Board, he said, " I was not looking to the close of the day ; I was
going on the plan that ' sufficient unto the day is the evil thereof.'

"

(Page 829, N. R.) Nevertheless, I suppose Gen. McDowell's mind,
inert as it appears to have been, acted with some little degree of reason.

And, if it did, then his conduct in turning off, and going along the

Sudley road, taking these troops away, is entirely inconsistent with his

pretense that he gave an order to Gen. Porter to make the attack in

force when he was at Dawkins' Branch. A man who has related facts

somewhat from imagination, does not always remember what he says.

We have here, in 1870, a paper published by Gen. McDowell, in

which he says this. I will only quote as much as applies to this par-
ticular subject :

—
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"Gen. McClellan seems to have been ignorant of the fact that up to

the time of McDowell's separation of his command from Porter, the op-

posing forces had not come within range of each other. The separation

—

that is, the separation between McDowell and Porter—took place before

conflict was possible. There can be no question, therefore, of responsi-

bility on either general for not making an attack before noon. Early in

the forenoon, when McClellan says was ' the only opportunity of attack-

ing with good chances of success,' the approaching forces were miles

apart."

You have, in other words. Gen. McDowell's statement at one time
that he said to Gen. Porter in effect, there was the enemy, and to go
in there and make that attack, and do it at once ; there is no difficulty

in your moving upon them immediately. We have him again, in a paper
which certainly ought to have been well considered, stating that at the

very time, as he now says, he had ordered the attack to be made, the forces

were miles apart, and a conflict was impossible. By what sort of rule

can such inconsistencies be reconciled ? Was he stating the facts when
he published the paper in 1870? If so, did he tell Porter, in 1862, to

attack an enemy that was miles distant, when a conflict was impossible ?

Gen. McDowell says, on pages 217 and 218 (Court-Martial Record),

that he and Gen. Porter agreed at that time they could not go further

towards Gainesville; they agreed "that Gen. Porter must not attemptit,

or that they could not do so. Why was this ? You will recollect that

Gen. McDowell said to Gen. Patrick—(that is to be found on page 189
of the new evidence), the language, if I recollect it aright, was about

this :
" Porter has got about as far as he can go," or, " as far as he ought

to go."

You have Gen. McDowell declaring, himself, before the court-martial,

that Porter could not go further towards Gainesville. You have him
declaring to Gen. Patrick that Porter had gone as far as he could

go. If that were true, it was because the enemy was in front of Por-
ter in such large force as to put it out of the question to attempt the

advance—that is the only reason. If Gen. McDowell knew that the

enemy was in front of Porter at that time, then can it be possible, if

he believed an attack should have been made -upon that force of the

enemy, he would have turned his back upon the fight?

But, having taken his seventeen thousand men and gone away from
Porter, should he not have justified himself by the fact that he believed

the joint order inculcated non-attack, under the circumstances of finding

the main force of the enemy already in his front, one day in advance of

what Gen. Pope had pronounced ? Was not that the real, the true

ground of his separation, and that he did not intend to attack himself,

or for Porter to attack? Can any other ground be conceived of that

offers any excuse for his conduct, and is at the same time consistent with

integrity of purpose? But subsequently he found he had committed an
error—he feared being censured for separating from Porter, and not

moving on the enemy—disaster ensued, and an incensed public looked for

a cause, and the responsible officials for a victim. He had not the man-
hood to take the temporary burden, and shifted it to the shoulders of his

comrade in arms.

He imputed to Gen. Porter a disposition to shrink from the fight; he

used language in reference to him which induced the Judge Advocate to
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say that which was bitter and galling to Gen. Porter In the extreme.

It is made the ground-work on the part of the Judge Advocate-General

of imputing to Gen. Porter, practically, cowardice or treachery.

Now, I do not believe that the trait of courage is one which deserves

to be very much extolled in a soldier, but the want of it certainly de-

serves condemnation.

As far as my observation has gone, of this army under Gen. Pope, I

think it can be said that the want of courage was not common to either

officers or soldiers in that army, and while we find the fighting seemed

to have been done rather promiscuously, yet, wherever the soldiers came
in contact with the enemy, they behaved with a degree of stubborn

courage which is not excelled by soldiers or troops anywhere.

I have never seen anything connected with this army to lead me to

believe that the imputation of a want of courage was just to either officers

or soldiers. I would not be disposed to impute to Gen. McDowell any
want of courage, or any indisposition on his part to go into the fight. I

do not think it existed. I am sincere in stating my belief that it did not

exist; and that his moving back at that time was not because he had
any indisposition to go into the fight, further than what arose from mo-
tives that were proper and controlling with him. But that his indispo-

sition to go was because he believed that Longstreet's force had made
its appearance in front in such numbers as to render it unwise and injudi-

cious, with the views which he knew Gen. Pope entertained with reference

to the mode of conducting the campaign, that Porter and he should

make an attack upon Longstreet at that time, in such a way as to bring

on a general action.

Believing this, I submit that Gen. McDowell's conduct in with-

drawing from the field, and going back towards Sudley Springs—along

the Sudley Springs road towards the Warrenton pike—contradicts Gen.
McDowell's statement that he directed Gen. Porter to put his force " in

there," with a view to making an attack ; for the one is utterly incon-

sistent with the other. And as we know that Gen. McDowell did march
along the Sudley Springs road to the Warrenton pike, we therefore must
infer necessarily and positively that he could not have said to Gen. Porter,
" you put your force in there," with a view to making an attack. It is

probable when he deposed to those words before the court-martial he
was betrayed into it by a trick of his memory similar to that which
led him to impute to Porter's remark, " We can not go in there any-
where without getting into a fight," the meaning that he was averse

to engaging the enemy. If he could pervert in the one case, it is not

difficult to conceive that he could do so in the other. He probably did

recollect having said, or having expressed by a wave of his hand, that

Porter should_put his forces into the woods there, meaning the woods oHj,/ ,

the <iDof"side~orT)awku?s~Branch and south of the railroad, and that (j2-i^^ii^''/

Porter should remain there to hold the enemy in check while he went
off up the Sudley Road. His memory probably gave at this point one
of those sudden twists—just such as it did before—and he " took the

view" that it implied that Porter should move against the enemy, and
then it grew into an order to attack in force, and by and by it be-

came stronger and stronger, until it concurred with and was to the same
effect as the 4.30 order, and directed Porter to attack the enemy in flank
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and rear*, and thus on each occasion when he testified about it the pro-

portions became greater and greater, until finally it meant what Porter's

imperative duty required of him without orders; what *Gen. Pope per-

emptorily ordered by the 4.30 dispatch, and what, if it had been fulfilled,

would have achieved a "decisive result in favor of the Union army."
The times and the occasion were propitious for the cultivation of such

a memory.
Somebody had to be victimized. Gen. Pope asserted that Porter should

have attacked, the War Department thought he should have done so,

the country thought it likewise, and if Gen. McDowell had sworn that

he had ordered Porter to remain where he was, on the defensive, Gen.
McDowell would have simply put himself in the breach. The trial

of Porter would probably have ceased, and Gen. McDowell would have

been subjected to that ordeal. A man must be made of very stern stuff

to come squarely up to such an issue and take upon himself such a re-

sponsibility. That Gen. McDowell realized this to be the issue and
that he testified throughout in defense of himself is manifest upon the

most cursory examination of his evidence before the court-martial and
before tljis Board. He appeared to feel that the conviction of Porter was
essential to his own vindication. With such a pressure upon his mind, per-

haps the flexibility of his memory is not so much to be wondered at, and
if he could insinuate to the court-martial that Gen. Porter's remark,

referred to above, implied that he was averse to engaging the enemy from
unworthy motives when he knew to the contrary, it does not require any
great stretch of the imagination to suppose that this alleged order to

attack was likewise an invented afterthought.

Here again, let me call the attention of the Board to the influence

which this testimony of Gen. McDowell must have had with the court-

martial, by showing you the influence that it had with the Judge Advo-
cate. He gave a prominence to that alleged order, and put it forward

as the thing of all others which chiefly condemned Gen. Porter. Now,
let me ask this question ; if it were true, would not Gen. McDowell have
stated it to Gen. Pope previously, and if Gen. McDowell had stated it,

is it not probable that that very order itself would have been embodied
in the charges and specifications ?

These charges and specifications, when you look at them, are evidently

prepared by somebody who intended to throw a drag-net around Gen.
Porter, and cover all his actions during August 29th. How can it be

possible that Gen. McDowell had ever said that to anybody ? If he

had said it, it would have been his duty to report it, and it would have

appeared in the charges and specifications. But it is not there.

So impressed was the Judge Advocate with the importance of this

point that, when he came to consider it, he noticed nothing which ap-

parently could have any effect to show that there was a possibility, much
less a probability, of Gen. McDowell having been mistaken as to this

order.

It would appear that, almost from, the beginning of the trial before

the court-martial, the mind of the Judge Advocate had been imbued
with deep and bitter prejudices against Gen. Porter.

When you take up pages 16 and 17 of Gen. Pope's testimony, it

would seem that all his questions are addressed as though there was no
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doubt about Gen. Porter having violated the joint order, and having

acted contrary to his duty in every possible respect.

I wish to read this testimony of Gen. Pope from pages 15, 16,

and 17. I do not mean to say that this has anything specifically to do
with the order of Gen. McDowell, " Put your force in there ;" but it

shows how strong was the prejudice against Porter, and the l)ias in favor

of McDowell, on the part of the Judge Advocate in framing his ques-

tions, and on that of Gen. Pope in his replies.

Gen. McDowell's examination followed in the wake of Gen. Pope's,

and it is not difficult to understand how well inclined he must have been

to respond to the expectations as to his evidence which were foreshadowed

in the examination of Gen Pope. It also illustrates, I think, the errors

and mistakes that were made about this matter, of which I am now
speaking, quite as well as it does some other points of the case. «

Page 15 (O. R.).

" Q. Was there any engagement then pending ?

"A. Fighting was then going on along the turnpike that ltd from
Centreville to Warrenton—fighting was going on quite sharply.

" Q. Did the march of Gen. Porter's command, as indicated in that

order, lead him towards that battle ?

" A. Yes, sir. It led him towards the flank of the enemy."

As I understand it, the battle indicated by Gen. Pope was upon the

east of Groveton, and on the Warrenton pike, between Groveton and
the Sudley Springs road. The line of Gen. Porter's march would have
taken him not, certainly, in the direction of that battle. I do not mean
to say that he could not go around and reach it. But the statement that

Porter's march led him towards that battle certainly conveyed an incor-

rect impression. I think you will find, as I read it, that that is some-
thing which may have had very materially to do with the finding of the

court-martial. Both question and answer were directed so as to show
that Porter should naturally have come on to the field of battle if he
had continued his march, and the purpose is developed further on when
Gen. Pope proves that McDowell passed Porter in order to reach that

field. The question is then asked :

—

" Q,. What was the distance between Manassas Junction and the scene

of the engagement of which you speak ?

" A. Between five and six miles, I think ; though I had not, myself,

been over the road,"

Now it is a little difficult to determine what that means, because Gen.
Pope has already described the scene of this engagement as being on the

Warrenton pike, east of Groveton. Then he is asked what the distance

is between Manassas Junction and the scene of this engagement. He is,

undoubtedly, speaking of the line upon which Gen. Porter was ordered
to march; and if he means, by taking the line upon which Gen. Porter
was marching, that it was five or six miles from Manassas to that field of
battle, it certainly is clearly a mistake, and only shows how wildly Gen.
Pope was talking. Gen. Porter's line of march was towards Gaines-
ville, and not to the Warrenton pike, east of Groveton. But this again
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Is but the precursor of the subsequent statement that Porter failed to do
what was done by McDowell, viz., come on to the field of battle with
his troops, and that McDowell passed Porter in so doing,

" Q. Do you know the character of the road ? Had you passed over
it?

" A, I had not passed over it.

"Q. Did Gen. Porter obey the order addressed to him and Gen.
McDowell ?

'' A. I do not know whether he obeyed it. He did not obey it fully.

How far he obeyed it I am not able to say ; he certainly did not obey the

order fully.

"Q. If he had obeyed it would it not have brought him up with the

enemy before half-past four in the evening ?

" A. Yes, sir."

Now,* the word " obey " has, as I suppose, a technical meaning. I
suppose it is the opposite of " disobey," of course; and the word " dis-

obey " or " disobedience " in a military sense means, that the person

who is guilty of disobedience must have failed to comply with an order

from some improper motive.- Thus it must be willful. A man may
fail to comply with or fail to fulfill an order, and be perfectly right

in so doing, be perfectly justifiable in so doing; but "disobeying" an
order means something of a very different character. That is, it is a

failure to fulfill or comply with an order from, as I said, some improper
or willful reason.

Now, you will observe that the question is whether he obeyed or not,

and the answer is that he did not obey, because, if he had, it would have
brought him up before half-past four in the evening.

The question and answer import not merely non-compliance with the

order, but a willful non-compliance. It is manifest that this was not a

proper question or answer. He should have been asked as to the facts.

The inference should have been for the court. One of the accusations

was that Porter had disobeyed the order. That was a question of mili-

tary law. Gen. Pope was a witness. By what- right or rule could he

be either asked or permitted to express an opinion upon the crime

charged ? It is but another illustration of the disadvantage under
which Gen. Porter was being tried, owing to the prejudice of which I

have spoken.

" Q. On your arriving on the battle-field where was he reported to

you to be ?

" A. I arrived on the battle-field at twelve o'clock, about noon. At
four and a-half o'clock nobody on the field knew where Gen. Porter was
at all.

" Q,. Did, or did not. Gen. Porter obey the second order to which you
refer, issued at 4.30 P. M. on the 29th of August, directing him to

engage the enemy in flank, and, if possible, in rear ?

" A. He did not, so far ^s my knowledge of the fact goes.

" Q. You have no knowledge of his having made any attack then ?

" A. I should have known it if he had attacked.
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" Q. Will you state to the court, and describe the condition of the

battle-field at that hour, and the importance of his obedience of that

order to the success of your troops ?

" A. Late in the afternoon of the 29th, perhaps towards half-past five

or six o'clock, about the time that I hoped that Gen. Porter would be in

his position, and be assaulting the enemy on the flank, and when Gen.

McDowell had himself arrived with his corps on the field of battle."

Bear in mind that this is described, again, as the field of battle appar-

ently to which Gen. Porter's march would have carried him.

" I directed an attack to be made on the left of the enemy's line, which

was handsomely done by Heintzelman's corps and Reno's corps. The
enemy was driven back in all directions, and left a large part of the

ground with his dead and wounded upon it in our possession. Had Gen.

Porter fallen upon the flank of the enemy, as it was hoped, at any time

up to eight o'clock that night, it is my firm conviction that we should

have destroyed the army of Jackson.
" Q. You have stated that Gen. McDowell obeyed that order, so far

as to appear on the battle-field with his command?
"A. Yes, sir."

Now, let me ask the Board to consider for a moment how had Gen.

McDowell obeyed that joint order? What single act had Gen. McDow-
ell done in fulfillment of or compliance with the joint order, except to

take command of the force long enough to destroy the effect of the spirit

and purpose of that order by taking King's and Ricketts' divisions

away? That was the only step, as I submit, which Gen. McDowell
ever took in pursuance of that order, and I think that you may say that

his taking them to the Sudley Springs road was certainly not the fulfill-

ment of the order in any possible sense. If the question and answer

above referred to illustrate the prejudice against Porter, do not the last

question and answer show the bias in favor of Gen. McDowell? It

is, as I submit, a perversion of language to assert that the order enjoined

upon McDowell a march along the Sudley road to the Warrenton pike.

No latitude, however great, could warrant such a construction. Whether
the discretion allowed by the order covered such a movement might be

doubtful, but to say that McDowell obeyed the order by this movement
is about as exact as it would be to allege that a man who was ordered

to go to Albany from New York by the Hudson river, had obeyed the

order by taking an East river boat and going to Newport. It exhibits

an overweening purpose to shield McDowell.

"He arrived on the battle-field, I think, about five o'clock, and imme-
diately pushed forward his corps to the front; the division of Gen. King
having a very sharp engagement with the enemy along the Warrenton
turnpike, in advance of the position we had occupied during the day.

" Q. To reach the battle-field had, or had not. Gen. McDowell as great

a distance to march as Gen. Porter ?

" A. Yes, sir. I should think fully as great."
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What does he mean by that? Does he mean that Gen. McDowell and

Gen. Porter should have marched over the same road ? Does he mean
that Gen. Porter should also have turned back to the Sudley road,

and gone that way up to the Warrenton pike? Or does he mean
that Gen. Porter had as great a distance to m'arch by going around ?

It is simply impossible, as I say, to understand ; and I suppose that Gen.

Pope was talking about this thing without knowing anything about the

roads. I do not suppose that he knew where Gen. Porter's line of march
would have carried him. I suppose that he did not know what was the

route Gen. Porter would have had to take, and I can not conceive

that he could have given this testimony if he had been over the roads

and knew anything about the map.
But this had its injurious eifect before the court-martial. They sup-

posed he did know. He gave his testimony as a man who ought to

have known.
I have no doubt at all that it had its effect upon their minds ; it cer-

tainly did upon that of the Judge Advocate. But what had the conduct

of Gen. McDowell in obeying or disobeying the order to do with Porter's

criminality ? It is clear it bore no proper relation to it. It was deemed
necessary, however, in order to condemn Porter, that McDowell should

be acquitted of responsibility. This double purpose develops itself more
or less throughout the whole of the proceedings before the court-martial,

and always to the injury of Porter.

Mr. Maltby reminds me that Gen. Pope said he never had been over

these roads at all. I suppose that is the only way of accounting for such

remarkable testimony as this is :

—

" Q. I believe you have stated the distance from Manassas Junction

to the battle-field as above four or five miles ?

" A. Five or six miles; I am not quite sure ; that is my impression."
" Q. Is or is not that about the distance which the command of Gen.

Porter would have had to have marched to have obeyed your order?
" A. It would have had to march less than that. You refer, I sup-

pose, to the order I issued about half-past four in the afternoon ?

" Q. Yes, sir.

"A. Gen. Porter was reported to me, by the aide-de-camp who de-

livered him that order, to be two miles or more from Manassas Junction,

in the direction of the field of battle.

" Q. In point of fact, did or did not Gen. McDowell, in obeying that

order, pass Gen. Porter and his command on the way ?

"A. I so understand."

Where did McDowell pass them ? Starting out, as the Board will re-

collect when I commenced reading these extracts from Gen. Pope, with
the recollection that he described the battle-field as being on the War-
renton pike east of Groveton, and that all the way through this testimony
which I have read Gen. Pope has been giving the idea to the court-mar-
tial that Gen. McDowell was marching to this battle-field with hot haste,

eager to perform his duty; that Gen. Porter was lagging behind indiffer-

ent, yes, worse, that he was not willing to go into action at all, he caps
the climax by stating that Gen. McDowell would have had to pass the
troops of Gen. Porter in marching to that battle-field.
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Does not that plainly convey the impression that Gen. McDowell
would have had to march over the same road that Gen. Porter was upon,

and upon which Gen. Porter would have had to march ? Does it not con-

vey the impression that in some way or other, while Gen. Porter was lying

at Dawkins' Branch, Gen. McDowell must have passed him? Now, we
know the fact that Gen. McDowell's troops were back here (between Beth-

lehem Church and Manassas Junction, and a small portion west of Bethle-

hem Church). Instead of passing, they were simply separated by turning

to the right and going off to the north. Gen. McDowell, with King and

Rickett's divisions, was in the rear of Gen. Porter's corps. He moved off

to the north along the Sudley road, nearly at right angles with Porter's line

of march, which was to the westward, in the direction of Gainesville.

There was no passing about it. The language which I have read to you

conveys plainly the impression that while Gen. Porter was lying along here,

lagging behind, Gen. McDowell in some way passed him to the field of

battle. This testimony was taken on the first day's proceeding of the court-

martial. It was Gen. Pope's testimony, and it seems to have had—that

page and a half which I have been reading—seems to have had the

effect of possessing the minds of the court-martial and the Judge Advo-
cate with the idea that Gen. Porter was so affected by his hostility to

Gen. Pope that he was determined that day to do nothing to assist

hira, and would leave his army to its fate ; and they seem to have

been ready "to accept any statement which Gen. Pope or Gen. McDowell
made as a verity, no matter how monstrous and mistaken it was. There

is one way of accounting for it, and that is by supposing that the map
which they had before them was of a very imperfect character, as we
know it was, or by supposing that they had but little reference to the

map; for, as far as I can see from the trial, they seem to have known
very little of the real topography of the country and the real position

at that time of the troops, and to have cared less. Gen. Pope seems to

have been indifferent to these matters wherever it was necessary to dis-

regard them in order to condemn Porter. This testimony of Gen. Pope
is but a fair sample of the errors and perversions that are to be found

throughout that record. I have called your attention to them for that

reason, and also to show how the way was prepared for Gen. McDowell
to travel in the same direction. Gen. Pope's testimony relieved Mc-
Dowell at Porter's expense. How could Gen. McDowell do less than

follow on in the same line?

But to return to the alleged order of McDowell to attack. There is

some other testimony which I think has a material bearing upon this.

You will recollect that on the former trial Col. Locke, who was
Gen. Porter's assistant adjutant-general and chief of staff, stated that

when Gen. McDowell came up to Gen. Porter at Dawkins' Branch, he

said to him substantially this :
" Porter, this is no place to fight a

battle, you are too far out." The same thing was testified to by
Capt. Martin, chief of artillery of Morell's division. Locke and Mar-
tin both state that when Gen. McDowell came up to Gen. Porter at

Dawkins' Branch, Gen. McDowell said to Gen. Porter, " Porter, this

is no place to fight a battle," or " you are too far out," or " your troops

are too far out."

Now, ifmy memory serves me right, this testimony on the part of Locke
and Martin receives no attention at the hands of the Judge Advocate
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at all in his review; yet, I think, unquestionably it ought to have been
stated, because it certainly seems to be inconsistent with the idea that

Gen. McDowell could have given such an order to Gen. Porter to make
an attack if he had also stated to him, " Porter, you are too far out ; this

is no place to fight a battle." Well, as a matter of course. Gen. McDow-
ell might have changed his mind. Certainly, the remark attributed to

him by Locke and Martin, " Porter, you are too far out ; this is no place

to fight a battle," is very much more consistent with Gen. McDowell's
conduct than what he says he said, " Porter, put your force in there,"

meaning he should attack in force.

Gen. McDowell does not deny, and never has denied, that he said

to Gen. Porter, " You are too far out ; this is no place for a battle."

He did not deny it before, and he does not deny it now ; he simply says

he does not recollect whether he said it or not. We have proven by
Lieut. Davis and by Maj. Earle that they too were present and heard Gen.
McDowell say to Gen. Porter, "Porter, you are too far out; this is no
place to fight a battle." But that which seems to me to be most conclu-

sive is the testimony of Gen. Patrick. Gen. Patrick, I suppose, is a

man whose testimony is very reliable ; I should think, from what I saw
of him as a witness, he was about as reliable a witness as could be found.

He does not appear to be a man of much excitability ; he is certainly a

man of deliberation, and I should think his memory could be relied

upon.

" Q. Give your best recollection of what occurred between you and
Gen. McDowell.

" A. He directed me to halt. He said, ' I am sorry,' or to that effect,

' that you are so quick of foot. It turns out this time to your disadvan-

tage. I have got to countermarch you. I want to take you over by
another and a better route to the scene of yesterday's operations.' There
and then, and while we were moving, he told me that Sigel was in a bad
way, and he said, ' I am going to take you away from Porter.' I can not

now say whether it was at that time or subsequently, for I didn't pay
special attention to it ; it was something, however, like this :

' Porter

has gone as far as he can go,' or ' Porter is as far as he can go.' Some-
thing to that effect. I can not now recollect the words. That was the

general substance. ' I want to put you in so and so,' he said to some of

his personal staff—some of his youngsters." (Page 189 N. E,.)

That testimony is exactly in accordance with what I suppose to have
been Gen. McDowell's real conduct on that day. I suppose that Gen.
McDowell recollected the fact that Gen. Pope knew on the morning
of the 29th that Longstreet's forces were coming to the battle-field ; that

he knew Gen. Pope clearly understood that Ricketts had retreated from
Thoroughfare Gap on the night before on account of Longstreet's forces.

I suppose he knew that it was not Gen. Pope's purpose to fight a

general battle at that point. Therefore he felt that this force in his

front being so formidable, if he made an attack with any expectation of

success he must make it with a very heavy force, and that it would
be necessary to make it in such a way as practically to have brought on

a general engagement, and the question which presented itself to Gen.
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Porter and Gen. McDowell was, Shall we make an attack, know-
ing as we do that Longstreet's force is in our front, in such a way as to

bring on a general engagement? Can we do so consistently with the

directions which have been given us to keep ourselves in a position to fall

back behind Bull E,uu to-night? After discussing this question, it hav-
ing been determined previously by them, as Gen. McDowell himself says,

that they could not move any further towards Gainesville, Gen. McDowell
came to the conclusion that practically the conditions had so changed that

the binding force of the joint order had ceased, and that they were then

to do what in their judgment seemed to be the wisest and most judi-

cious, with a view to promote the best interests of the cause which they

were serving. I think that is the true construction to put upon the con-

duct of Gen. McDowell at that time, and when he determined to take

King away it was with that view, and under those circumstances, and
when he said to Gen. Patrick that Porter had gotten as far as he could

go, he meant that he had gotten as far as he could go, for the reason that

the enemy which confronted him was in point of force such as they ought
not to attack, and that he intended leaving Porter there for the purpose
of keeping that force in check while he went around to the Warrenton
pike for the purpose of putting his men on the left of Reynolds. Indeed,

as it appears to me, it is the only construction that can consistent with an
honest intent on the part of Gen. McDowell in the course pursued by
him. But this is not all.

Gen. McDowell was examined before you, as to this order which he says

he gave. You will recollect that after a good deal of that sort of work
which my friend Mr. Choate had with Gen. McDowell on this subject,

he asked him this question :

"Q. What kind of an engagement did you expect him, that is,

Gen. Porter, to enter into while no other but artillery fighting was going
on along the rest of the line?"

(I have not referred to that portion of Gen. McDowell's testimony in

which he admitted when he was examined at Governor's Island, that that

'raging' fight that he had made so much of in his original testimony

was only artillery firing.)

"A. As I have tried to make myself understood on several occa-

sions, the nature of the particular kind of contest which he was to

engage in was not a matter which I ventured to impose upon him. As
a distinguished and zealous officer, with his corps under his command, I
did not venture to do anything more than indicate the place where I

thought he was to apply that force. Whether he was to skirmish or have
a very deep line, or extended one, was a question which I did not go into

at all, nor think of going into.

" Q. Then a skirmish line would have answered your expectations when
you left Gen. Porter, if in his discretion that was more advisable ?

"A. It would depend upon the nature of the skirmish, how it was done,

how vigorously carried out, whether the circumstances required it, and it

only. It depends upon a great many things that you must make a great

many suppositions about, before I can give an intelligent answer. If you
want to know a general principle, I believe it is laid down by military

writers that a body of men should be in a condition to oflPer battle or
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decline it ; whether the main body shall be advanced or retire on the

reserve, and many other positions, all of which are conditions upon which
battles are determined.

"Q. And determined upon the discretion of the corps commander?
" A. Yes, provided he acted energetically.

" Q,. Provided he acted according to the best of his discretion as a

soldier ?

" A. Yes, sir."

That is only a restatement of what he had said previously. In other

words, after having given the court-martial to understand, after having

convinced the court-martial, so entirely satisfied them that they were

willing to found a judgment upon it, that he had given Gen. Porter an

order to attack, to the same effect as the order given by Gen. Pope at

4.30 P. M., that he had given him an order to attack, the effect of which
attack would have been to secure a victory to the army under Gen.

Pope ; that he had given him an order to attack, the effect of which
would have been to crush Jackson and probably capture his army; this

is what Gen. McDowell gave that court-martial to understand as what
he meant when he said that he told Gen. Porter, "Put your force

in there;" Yet, when he is cross-examined before you, he says that a

skirmish line would have satisfied his expectations under that order,

if Gen. Porter had deemed that wise and discreet. Think of it for a

moment. Here is an intelligent man, an intelligent and accomplished

officer; an officer who has had the best military education this coun-

try affords; an officer who has been educated under auspices which I have

always been led to believe were, in point of honorable tone, the very

highest that could be obtained ; an officer who had had the largest ex-

perience at that time, probably, or as large as that of almost any other

man in tlie army; a man who had filled the very highest position in the

army when the war first broke out; you have that man, the trusted

chieftain under Gen. Pope, the man upon whom he had relied in that

campaign more than any other, and who probably understood more about

that campaign than any other man did, you have him impressing upon
the court-martial and reiterating the statement in all the various forms

that could produce an impression upon their minds, that he had given

this order imperatively to Gen. Porter to make this attack—plainly, dis-

tinctly, and pointedly—and that the effect of that attack would have

been to secure a triumph for the Federal arms and crush the rebels whom
they were seeking to destroy. You have him now, after the effect had
been produced by that testimony; after the sentence of the court-martial

had been founded upon this declaration that he had given this order to

Gen. Porter ; after that sentence had been pronounced and confirmed, and
after the petitioner has been enduring this sentence for sixteen years

;
you

have him now stating that a skirmish line would have answered the expec-

tation of that order, " provided he acted according to the best of his dis-

cretion as a soldier." Solomon says, that " a word fitly spoken is like

apples of gold in pictures of silver." If Gen. McDowell had spoken

that word " skirmish line" sixteen years ago, it would have been " fitly"

spoken. If he had spoken that word sixteen years ago, I believe Gen.
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Porter would not have had this judgment pronounced upon him. The
court-martial would not have found as they did, if Gen. McDowell had
said, sixteen years ago, that which he said at Governor's Island, that a

"skirmish line" would have answered his expectation under that order.

I have said that Gen. McDowell was in my judgment more responsi-

ble for the conviction of Gen. Porter than any other witness. I think

that Gen. Porter's conviction rests more upon Gen. McDowell's testi-

mony upon this one single point, than anything else in the whole

case. So far as Gen. Pope and Gen. Roberts and Col. Smith were con-

cerned, they were giving but opinions ; they knew little of the actual

facts; they took their facts mainly from what Gen. McDowell said. It

was surmise or speculation or hearsay with them, but with Gen. McDowell
it was knowledge. They did not know that Gen. Porter had not reached

a point beyond Dawkins' Branch ; they believed that he had, and they

were led into that belief by the fact that Gen. McDowell stated that Gen.
Porter had reached a point so near the Warrenton pike that no large

force of the enemy could have interposed between him and the pike

;

they were led into that belief by the fact that Gen. McDowell stated

Gen. Porter had reached a point three miles beyond Bethlehem Church

;

and the Board will recollect that Gen. McDowell is the only witness

who says that Gen. Porter had reached three miles beyond Beth-
lehem Church. They did not know that Gen. Porter had thrown out his

skirmish line and was deploying his troops in line of battle upon Daw-
kins' Branch when McDowell came up. They did not know that he had
said, ^' Porter, you are too far out ; this is no place to fight a battle." They
did not know that he had sent word to Porter, he had better remain
where he was, but if necessary to fall back, he could do so on his

(McDowell's) left, and he would take King with him. They had not

seen the evidences of a strong force of the enemy immediately in Porter's

front. They did not know that McDowell and Porter had discussed the

joint order, and that McDowell had concluded that the force in front was
such that Porter had got as far as he could go, or as he ought to go under
that order, to^vards Gainesville, and that practically they must abandon
the expectation of carrying out the joint order in the manner that they

understood it. But further than that, they did not know, and I do not

suppose that any human being outside of Gen. McDowell knew, until he

was examined at Governor's Island, that when Gen. McDowell pretended

he had said to Porter, " put your force in there," he meant that a skirmish

line would be sufficient to answer his expectation. Turn this evidence

which way you will, I submit that you will find the conviction of

Porter, and the findings of the court-martial, and the .sentence which
was inflicted upon him, have for their foundation the testimony of Gen.
McDowell. And I think, turn the evidence of Gen. McDowell which
way you will, that the foundation gives way in every direction. It is no
wonder that this campaign was a " nightmare" to him. He knew that a

companion in arms of high rank had been unjustly convicted of heinous

military crimes, upon his testimony.

I may not be able properly to comprehend this testimony, its meaning
and its effect. I may possibly do Gen. McDowell injustice. I am sure

I do not wish to do so. But in considering his position in relation to
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this case, I feel that it is the duty of counsel to assist the Board to

arrive at truth. No advocate can afford to devote himself, if he is to

accomplish any success in life, to causes which have not truth for their

foundation. The peculiarities of this case are such that under no possible

circumstances, I think, could Gen. Porter's counsel afford to do anything
else than to make their best efforts to assist you in so digesting this evi-

dence, and so analyzing it, and so examining it, as to arrive at correct

conclusions. And I can say conscientiously, that in endeavoring to

arrive at the testimony that had most effect upon the minds of the court-

martial, and to have produced the greatest impression upon the mind of

the Judge Advocate, and through him, upon the President, this testimony

of Gen. McDowell to which I have been referring, has appeared to be

that which struck the fatal blow. It does seem to me that if what Gen.
McDowell stated on his examination before you be true, that a '^skirmish

line" by Porter would have satisfied his expectations at the time that he

says he gave this order, " Put your force in there," then, his recollection

of the words which he used before the court-martial must have risen year

after year, day after day, hour after hour, to plague his conscience, and
make him feel the deep wrong that he had done to his comrade in arms.

He knew he had sworn that Porter had reached a point at least a

mile or more in advance of his real position, and thereby laid the

foundation for the charge against him of having retreated.

He knew he had sworn that he had ordered Porter to attack with his

whole force; that he had sworn he did not know what forces were
in Porter's front ; that the distance between Porter's front and the pike

was such that a large force of the enemy could not be between them ; that

the battle was raging to the right and east when he and Porter were upon
Dawkins' Branch ; that Porter was near enough to the Warrenton pike

to have attacked ; that the effect of an attack by Porter on the 29th would
have been to secure a victory ; and he knew that the whole effect of his

testimony was to induce the belief that Porter had been most grossly

insubordinate and derelict in duty. He knew all this, and he knew
further that if he had related the facts as they really were, the effect

would have been just the reverse.

He knew, too, that Porter was determined to havfe the case reopened if

it could be accomplished, and, if he succeeded, the truth would be brought

to light. It was this consciousness of impending danger of exposure

which was the nightmare that disturbed him.

I have endeavored to show you that it could not have been possible he

gave such an order to Gen. Porter. I do not know that it is necessary

to argue it any farther ; because when Gen. McDowell stated, as he did,

that a skirmish line would have answered his purpose, you can see that

as a matter of course the whole superstructure which was erected

upon the allegation that he told Porter, '' Put your force in there,"

meaning thereby that he should attack, crumbles away. This was the

most material error made in the trial. If you concur in the views I have
expressed, then I submit that you will find it proper to give to this

point the full measure of importance which I have accorded to it. And
if you take that out of this case, with the evidence which you now have
before you, as to the time at which the 4.30 P. M. order was delivered,

I submit that there is nothing left of it.
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The ereor of supposed retreat of Gen. Porter.

I now pass to Avhat seems to me to be very clearly another error that

had a marked effect upon the minds of the court-martial—I have alluded

somewhat to it already : the supposed retreat of Gen. Porter.

On page 308 of the Court-Martial Record, the Judge Advocate says,

that Gen. Porter wrote a note to Gens. McDowell and King announcing

a determination to withdraw, that is, retreat to Manassas, because

of the approach of the enemy, and because the battle seemed to be

going against the Federal forces.

And then he says :
—" That this purpose was promptly carried out,

substantially, if not to the letter, is made evident from the fact that at

between five and six o'clock the accused was found at or near Bethlehem
Church, surrounded by his troops, whose arms were stacked." This

proof as to the arms being stacked was made by Douglas Pope.

In looking at that old map [map of N. E. Virginia, the one used by
the court-martial] it appears to me that the court-martial must have come
to the conclusion that Gen. Porter with his whole force was back here at

Bethlehem Church, or that Gen. Morell was up here [at M 3 beyond
Dawkins' Branch] and that Gen. Porter had gotten back here with some
portion of his men [near Bethlehem Church] and that there were no

troops between. I do not know whether that is a correct understanding

of what they believed to be true, but it seems to me from the remarks
made by the Judge Advocate that that was what was meant. He says,

that the accused was found at or near Bethlehem Church surrounded by
his troops, whose arms were stacked. Now, whether he means that all

his troops were there, or not, I do not know. If he does, as a matter of

course, we know that is clearly a mistake. The fact that Gen. Porter

was at Bethlehem Church and that some of the troops were there, is

not only true, but it is just the position that Gen. Porter has always

contended they ought to have been in under the circumstances ; that is,

from the time that Gen. McDowell left Gen. Porter with the understand-

ing that Gen. Porter was to take no further action, but was to remain in

the position in which he was placed, holding the enemy in front of him
in check as far as he could. Gen. Porter planted himself at Bethlehem
Church, as being the position in which he could most readily communi-
cate with Gen. McDowell or Gen. Pope on the Warrenton pike, and
with Gen. Morell, and the front of his forces upon Dawkins' Branch.

Syke's division extended from Porter's position along the road to and in

support of Morell.

I suppose that to an officer who knows what is to be done with
arms when soldiers are not engaged, to say that the men were there

with their arms stacked would not convey the impression which it

seems to have made upon the mind of the Judge Advocate. The
Judge Advocate could hardly expect soldiers to stand with their arras

in their hands all the time, and I suppose there was no more convenient

method of disposing of them, while the soldiers were at rest, than to

stack them. Therefore, stacking arms under those circumstances would
mean nothing. Yet the Judge Advocate has made the point that they

were there with their arms stacked. Apparently he seems to have thought
that Gen. Porter was there without the main body of his troops. Now,
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if he thought that, you will see how clearly it must have been an error on
his part; and, how manifestly delusive must have been the effect upon
his mind, of the class of testimony to which I have been referring, and
how great must have been that effect, when it could induce a man of

such intellectual strength, and one who had his familiarity with those

subjects, to adopt the idea that, from the fact that those arms were
stacked, it should be inferred that Gen. Porter had retreated back to

that point. I think the only way of accounting for it is by sup-

posing that the poison which had been infused into his mind, and into

the mind of everybody who was connected with this case at that time,

was such that no matter what was said, if it only seemed to reflect upon
Gen. Porter and his position, it was believed, it was credited, it was re-

ceived as a verity, without being questioned, examined, or analyzed.

The Judge Advocate relies, for proof of this alleged retreat, upon
the testimony of Capt. B. F. Smith, subsequently appointed a

colonel of an Ohio regiment, who was in the front, as he says, at the

time of the artillery firing, and alleges that he and the troops of his com-
mand then fell back under orders to within a mile or two of Manassas,
where they passed the night, having arrived there in the afternoon. The
Judge Advocate relied upon Col. Smith—not Mr. Choate's friend—and
Capt. Douglass Pope, and a third witness. Gen. Griffin. I think those

are all that he cites for the purpose of proving the retreat. Now the

account which Col. B. F. Smith gives of it is this:

—

" Later in the day, in the morning, we retraced our steps to the

branch railroad running, I think, towards Gainesville or Manassas Gap,
and followed the direction of that road some few miles. We then

halted on some rising ground, where we could see the country beyond,

over the woods, the tops of the trees. It was a wooded country. While
we were halted there a battery of the rebels opened upon us, but fired

some three or four shells only, I think ; there may have been half a dozen.

Our brigade then marched into a field, and the regiments were placed in

order of battle."

I should have said that he belonged to Sykes' division, and was captain

of a company.

"Our brigade then marched into a field, and the regiments were placed

in order of battle. I recollect that Gen. Morell's division was in our

advance, on the lower ground. Some of our pieces replied to this rebel

battery. I received permission from the commanding officer of my regi-

ment to go to a more elevated piece of ground, a few rods distant, and

while there I saw our batteries reply.

"A short time afterwards (probably a half an hour) we received orders

to retrace our steps, and march back in the direction we had come. We
then marched back to near Manassas Junction," (I suppose that this is

what produced the impression upon the mind of the Judge Advocate of

a retreat,) " and camped in the woods alongside this branch railroad I

have mentioned. That night I was placed on duty as the field officer of

the pickets of Sykes' division. About daybreak the pickets were called

in, and we marched towards the battle-field of Bull Run, and were

engaged in that battle."
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Then he says, ou page 113:

—

"Q. Look at the map before the court, if you please, and point out the

place if you can? A. (After looking at the map), I recollect that where
our brigade lay the railroad was in view, and also the road we took next

morning."
That, of course, mdicates very clearly where it was.
" Q. According to the measurement upon the map, an inch to the

mile, how far is that from Manassas Junction ? A. It is probably some
two miles."

Two miles from Manassas would bring them to Bethlehem Church.

Thus you will see that this Col. Smith was simply marched back, first

having been moved up to the front in Sykes' division. We know that a

portion of Gen. Sykes' division was moved up to the front and a portion,

if not the whole of it, deployed to the left of the road and subsequently

marched back near to Bethlehem Church, and there kept in connection

with Morell during the day, camped at night, and moved off the

next morning to the Ball Run battle-field. Col. Smith was asked this

question :

—

''Q,. Was there or not any such display of the enemy's forces as to

make it necessary, in your judgment, to retreat before them ?

"A. I had no means of knowing. When we moved back from that

position I supposed it was for some proper cause, but I did not under-

stand at all what the cause was. I did not receive any impression that

we were retreating from the enemy. I supposed that we were making a

reconnaissance to feel the enemy in that direction, and, having found
him, that we had moved back for some other purpose; and not knowing
about the orders to the general, I remained under that impression."

Now it does appear to me that when this testimony of Col. Smith is read

there can not be found in it the slightest evidence of a retreat. It is

simply a description of a movement which you know to have been made
by Sykes' division—that he first moved up that road, deployed in part,

then retraced his steps and remained in support of Morell during the

rest of the day. The witness says himself that he did not receive the

impression that they were retreating. They merely moved back on the

road and remained there in support of Morell.

The next witness upon whom the Judge Advocate relies to prove
retreat, is Gen. Griffin. The Judge Advocate on page 308 (O. R.) says
" it is yet further shown by Gen. Griffin, examined by the accused, who
says his brigade retreated from a mile and a half to two miles." Now
I will read what Gen. Griffin did say, and see how far that statement

of the Judge Advocate is sustained.

" After the conversation," that is, the conversation between Gen.
McDowell and Gen. Porter, " General McDowell rode to the right. I

received an order, almost directly after Gen. McDowell had left, to re-

call my pickets, and orders to remove my command to the right. I

attempted to go to the right, and moved probably six hundred yards.
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until, with the head of my column, I crossed a railroad said to run to

Gainesville. Here we met with obstructions which we could not get

through. It was reported by somebody, I can not say who, ' You can't

get through there.' We then faced about, and moved back to the hill

where the battery I first referred to was stationed."

Let me say that that battery was Hazlitt's battery, which was posted

upon the right of the commpn road.
" My brigade was then placed in position in rear and to the right of the

batteries, and remained there during considerable artillery firing; I can

not say how long. The disposition was certainly one to repel an attack.

It was a very good position for that purpose."
%^ ^ '%lr %Sjt i4> ,1, ,±r «1( vLr vLr ^l' >*< ^
*J* ^1^ *!* ^J^ >J* ^^ rfj^ ^^ ^^ ^^ *J* *f» ^»

" Q. What then took place ?

" A. We had started back towards Manassas Junction when this order

came down the road. The order was carried by an orderly, and was
stopped by Col. Warren, who read it. We faced our command about

immediately and started back. We were probably a mile and a half or

two miles from the position referred to in my prev-ious testimony as occu-

pied by this battery. After I had faced ray brigade about, I rode ahead

to Gen. Morel], who had received the order, and asked him if he was
going to attack. He replied in substance :

' No, it is too late ; and this

order has been given under a wrong impression.' I do not know but

that, in justice, I ought to state what the substance of that order was.

The substance of that order was, ' That the enemy are retiring or retreat-

ing ; attack and pursue him vigorously.' That is, as nearly as I can

recollect it, the substance of it; General Morell said to me, 'Colonel

Marshall, who commands the pickets in front, states that the enemy are

receiving reinforcements.'
^I^ >]C *|C ^TfZ ^^ iji ^C ^jC 3jC ^jC ?J^ 'P ^js

" Q,. Did your command spend the night in the place they then occu-

pied, or very near it ?

" A. Yes, sir."

Then again

:

" Q. You have been asked how far you went when you were retreating

on the evening of the 29th. Did you understand your corps to be re-

treating at all that night f

"A. No; I do not know that I did. I supposed that we were going

to change position somehow ; that we had failed to get through on the

right during the day, and that we were going to shift to some other

position ; where I did not know. We did not connect with anything on

our right or on our left."

It is quite manifest from the testimony of Gen. Griffin that this

was simply a strategic movement. Neither of these witnesses testify, nor

is there any testimony, nor was there any testimony before the court-mar-

tial which showed that there was any change in the skirmish line in front

of Gen. Porter, or of the batteries, from the time he arrived upon Daw-
kins' Branch, and threw out his skirmish line, and planted that battery

—Hazlitt's battery. There never was a change in the position of that

battery or of the skirmish line, from that time until he left that position

the next morning; and further, the division of Gen. Morell remained in
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support of the battery and in connection with the skirmish line, during

the whole day and until the next morning, and the division of Gen.
Sykes remained in support of Morell.

I suppose—and again my ignorance upon such subjects must be my
excuse if I happen to make a mistake—that, practically, there can not be a

retreat of an army if its skirmish line and batteries, and the divisions in

support of them, do not retreat; and if it be the fact that Gen. Porter's

skirmish line and his batteries remained in substantially the same position

from the time he arrived at the most extreme point up to the time at

which he left there the next morning, and both his divisions also re-

mained in support of them, then, I suppose, these facts are an absolute

and unqualified answer to the charge of a retreat.

The fact that there was no change in his skirmish line—I do
not mean that the skirmish line itself had not fallen back or moved
forward—but that there was no material change in the skirmish line,

and that those batteries did not fall back, and the divisions remained
in support, I suppose, as I say, is an absolute answer to the charge of

a retreat. That the court-martial were led into error on the subject is

probably not remarkable when you find that they began with the proof

that the distance from Bethlehem Church to Gen. Porter's front was
three miles.

As a matter of course, starting with that as the point to begin with,

then the conclusion that he had fallen back (in point of fact he was only

two miles from Bethlehem Church that night) would be irresistible. Now
that he did not do so, that he held on to that position, that Gen. Porter

regarded that position as eminently one to be held, there can not be any
sort of doubt ; and that he clung to it, believing that it was probably

the most important strategical point connected with the position of the

Army of Virginia at that time ; and to show that he did so believe, and
that he felt it was important it should be held, and that he should keep
the enemy in check there, I wish to read to the Board from Gen.
Porter's defense before the court-martial. It has been read once to you,

and of course you have heard the whole mass of testimony; but probably
the effect of any particular part would not strike your minds as it would
now, when you are so much more familiar with the case than you could

have been at that time. In the defense which was made by Gen. Porter

before his court-martial, and which is to be found* on page 287 of the

old record. Gen. Porter uses this language :
" * * or that I pushed on

" towards Gainesville on the morning of the 29th as ordered, or that I
" held ray all-important position through the anxious afternoon of that
" day to divide and distract the enemy, and hold his massing forces in
" check ; or that on the morning of the 30th I plunged intQ the thick ofthe
" fight while that same enemy, which I had confronted and held from
"advancing the day before, moved swiftly on just as when, under the

"imperative order of 8.50 P. M. of the 29th, I left my strong posi-
" tion and thus opened his road, I feared he would move to make his
" furious onset upon our left flank. Personally I was glad to be with
" my corps when the fight raged on the 30th. But I state my delibe-
" rate judgment, as a military man, that, but for that "peremptory order,
" I had no right to be there. It was a false military movement. My
" post of real military power was the rising ground which Morell's



" division, backed by the rest of the corps, was lioldiug. Had we been pei*-

" raitted to hold on there, the terrible attack upon our left flank upon
" the 30th would never have been made. I could and would have
" stopped it there as I did stop it the day before. If the Major-General
" late commanding the Army of Virginia, whose Inspector-General is, at
" least, my nominal prosecutor, here doubts the truth of what I now say,
" let him produce if he can, as I asked him to produce at the trial, the note
" which I sent him by Capt. Douglass Pope at dusk in reply to his
" order of 4.30 P. M. of the 27th, directing me to attack Jackson's
" right, and he will then learn, or at least recollect, what I at that mo-
" ment judged concerning both the position of the enemy and my own.
" Let him publish that note since it has not been produced, if he can even
" at this late day find it, and then all who choose to compare that note

"with what I have just stated will know that the military theory of the
" position which I now express with all confidence, has ever since that
" day remained in my mind unchanged."

That was what Gen. Porter said upon his former defense as to the

position which he then occupied. Gen. Pope did not produce that note

upon that hearing ; he did not produce it when asked to do so by Gen.
Porter in his defense. He did not produce it when asked by us to

bring it before you, and it does appear to me to be a very extraordinary

thing that any man occupying a responsible position, whether military

or otherwise, should not be able to produce the notes and dispatches

and letters which he receives upon important business. I suppose

that it is the duty of the officer in command of an army to preserve

the correspondence between him and his subordinates; I suppose that it is

the duty of his staff carefully to see that they are preserved. I sup-

pose, further than that, the correspondence between the commander
of an army and his subordinate officers is the best picture that could

possibly be given to the persons who are endeavoring to ascertain what
the true scenes and events are, and the true relation which one event

should bear to another. I suppose that if to-day we could have forced

from Gen. Pope, Gen. Porter's dispatches, the dispatches which he was
sending on the night of the 27th, and the morning and afternoon

of the 29th and the evening of that day—if those dispatches could be

produced before you, .that they would show to you what was Gen. Por-

ter's real position in these transactions better than it is possible for you
to ascertain in any other way.

They would explain also why it was that Gen. Porter did not remon-
strate further with Gen. Pope against leaving that position on Dawkins'
Branch. They would show that he had already said all he could say

on the subject, and further effort in that direction would be useless.

Now, why have not these dispatches been produced ? Why were they

not produced upon the trial before that court-martial ? Is it possible

that they were lost? Will anybody credit that statement? Can it

be supposed for one moment, that a commanding officer receiving dis-

patches from the commander of a corps, and against whom he says he

had already been put upon his guard, in reference to transactions which
he himself was feeling at that time might be the subject of complaint

upon his part; dispatches received after, as he says, he knew that

that commander had disobeyed one of his orders—is it possible that
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he would not have preserved those dispatches ? Is it possible that he could

not have laid his hands upon them when the court-martial was held

some three months afterwards? Is it possible he has not them to-day?

Will anybody credit the statement that the commander of an array,

under such circumstances, does not preserve, and has not preserved dis-

patches of this character from such an officer ?

It is proved that the dispatches relating to that campaign were in

Gen. Pope's possession. (See Gen. Ruggles' evidence, page 281, N. R.,

and Col. Smith's evidence, page 345, N. R.)

I think that a witness standing in the attitude in which Gen. Pope did

towards this case, standing in the relation which he did towards Gen.

Porter, when he says that he can not,produce dispatches of this character,

when he knows how essential those dispatches are to the ascertainment

of the truth, places himself in such a position that every word he utters

must be received with caution and care, and scrutinized for the pur-

pose of determining whether the statement which he makes is cor-

roborated, or consistent with the testimony of other witnesses, and of the

facts in the case, before it can be accepted as true. Gen. Pope testified

to the eflPect that Gen. Porter had retreated. That was the inference from
his evidence. We maintain that if Gen. Pope had produced the dispatch

which was sent in reply to the 4.30 order, it would have demonstrated

the mistake as to Porter's alleged retreat. But instead of bringing that

or any others to light which would have been of service to Porter or

tended to sustain his defense, Gen. Pope parades the one to McDowell
and King. And why ? The answer is to be found in Pope's testimony,

and the revise by the Judge Advocate, viz.. Because it was supposed that

dispatch proved the charge of having retreated. It served a purpose
which would have been thwarted if the reply to the 4.30 order had been
before the Court. If he preserved the one tending to show Porter's

retreat, is the presumption not irresistible that he had the others and
withheld them for a purpose? I submit that every inference is to be
drawn against a witness who occupies such a position in regard to im-
portant written evidence.

As I have shown elsewhere [ante page ) the dispatch to Generals

McDowell and King was sent probably between three and four o'clock,

when from the indications of the artillery firing, Porter became im-
pressed with the belief that Pope was carrying out his purpose to fall

back behind Bull Run, as expressed by him in the joint order. If Por-
ter did so believe, it would have been criminal on his part to have
remained in that exposed position after the other troops had withdrawn.
The moment he formed the purpose, he communicated it to McDowell
to be forwarded to Pope. But he said he was going to the front to see

what was passing, and would communicate. What information he did

obtain, or from what source, cannot now be shown.
But when the dispatch to McDowell and King is read in connection

with the subsequent orders by Porter to Morell, it is apparent that the

purpose to fall back was not carried into eflPect. At or about the time of
sending the dispatch to McDowell and King, he sent No. 28 to Morell.

Its purpose was to aid Sigel in falling back. This, however, was not
acted upon. Immediately afterwards, and before any action was taken
under it, he sent the despatch No. 33 to Morell, " Hold on if you can
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to your present place. What is passing?" Not a movement was
made towards a retreat. In proof of this, I refer you to the evidence

of Generals Warren, Sykes, Morell, Buchanan, Butterfield ; Colonels

Locke, Marshall, Johnson ; Majors Earle, Hyland, Davis, Randol,
Weld, Baker, and every officer of Porter's command who was exam-
ined before this Board. They all state there was no retreat and no
movement in the nature of a retreat. But more than that, we have
now established beyond cavil the movements and position which was
held by the whole of Porter's corps from the time of arrival upon
Dawkins' Branch until the withdrawal at 3 A. M. of the next morning.

This proof absolutely and positively negatives the possibility of a

retreat. I do not lose sight of what Gen. Sturgis said as to his falling

back to Manassas. Even if he has not made a mistake as to the fact,

yet that it was not a movement by way of retreat is shown by the other

fact that no part of the remainder of the corps made any such move-
ment, and that Gen. Sturgis himself moved back again to the position

of the other troops, and so remained until the next morning.

I suppose that it is entirely clear, and must be entirely clear to this

Board, that there was no retreat at the time, upon the part of Gen. Por-
ter's corps ; that there can be no. sort of doubt about it. And yet, as

it appears to me, without any real evidence before the court-martial to

sustain it, the Judge Advocate says on page 309 (O. R.): "He fell

back precisely at the moment that the obligation to co-operate, which
was pressing upon him, required him to advance, and his march was not

towards, but from, the sound of the enemy's cannon." I can not well

conceive of a more illogical deduction from the facts as proved than

this. He was not marching at all. Practically he did not change posi-

tion from the time he first arrived upon Dawkins' Branch until 3 A. M.
of the next day. Of course the movements back and forth of the

regiments already referred to was not a change of position of the corps.

He did not fall back. Gen. McDowell came up to the head of the

column when and where it first halted upon Dawkins' Branch, and had

his interview there wdth Porter. The column did not advance beyond
that point, except with its skirmish line, and it did not fall back from

it until 3 A. M. of the next morning.

What warrant, then, was there for the Judge Advocate's statement

that he fell back, and " his march was not towards, but from, the sound

of the enemy's cannon ?" It is only one of the many signal illustra-

tions to be found in this record that the inferences drawn from the testi-

mony bore no necessary relation to the facts as proven. It is not a

question about which anybody, under the evidence as it now stands, can

have a doubt. I have been endeavoring to show the Board why it was

that the court-martial fell into the error. I would not consider it

necessary to prove to you that there was no retreat ; that is so clearly

established that no argument is necessary. That the Judge Advocate
and the court-martial fell into that error there is no sort of doubt.

They mistook an inchoate purpose for an accomplished fact. This was
one of the accusations of which Gen. Porter was found guilty. Presi-

dent Lincoln was speaking in reference to it when he made use of the

harsh expressions testified to by his son Mr. Robert Lincoln (page 902,

N. R).
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He either read or quoted the note to McDowell and King, and under

the conviction that Porter had retreated or fallen back as indicated by
that note, he was very " strong in his condemnation." The case was
presented to President Lincoln with the bald naked fact that this

dispatch had been sent, and that Gen. Porter had retreated. Not a fact

to controvert it was laid before him. Of all the dispatches sent by
Porter to Generals Pope and McDowell on that day, this alone found

its way to the inspection of President Lincoln. I have spoken else-

where of the atrocious wrong to Porter in withholding other dispatches.

The want of fairness involved in their concealment is yet transcended by
the production of this one without the light to be shed upon it by the

others.

Nor can it excite any surprise that President Lincoln did so express

himself. He had that dispatch before him, isolated as it were from all

its natural relations. No more certain or dangerous presentation could

have been made to him. So far from the testimony of Mr. Robert
Lincoln being adverse to Gen. Porter, it sustains in the strongest man-
ner our allegation that the facts as they really existed were never, sub-

mitted to or examined by President Lincoln.

We now appeal to you to reverse this error which was entertained

both by the court-martial and President Lincoln, and to place the facts

in their true light.

Erroe as to time of delivery of 4.30 order.

Now we come to the consideration of the 4.30 P. M. order which has

been read to you. That was one of the charges and specifications against

Gen. Porter—that he had not obeyed that order by attacking. I have
no doubt myself that if the order had been received earlier, or early

enough to have made the attack. Gen. Porter would have made it.

He supposed the dispatches he had been sending during the day had
reached their destination. He supposed the facts as to his situation and
McDowell's separation from him were fully known to Pope. Under
these circumstances he believed it to be his duty to make the attack and
made the effort, but was prevented by the lateness of the hour, as has

been shown previously. Whether it would have been wise, whether it

would have been proper or not to have obeyed that order literally, is

perhaps a question that is not involved in this case.

Gen. Porter's position at the time was a very peculiar one; for the

joint order was of such a character that it had produced a serious

embarrassment, as I think I have shown you—at least as I have endeav-

ored to show you. But, however that may be, the answer which is made
by Gen. Porter as to this 4,30 P. M. order, is simply that he did not re-

ceive the order until it was too late to comply with its terms.

Gen. Sykes says, " Officer arrived as near sunset as I can remember"
(page 177 O. R.).

Locke says the order was delivered " between sundown and dusk"
(page 136 O. R.).

'

Monteith, "It was about sundown" (page 127 O. R.).

Wild, "After sundown" (pages 130, 132 O. R.).

Ingham, "After sunset" page 199 O. R.).
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These statements are called " opinions" by the Judge Advocate, and
he contrasts them with what he calls the " explicit and intelligent state-

ments" of Capt. Pope and his orderly.

Let us inquire what these explicit and intelligent statements are.

Here again let me refer to the record. It would seem that the

court-martial there relied entirely upon the testimony of Douglass
Pope and DufFee, corroborated, as they say, by Gen. McDowell, Gen.
Pope, and Gen. Roberts. That is the statement of the Judge Advo-
cate upon page 309 of the court-martial record.

Gen. McDowell, and Gen. Pope, and Gen. Roberts knew nothing

about how long it took Douglass Pope to ride from Gen. Pope's head-

quarters over to Gen. Porter's.

They could not have known anything about it, because Gen. Pope and
Gen. Roberts only knew when he left. Gen. McDowell saw him shortly

after he had left. No one of them was at Gen. Porter's quarters when
it was delivered. Therefore they could know nothing about it. The
attempt to give opinions as they did only shows how ready they were

to say anything that would cast blame upon Porter. It comes back to

and rests upon the testimony of Douglass Pope and Duffee—that is,

Douglass Pope says that the order was delivered about five o'clock, and
Duffee says 5.30. Now, opposed to that was the testimony of Gen.

Sykes, Col. Locke, Capt. Monteith, Lieut. Weld, and Lieut. Ingham,
who say that this order was received by Gen. Porter about sundown.
Yet the Judge Advocate seems to have thought that Douglass Pope
and Duffee were to be relied upon in preference to Gen. Sykes, and
Col. Locke, and Capt. Monteith, and Lieuts. Weld and Ingham.
You will recollect that the testimony of Capt. Pope was, that he

had ridden over in about half an hour. It does not require any
accurate knowledge in reference to how far a man can ride in half

an hour. We all know that ten miles an hour upon a good road is

extremely rapid riding. I think, if I understand it correctly, that

the limit to fast driving in Central Park—and I am sure in Fairmount
Park in Philadelphia—is seven miles an hour. Yet, when you see a

horse going at the rate of seven miles an hour over those roads, it is

pretty rapid driving. Ten miles an hour is very rapid driving in a

wagon; it is unusually rapid riding under any circumstances. It is

such riding as probably could not possibly be done over such a

country road as that was. Therefore, when Capt. Pope said that he

rode that five miles in half an hour, it was enough in itself to have
discredited the statement. If his horse had been entirely fresh and
strong, and exceptionally fleet, possibly the horse might have made it.

But it is more likely he would have either broken his own neck or

that of the rider. It was enough to have made any intelligent man
at once come to the conclusion that Capt. Pope was simply stating that

which was not true—which could not possibly be true. Now, when you
take the testimony of Duffee, his testimony in reference to the road that

he went was reasonably fair, apparently, in the first instance ; and the

time which he said it took, was certainly much more likely to have been
the truth, when he put it three-quarters of an hour or an hour. I for-

get which,—I think he said an hour.

If there had not been any countervailing testimony, such as that of

Gen. Sykes, and of Locke, and of men who were immediately with Gen.
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Porter, it would have been very difficult for Gen. Porter to have shown
on the former trial that that order was not delivered to him at 5.30,

because Duffee's statement of an hour to ride five miles would have been

reasonable. But, when we take the testimony of DufFee and Pope, as it

now stands, it is quite manifest that the court-martial were led to adopt

and believe in reference to the delivery of the 4.30 order, that which

was altogether erroneous. "When Capt. Pope leaves the stand, and talks

to his friends convivially, no doubt he states what was the truth ; and

that is the testimony which we produce before you by Col. Moale and

Capt. Jones, who say that he stated he had lost his way ; that he was

two hours in making the route ; that it was near dark when he reached

Gen. Porter. Now, when you find that he has made these statements in

reference to this transaction, what is the proper course to pursue with

the testimony of Capt. Pope? Why, what you have to do, as I submit,

is this : just simply strike it out of the case. When you find that a

witness has sworn that he has done a thing within a given time, which
is practically an impossible time according to ordinary experience of

men, and then that subsequently he has told a story which is entirely

inconsisteiit with it, and that instead of its being half an hour, as he said

before the court-martial, he has made it two hours ; that he has stated

he was lost; I say you must simply, as it seems to me, strike his testi-

mony out of the case. You must consider, so far as he was- concerned,

that the court-martial was imposed upon by Capt. Pope when he gave

his testimony, swearing that he delivered the order within half an hour.

Col. Moale and Capt. Jones are officers in the regular army. They
are known to you as officers of standing and character. They did not

volunteer as witnesses in behalf of Gen. Porter. On the contrary, they

were brought here through information obtained by Gen. Porter, to the

effect that these statements were made in the presence of a number of

officers, of whom they were two. No one who heard their evidence can

doubt either its accuracy or their integrity. Their testimony of what
Capt. Pope said is a striking commentary upon the utter recklessness

that prevailed in the statements of witnesses before the court-martial.

Now, how is it as to Duffee ? Duffee swore that he delivered the order

at 5.30, and when he came before you he was disposed to change it, and
make it about three-quarters of an hour instead of an hour. Then when
put under cross-examination, he states that for sixteen years he was under
the impression he had gone, if I recollect, in this direction down here

[along Chinn's Branch], and passed through Five Forks, and found Gen.
Porter over there [near Bethlehem Church] ; that on the Tuesday pre-

ceding the time at which he was examined before you, he had gone
down to this country with Col. Smith, and that he had ridden along this

road [up the Warrenton pike], and then ridden along this way [the Sud-
ley road], and that he had then learned for the first time in sixteen

years that he had traveled this road along Chinn's Branch, down in a

south-westwardly direction.

That is the most remarkable testimony I ever heard. I do not won-
der at his change of base. I rather think that if Rip Van Winkle
had had Col. Smith with him Avhen he came down the mountains, he
would not have been so oblivious of Falling Waters and its localities

as he is represented to have been.
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Then there comes another thing which is most extraordinary in this

case, which seems to abound in marvels, and it is this: that although

Capt. Pope and his orderlies were going along the Sudley road from New
Market over to Gen. Porter, back and forth, from the neighborhood
according to their own statements, of four and three-quarters or five

o'clock until seven or eight o'clock, and although during that time the

two divisions of Ricketts and King, numbering from fifteen thousand to

seventeen thousand men, were upon that road, they did not see a man.

Now, I can not account for that ; I do not understand what the blind-

ness was that prevented Capt. Pope and Orderly Duffee from seeing those

fifteen thousand or seventeen thousand men. I had forgotten Mr. Dyer,

a man who saw a spire where it had never been, and who saw a church

standing that had fallen into ruins a long time before, and a house six

months before it was erected. He did not see the troops either. Here you
have three of these witnesses to prove the delivery of this order to attack

—

this important order—and it was an important order ; it was an order

which had in it that which should have warranted these men in making
an effort to deliver it promptly—and it was important in its consequences

to Gen. Porter too. Here were these three men who swear that that

order was delivered in a given time, that they traveled along a given road,

and that they did not see a man, when we know that upon that road

were marching at this precise time from fifteen thousand to seventeen

thousand men under arms.

Is there any doubt about it? We have proven that King and
Ricketts were moving upon that road. These men say they traveled

along that road. Now what is the solution of it? It is, in my judg-

ment, that when Gen. Puggles gave that order to Capt. Pope to be

delivered, they then believed, as the court-martial has found, and as

Gen. McDowell has stated, they believed Gen. Porter was up in this

vicinity [beyond Dawkius' Branch] and Ger. Ruggles, when he pointed

to the position where he supposed Gen. Porter to be—pointed down
here [in the direction of Chinn's Branch] that these men did start in this

direction, and when they got somewhere here [that is in the vicinity of

Comptons' Lane or Lewis Lane] I have no doubt they came in contact

with some of the rebel scouts or skirmishers. I have no doubt that

then they started back in order to escape them, and my own belief is

they crossed the Sudley road about New Market and went up towards

Manassas, and finally that they found their way down in this direction

[along the road from Manassas Station.] There is no other explanation

in my judgment of the fact that they found no soldiers upon that road

upon which this large body of troops was then moving. These men were

not in my judgment upon that road at all when they were going to Gen.
Porter ; that they went down in this direction was natural [along Chinn's

Branch], because that is the direction Ruggles told them to go. How far,

it is of course impossible for me to say ; but I think that is corroborated

by the fact that this man Duffee said that he supposed they had taken

the Five Forks road. Hence it would be extraordinary that they should

have just come down there, and then have turned and gone back [that is

near theChinn House]. There was no reason for their doing it; if their

purpose was to go to Porter on Dawkins' Branch, or to the westward of

it, they would naturally have gone down here in the direction of
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Comptons' Lane. 1 take into consideration the fact that this was the

direction in which they supposed Gen. Poi ter had gone ; that this was
the direction practically in which they first moved, and that this was
the direction that Gen. Ruggles told them to go. When you bear in

mind the fact that they did go back, and that they found no troops upon
this road which they say they were traveling, the conclusion is irresistible'

that they did not get upon that road at all, except to cross it—that is the

Sudley road; that they were lost; that they came in contact with the

rebels, then came back, then came over to the Manassas road, and did

not reach Gen. Porter, according to the statement of the witnesses called

by Gen. Porter, until about seven o'clock.

On the one hand you have Pope, Duffee, and Dyer as the three

witnesses who prove the delivery at 5 to 5.30 P. M. The first swears

to a time which is the next thing to a physical impossibility—he is con-

victed of misstatement out of his own mouth by his declarations now
sworn to by two reputable witnesses. The second admitted he had been

guilty of wanton deception in his statement to Mr. Collins about this

ride. He also stated that at the time he gave his evidence before

the court-martial he supposed he had gone through the Five Forks, and
yet by looking at what he then said you will see he was describing

an • entirely different route. And again he says that on the Tuesday
before he was examined before you he had ridden along the Sudley road,

and theii had changed his mind and concluded he had gone along

Chinn's Branch and turned to the left, and came into the Sudley road
about New Market, and then proceeded on that road to Gen. Porter. He
concluded he had been under a mistake for sixteen years, and that with-

out even riding over the road along Chinn's Branch or through the Five
Forks. His evidence before the court-martial was given under an entire

mistake according to his own statement as to the route, and now he
corrects it without either riding over the road he says he took along

Ghinn's Branch or the road he says he had supposed he had traveled

through Five Forks.

The third swore before you that he had ridden over the route shortly

before he was examined. He stated that he saw Gen. Porter come out of

and stand near a tent. You know that Gen. Porter had no tent there.

He swore that he had recognized as a landmark the small square house
with the four-sided roof on Wheeler's place. You will recollect we
proved by Leachman and Wheeler that house was not in existence in

August, 1862, but was erected the following year. He swore that he
had seen a steeple and spire on a church near Gen. Porter's tent. You
will recollect that we proved by Leachman and Wheeler that Bethlehem
Church never had a steeple or spire, and further that the building was in

August, 1862, in ruins, and nothing left of it but debris and rubbish.

These facts were simply coined by him on the witness stand. All three of

these witnesses demonstrate that they did not traverse the route they pre-

tend to have taken by stating that they did not see the troopsof King
and Ricketts on the Sudley road between New Market and the Manassas
road. That is alone sufficient to convict them of having sworn to what
was either ignorantly or willfully untrue. Pope and Duffee are the two
witnesses whose " explicit and intelligent statements," according to

the Judge Advocate, should outweigh the evidence of Sykes, Locke,
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Monteith, Weld, and. Ingham, that the order was not delivered until

about or after sunset.

Was it not unjust to Gen. Porter in the last degree to have
convicted him on the evidence of such witnesses when the truth was
testified by such men as he called—men of undoubted character and in-

tegrity, who were present, and knew at what hour the order was deliv-

ered?

And now that Gen. McDowell has produced before you the dispatch from
Porter, dated 6 P. M.. {ante, page ), and you have the clear light of its

intrinsic evidence that the order had not been delivered at that time, does

not the wrong done become so manifest that not even the keenest sus-

picion can longer harbor a doubt ? That dispatch shows by its language

that the 4.30 order had^not been received by Porter at its date, 6 P. M.
It speaks not with the tongue of man, yet its voice is more potent in utter-

ing the truth than would be those of forty such witnesses as gave the ex-

plicit and intelligent statements so confidently relied upon by the Judge
Advocate. It seems to rae manifest that there was a mistake made in

reference to the time at which that order was delivered • and there being

such a mistake, that it is one which it is proper now to have corrected.

Error as to the Presence op Longstreet's Troops in front of
Porter on the 29th.

I have already referred to the opinions which were given by Generals

Pope and McDowell and Smith and Roberts upon the trial of Gen.

Porter, and I do not propose to dwell much further upon that except to

call the attention of the Board to this, that there is the most extra-

ordinary inconsistency in the statements which were made by Generals

Pope and McDowell, especially with reference to one of the essential

points which was under consideration before the court-martial—the

question of the appearance of Longstreet's troops upon the battle-field.

I have already called attention to that which is most remarkable in

Gen. Pope's position, which is, that when in his orders of the 26th and
27th he had recognized the near approach of Longstreet, and when he

knew of Pickett's retreat from Longstreet at Thoroughfare Gap, and
when he says in his testimony that he certainly expected the junction of

Longstreet with Jackson upon the afternoon of the 29th, he, notwith-

standing, should have inserted in the joint order the statement that the

indications were that the enemy would not be up before "to-morrow
night or the following day." And when you come to examine the

testimony of Gen. Pope before the court-martial, and of Gen. McDowell
also before the court-martial, you will find that they ignore the presence

of Longstreet's force upon the battle-field.

Gen. McDowell in the course of his e:^amination says :

—

" A. I did not know anything about Longstreet's corps or Jackson's
M-MfM IJ^ ^ ^ ^ -^

" To whom they (the forces spoken of by Buford) belonged, or to whom
they were going, was not a matter of which I was informed." (Mc-
Dowell, page 88, O. P.)

Then he says :

—
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''To have defeated Gen. Porter in that attack would have required a

large force of the enemy, which would have relieved the attack in front,

and I think would have still resulted in a success to our side to our army
generally." (Page 97 O. R.)

" Q. (By the Court.) From your knowledge of the condition of things

on the 29th of August, was there any considerable force of the enemy in

front of Gen. Porter's corps near the Manassas Railroad on the south

side of it?

" A. I have no positive knowledge on that point. I have not supposed

that there was, but I can not support that supposition by any positive

facts." (Page 221, O. R).
" Had no judgment whether the force in front of Porter all after-

noon of 29th was the only force reported by Buford.
" Did not go into that question. I do not know or did not know, fPage

804, N. R.)
"• Made no estimate of size of regiments reported by Buford. Did not

know what the force was by number of regiments. (Page 798, N. R.)
" Did not know the force coming up there to be Longstreet's force.

(Page 774, N. R.)
" Can not say at what particular time learned Longstreet commanded

that force. Gi^ew into knowledge of enemy's position, since that time.

(Page 775, N. R.)
" On 29th I was told he (Longstreet) was there. (Page 775, N. R.)
" Now in doubt whether Longtreet was there or not. (Page 776,

N. R.)"

In recurring to the facts, it will be found that in order after

order issued by Gen. McDowell, he knew of the presence of Long-
street, first at Waterloo, and afterwards at White Plains—Waterloo
being, if I recollect right, about twenty-eight miles from Thoroughfare
Gap, and White Plains being only five miles from Thoroughfare Gap

—

that the presence of Longstreet in the vicinity of Thoroughfare Gap was
recognized by him, and that he gave orders to Ricketts for the purpose
of preventing Longstreet from coming through Thoroughfare Gap ; that

he recognized the near approach of Longstreet by his official acts to an
extent which must prove, beyond all possible doubt, that Gen. McDowell
should have known that Longstreet was marching directly for the battle-

field, and practically was in front of him and Gen. Porter at the time

they were upon Dawkins' Branch. Gen. Pope recognizes this thing in

the same way. Yet, before the court-martial, both Gen. Pope and Gen.
McDowell ignore this fact, and convey the impression to the minds
of the court-martial, not only that they did not believe that there

was a force in front of Gen. Porter, but that from the circum-
stances there could not have been such a force in front of Gen. Porter

as was alleged by him.

There is known in the law a state of mind which is described by a

judge in a very able opinion as being collusive blindness—the condition

in which a man is when defending himself from a charge, upon the

ground that he did not know certain facts, when from his position and
relation to those facts he must have known or ought to have known
them. The learned judge says, that when such a condition exists, the
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man must be " collusively blind," which means, in homely phrase, that

none are so blind as those who will not see. Now I can not dcvscribe the

apparent ignorance of Gen. Pope and Gen. McDowell in reference to

this force of Gen. Longstreet better than as " collusive blindness."

Both those men had their educations at this school, where I presume
something is taught of multiplication, division, and subtraction, and I

suppose it was possible for them to solve a problem according to

the single rule of three. Knowing the position that Longstreet was
in on the morning of the 29th, the road and direction he was marching,

and the distance he would have to go, it would be very easy for them to

determine where he would be at twelve o'clock in the day. Yet, with

all these facts before them in reference to the presence of Longstreet,

with their own declarations showing beforehand that they knew the

facts, they gravely told the court-martial and led them to believe, that

his force was not there to such an extent as seriously to impede Gen.
Porter in moving along. For when Gen. McDowell is asked the ques-

tion whether there was any insuperable obstacle to Gen. Porter continu-

ing his march to Gainesville, his reply was, that there was none in his

judgment to his marching, and that he could have marched. From
what occurred on the battle-field the next day, I rather think that if

Gen. Porter with ten thousand men had attacked Longstreet's twenty-

five thousand he would have found a considerable obstacle, if not an
insuperable one, and that in all probability, instead of having this investi-

gation and that of the court-martial, he might have had the opportunity

of spending some time in a southern climate.

But I suppose that if anything is established in this case, it is the fact

that Longstreet was there with a force of not less than twenty-five

thousand men, and that he was exceedingly anxious that Gen. Porter

should make an attack upon him; that Lee wanted to initiate the attack,

and that Longstreet wanted Porter to attack, because he felt that then

he could have destroyed Porter's force, and after doing so, he could

have swung around on Pope's left flank, as he did the next day, and
the Army of Virginia would have been an easy prey. That the court-

martial were in error as to the force of Longstreet in front of Por-
ter is quite manifest from the views of the Judge Advocate.

On page 312 (O. R.) of his revise he says :
" Now we learn from Gen.

Buford that the enemy's forces passing through Gainesville that day from
Thoroughfare Gap, and counted by himself, did not exceed 14,000 men,
and dividing these into two columns, it is believed that at no time ou the

29th could the accused have been confronted by a rebel force exceeding.

7000—a little more than half the strength of his own corps."

It has been proven before you by Gens. Longstreet, Wilcox, Robert-

son, and Early, by Cols. Marshall, Blackford, and other witnesses, that

Longstreet's force marched from Thoroughfare Gap on the morning of

the 29th, passed through Gainesville from 8 to 9 o'clock, and took their

position before 12 o'clock. That force, as proved by some or all of these

witnesses, was at least 25,000 men.
Their line extended from a point a little north of the Warrenton pike

to a point somewhat south of the road to Gainesville, on which Gen. Por-
ter was marching. And as his front faced somewhat to the northwest,

the whole of this force was either in his front or was in such a position
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as to have been brought to bear upon him without difficulty. Gen. Por-

ter then knew that was Longstreet's force, and he knew its numbers could

not be less than probably 25,000 men. He knew it from the appear-

ances before him. He knew it from Buford's dispatch. He knew, as

every other intelligent officer in his position could have known it, from
the fact that the rebel army was divided between Jackson and Longstreet

in about equal numbers—that Jackson was already on the north of the

Warrenton pike—that Longstreet was coming up to join him—that

Longstreet was at Thoroughfare Gap on the morning of the 29th, and
had an unobstructed march of only about nine miles to reach that posi-

tion—and every reason existed in a military point of view to induce

Longstreet to reach that point as quickly as possible.

In the main, these sources of information were open to all the officers

of Gen. Pope's army at that time. But at any rate, all the information

which Gen. Porter had was in the possession of the court-martial at the

time of the trial. But it was in vain that Gen. Porter asserted the pres-

ence of Longstreet's force in overwhelming numbers in his front. In
vain did he prove it by Marshall (Colonel of the 13th New York Vol-
unteers and Captain in the regular army), and Morell and the other

officers under his command, who saw the evidence before them of

this large force. In vain did he reason with the court-martial upon the

known facts as they then existed. A deaf ear was turned to it all, and
they " believed (as was said by the Judge A.dvocate) that at no time on
the 29th could the accused have been confronted by a rebel force exceed-

ing 7000." How grave was this mistake, you can fully under-

stand. How mischievous it was in its results to Porter, the record of

the court, their finding and sentence, and the opinion of the Judge Ad-
vocate, bear most ample, and to Porter, most painful witness. Why
should the court have fallen into such an error ? I have looked over

that record, and I am sure that Longstreet's presence is proven by the

testimony then before them.

But more than that, one of the members of the court (Gen. Ricketts)

had fled from that force on the afternoon or night of the 28th. Did he
not know it ? Did he not inform the court of the force from which he

had reti-eated ?*

It is perhaps difficult sometimes to prove anything, however clear the

evidence may be. There are contingencies in which human nature seems
to shut its eyes and its ears and to close its understanding against the

simplest truths.

This record affords but one of the numerous illustrations that are

found scattered through the history of man, of the proneness of our nature

at times, and, under some circumstances, to hardness and unbelief.

* Since the close of the hearing the following fragment of a dispatch of August 29th
from Gen. McDowell, at Manassas, to Gen. Pope, at Centreville, has been furnished to Gen.
Porter :

—

" * * •'-'

till late. This morning, I was told by Reynolds that King's div. was
ordered to Manassas, and Ricketts' to Greenwich, and Sigel to Gainesville. Supposing these
orders were from you, I left Reynolds on the left of Sigel, and came here to see you and get
my two divisions. I find here that King came here on his own order^ finding himself over-
matched and Ricketts the same. King's div. is getting supplies of food and ammunition
and will be ready to move soon. I have not heard from Riclietts this morning, but under-
stand he is coming here. It was Gibbon's brigade that was engaged yesterday.

" Very respectfully,

"IRWIN Mcdowell,
" M. G."
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There are also times when unclouded reason can resume its sway, and
when facts can be allowed to have their due weight, and when justice can

be meted out fairly, impartially, and fully.

We ask no more at your hands now, and I am sure your own sense

of right will not admit of anything less.

Error to have found that Porter should have made an
ATTACK.

Now, should Gen. Porter have made the attack ? I assume that

from the time that Gen. McDowell left Gen. Porter, if not from the

time they found that Longstreet's forces were in front of him, at any
rate from the time they were separated, the joint order ceased to be

obligatory upon Porter in many of its most important provisions. For
instance, I suppose that he could not any longer think of going on to

Gainesville. I suppose, however, that he was bound to think of the ne-

cessity of communicating, if possible, with the force upon his right ; I

suppose that he was bound to keep himself in a condition to fall back

of Bull Run that night. But- whether he was to attack or not was
a question, as it seems to me, from the time that Gen. McDowell
left him, wholly within his discretion. I think, then, it was for him to

determine what his course should be, because the conditions under

which the joint order was given were entirely changed, so far as the junc-

tion of the forces of McDowell and Porter was concerned, and also inas-

much as "the whole force of the enemy" had already arrived, instead of

waiting " until to-morrow night or the next day," as was contemplated

by the order.

The rule, as it appears to me, which applies to such cases, is well

stated in certain extracts, taken from a French work recently published

in Paris.

It is entitled " The Method of War," and the extracts which are

translated will be found on pages 753, 754, and 755.

The reputations of Napoleon, the Duke of Wellington, and Arch-

duke Charles, are such as entitle them to consideration.

This is from Napoleon I. :

—

" A military order, even, requires passive obedience only when it is

given by a superior who, being present at the moment when he gives it,

has knowledge of the state of things, can listen to objections, and can

give explanations to the one who is to execute the order."

This is from the Duke of Wellington ; a general order from the camp
of Jansen, November 11th, 1803:

—

" In making known to the army the decision given by the Court

Martial in the affair of Capt. * * * Major-Gen. Welksley
thinks proper to explain to the troops that it is necessary to well distin-

guish the cases in wiiich it is allowable or not for an officer to act at his

own will.

" It may frequently happen that an officer receives an order which

through circumstances unknown at the moment of giving it by him who
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gave it, is impossible to execute, or the exeGution of which would be so

diffiGiilt or so dangerous that there would be a moral impossibility to con-

form to it. In a case of this nature, Major-Gen. Wellesley would be

very far from wishing to prevent detached officers from acting freely.

*' But Capt. * * * was not in that situation : he had
and has had no private information which the officer who had given him
his orders did not also have; and then it was his duty to obey.

"AETHUR WELLESLEY,
(depuis Dug de Wellington.")

" Jourdain's army having forced the passage of the Lahn (July 7th,

1796), the first intention of Wartensleben, who commanded the Austrian

corps left before it [the Lahn] by the Archduke Charles, had been to

fall back behind the Widda, because the French having found the garri-

son of Hamburg to fall back upon Usingen, were already threatening

his line of retreat. But the 9th of July, having received a dispatch in

which the Archduke wrote to him to withdraw from the environs of

Friedburg, only after having tried the foi'tune of arms, he changed his

design, and resolved to attack Jourdain that same day.

"However, Wartensleben, in his position at the time, should not have
attempted an attack. He could in fact direct it only against the centre

of the French army; since in moving his left, he left Jourdain at Ham-
burg on his rear ; and in advancing by his right he abandoned his line

of retreat upon Frankfort.
" In spite of these dangers he had the temerity to attack, and in what a

situation ! With forces inferior in- number, in a position in which his

wings, deprived of support and threatened with being constantly out-

flanked, had no reserve.

" In vain will it be said that the order which the Archduke Charles had
sent him was the ground of his resolution. Warte7islebe7i had the right

not to execute it; the Archduhe Charles, then near Pforzheim, did not

hnow his situation lohen he gave him the order.

" A general-in-chief who indicates to subordinates, detached afar, their

lines of operations and the strategic points of their defensive positions,

has performed his duties. One can not expect from him precise and
detailed orders when their execution depends not only on the circum-

stances of the moment, but also on the actual position of the troops.

L'ARCHIDUC CHARLES."

I should suppose there was great good sense in that, and that the rule

is one which accords with natural reason. In this case Gen. Porter, I

think, was acting practically under the rule laid down by the Archduke
Charles. Ought he to have attacked? He thought he should not do
so, as he knew the case. That he knew it, there can not be a doubt.

There was something said, if I recollect aright, by the learned Recorder
in his opening about Gen. Porter's being tried according to the know-
ledge which he had of the presence of Longstreet's force, as though he had
not then a knowledge of them. There was hardly a witness examined
before the court-martial who could be supposed to know anything about
the subject, to whom the question was not put in reference to Longstreet's
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force. It is to be found all t^irough the testimony ; it is to be found in

the defence of Gen. Porter; it is to be found in the opinion of Judge
Advocate Gen. Holt. It was contended by Gen. Porter that Long-
street's force was in front of him—at least, there was an enemy's force

there, which was designated as Longstreet's ; not that they meant to say

that Longstreet personally was there. I do not suppose anybody knew
that he was personally present.

But the question which was involved in the issue before the court-

martial, and the one which has been the bone of contention from that

time to this, was, whether Longstreet's force of twenty thousand or

twenty-five thousand men were present that day, communicating with

Jackson, and extending from north of the Warrenton pike south-

wardly across the Manassas and Gainesville road, and formed in front

of Gen. Porter, in such a way as that they could have enveloped and
destroyed him, if he had been wild and insane enough to make an at-

tack. That they were there is unquestionable. Whether they were on
Page Land lane at nine o'clock or not; whether they had reached up to

the Gibbon battle-field by twelve or one o'clock, exactly the position that

they occupied at a given hour,may not be a matter of importance for us

to establish. But the fact that they were there, practically in a position

such as that if Gen. Porter had made an attack they would have
thrown upon him that twenty thousand or twenty-five thousand men, I

think is as clear as any question can be which has to be settled by testi-

mony, and after the occurrence of the events. It is not a question that

is dependent upon the witnesses whom Gen. Porter has produced. It

is not a question dependent upon the witnesses produced upon the for-

mer court-martial, nor upon the witnesses produced before this Board.

There is testimony in this case which seems to me to be conclusive

upon this point, which was furnished by Gen. McDowell to Gen. Porter

when he was at Dawkins' Branch at twelve o'clock when they were
discussing the joint order, and that was the dispatch of Buford to

McDowell, to the effect that those troops were passing through Gaines-

ville three-quarters of an hour before that message was dated, which
would bring it at about a quarter before nine o'clock that morning.

It is utterly idle for Gen. McDowell to endeavor to screen himself

behind the pretense that Gen. Buford reported only fourteen regiments

or seventeen regiments, and that he knew of no other force. Why, he

knew that the whole of that force under Lee was at Thoroughfare Gap
or at White Plains on the day before. Pie knew that they had made
an attack upon Ricketts, and that they had been strong enough to

drive him away ; and he knew that Lee was moving in that direction

with as much rapidity as possible for the purpose of reaching Jackson.

He knew these facts ; and it is perfectly idle for him to endeavor to

sci'een himself from the censure which he must bring upon himself, by
pretending that he did not know that those troops were there, when he

had this message from Buford stating that those troops were passing

through Gainesville; and he should have known—he must have known
—his mind, if it acted at all, must have conceived the idea that Long-
street was moving with his whole force through Thoroughfare Gap, and
on the way to the battle-field through Gainesville for the purpose of

reinforcing Jackson. That being so, when the binding force of the
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joint order had ceased in the manner in which I have indicated, when
left to his own judgment and his own discretion as to what he should

do, when he did not know that there was any heavy battle progressing,

when he had not received from the commanding officer. Gen. Pope,

any direction which led him to suppose that an attack upon his part

was expected or was wanted or needed, or that the forces were in such

condition as required it, when he had received intimations and direc-

tions from Gen. McDowell, or instructions, that the purpose was not

to fight a battle there, but to fall back behind Bull Run, when he

knew that he had this force opposed to him which, if he attempted to

assault under the circumstances, would simply destroy him, and that there-

fore he would be exposing the left of Gen. Pope's army to destruction

—

when he knew these facts, what was Gen. Porter to do? He did what

a discreet and prudent man should have done; he remained there in his

position, endeavoring to feel the enemy by a skirmish line, giving infor-

mation as rapidly as he could communicate and as frequently with Gen.

McDowell as he could, making such movements as he supposed were

necessary for the purpose of holding the enemy in the position that they

were in ; and, more than that, accomplishing that result.

According to the testimony of Col. Marshall (a member of Gen.

Lee's staff), and of others, if I remember correctly, that force of Long-
street's was held in check during the whole of the 29th by Gen.

Porter's position. But even if it had not been proved by witnesses then

in the opposing force, the facts as you have had them established show
that Porter did so hold the enemy in check. Thus he was accomplishing

that which was of benefit to the force with which he was co-operating, the

army to which he was attached ; he was exercising the wisest and best

judgment which he had under the circumstances when he was too far

removed from the commander-in-chief to communicate immediately with

him ; he was using the judgment which he deemed to be proper under
all the circumstances. And yet, after having passed that anxious day in

the discharge of this duty, after having held this force of twenty thou-

sand or twenty-five thousand men in that position that day, and having
held them in a position so that if he had been reinforced, as he asked to

be, he could, on the 30th, have prevented that disaster which overtook

those troops ; for doing this duty, for holding on there as he ought to

have done, for taking the responsibility which he ought to have taken,

he is arrested, tried, convicted, and sentenced to be dismissed from the

army, and to be prevented from holding any office of honor or profit

under the Government of the United States.

Under the rules laid down by Napoleon, by Wellington, and the Arch-
duke Charles, quoted above. Gen. Porter could only be held responsible

for the honest and faithful exercise of the discretion devolved upon him
by the exigencies of the situation. I appeal most confidently for his

vindication under this head to the history I have given of his conduct

during that day. He did all that an efficient and intelligent commander
could have done under the circumstances. By attacking he could not

have drawn a man from the forces of Jackson that were confrontins;

Pope's other troops, and he could not have added a tittle to any success

by those troops. But in the light of all we now know, any such move-
ment would have been disastrous not only to his own corps, but in all

probability would have brought destruction upon the whole army of

Virginia.
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The joint order did not suppose an attack under the circumstances.

The situation did not demand it—a proper exercise of his discretion did

not permit it, and every consideration of military expediency forbade it.

May we now not appeal to you to reverse the finding of the court on

this pointj and place Gen. Porter's conduct and actions in the light to

which they are entitled by reason of the facts as they really existed ?

Conclusion.

Now, it does appear to me, if you will take Gen. Porter's conduct

from the beginning of this campaign down to the time at which this in-

vestigation closes, that throughout he manifests in conduct the utmost

anxiety in the performance of his duty ; that he seems to have been

watchful, to have been energetic, to have exerted himself all the time.

While Gen. McDowell seems to have felt that it was not even necessary

that he should send any information to Gen. Pope of his own separation

from Porter, nor of the fact that he had learned through Gen. Buford of

the seventeen regiments passing through Gainesville early in the morn-
ing, Gen. Porter was sending dispatches and giving information continu-

ously. If you will recollect. Gen. McDowell did not send Gen. Pope the

information communicated by Buford's dispatch. Gen. Pope says that

he did not know that fact until seven o'clock on the evening of the 29th.

So, while Gen. McDowell did not think it necessary to communicate so

important a fact as that, which Gen. Pope says he was expecting to

take place on the afternoon of the 29th, Gen. Porter was diligent, watch-

ful, earnest, communicative, and faithful in the discharge of his duties

throughout.

There are many other points which this case presents to which I do
not propose to allude. I shall leave them, very sure that ray colleague

will take up anything that is left untouched by myself or by Mr.
Maltby; and I am very sure that now this Board fully understands

and comprehends this case.

We have endeavored to show you by the testimony which we have intro-

duced, and by a proper analysis and examination of the testimony taken

by the court-martial, that Gen. Porter was not guilty of disobedience of

the order to march at 1 A. M. on the 28th of August ; that the character

of the night and the obstructions in the road justified his not doing so.

We have endeavored to show you that he did not disobey the joint

order of the 29th to McDowell and himself; that he did not retreat as

charged ; that there was not a battle, in the sense implied in the specifi-

cations, upon the 29th.

Let me here say to the Recorder that I do not wish to contend that

there was not a battle, or that there was not heavy fighting or hard
fighting, and that some of the fighting there was probably as hard as

was ever known—I do not doubt that for a moment. All that we mean
to say is that there was not a general battle, a continuous battle, a

battle from morning until night.

That we have shown, we think. Gen. Porter did not violate any duty
by failing to come upon the battle-field, as charged against him.

That he was not guilty of any military crime in not having attacked,

as charged.
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That the 4.30 order of the 29th was received by him at too late an

hour to have been carried into effect.

That by its terms it involved an attack upon Jackson's right and rear/

and this could not have been done by him.

That throughout the 29th of August, 1862, his conduct was that of a

faithful and zealous commander, discharging his duty discreetly and
wisely, and so as best to serve the interests of his Government, and aid

the army of which his troops were a part.

Now the question may be asked, how it came about that a man who
Was so zealous in the performance of his duty, and, as we allege, was so

faithful in its performance, could have been convicted by this court-

martial of these offenses. I was asked that question last summer by an

old lady, for whom I have great respect, sitting upon the piazza of the

hotel. I felt a little perplexed to know how to answer it. She asked a

question further which relieved me of my difficulty; how it happened,

if they thought he was guilty of this offense, that they did not find

that he should be shot. Well, I said to her, that that reminded me of

what I had once heard in reference to an Arkansas jury who tried

a, murder case ; the evidence was submitted, and the judge charged the

jury, who then went out to consult. They finally came to the conclusion,

and so found, that the prisoner was guilty of murder in the first degree,

but with a slight suspicion that he was not the man, and therefore they

did not think he ought to be hung.
I rather think that is true in reference to this petitioner; I rather

think the court-martial found Gen. Porter guilty of these high military

crimes just with a slight suspicion that he was not the man. I think

that is the reason they did not sentence him to be shot.

The truth is, they made several material mistakes :

—

As to Porter's location.

As to retreat.

As to presence of Longstreet.

As to battle.

As to time of delivery of 4.30 order.

Now the time has come, as we think, for rectifying these mis-

takes. We think that, after this long period of sixteen years, this inves-

tigation can be conducted free from any bias or prejudice; that the

circumstances under which the trial took place and the influences that

were then operating, the influences that then made the minds of men
inflamed, made them ready to receive extravagant statements, made them
susceptible to influences, to prejudice, to bias; influences from which no
man can be free under certain circumstances, have passed away. We know
that when there is any great national disaster in any part of the world,

when there is a series of defeats to an army or navy, there must always
be some one upon whom the popular feeling can turn, and upon whom
the consequences of that disaster can be visited. And when the feelings

of the people are aroused, when one of those popular commotions sets in,

it ramifies, and extends and seizes upon all classes ; then it is that it is

almost impossible for the judgment of any man, I care not how calm
and deliberate he is, I care not what his experience or integrity may be,

—

it is almost impossible for the human mind, frail as it is, to resist those

influences, and look at a question which involves such issues, frankly,

candidly, unbiased, and unprejudiced.
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Now this record, as it seems to me, from the beginning to the end

—

and I speak with all due respect for the court-martial and its Judge Ad-
vocate—it seems to me, that this record, from the beginning to the end,

shows the influences of which I have been speaking—because while the

results were produced in the main by these stories of Gens. McDowell
and Pope, yet those stories had a degree of inconsistency and contradic-

tion about them which I think if they had been analyzed as they can be

now, it would have been seen how unreliable and contradictory they

were. But it was a time when the minds of men did not weigh with

the coolness and deliberation that can be employed at a period sixteen

years after the occurrence of the events.

The examination of the witnesses and the opinion of the Judge Ad-
vocate evince the deep gloom and distrust that had seized upon the

minds of those who were conducting the trial. Some phantom, not an
exhibit in the record, seems to have been constantly rising before them
to disturb their reasoning faculties and unsettle their judgments. The
simplest truths were ignored. The grossest exaggerations and misstate-

ments were believed. The Judge Advocate, when called upon for an
opinion, uttered a lamentation and pronounced a philippic. »

No ray of clear sunlight could penetrate the murky and dismal atmo-
sphere in which prejudice, distortion, and exaggeration had enveloped the

case.

Sound reasoning and even-handed justice were almost moral impos-

sibilities under such circumstances. Men are mortal. They are swayed
by passion, by the excitement of the hour, by the moral forces that press

for the time being upon themselves as a part of a nation. It is too much
to expect of judges or people that they should be lifted up into that

serene atmosphere where these earthly influences can not reach or affect

them, when their country is passing through the trials of such a war.

And then the man who, from his position, or from accident or through

malice, incurs popular hatred, and becomes the suspected author of mis-

fortune and disaster, is hunted down with such eager thirst and such

blind rage that even the strong arm of sovereign power can not always

protect him from the avenging spirit that seeks his destruction.

But, when the producing causes of these disturbing elements have
passed away, the facts can be examined into calmly, carefully, and justly.

Then the errors and injustice of the past can be retrieved. The man who
has been the unfortunate victim can be restored to his good name and
his rights.

You are called upon to review the proceedings of the court-martial in

the aspect I have thus presented to you. If you should reverse their

action it involves no necessary reflection upon the court or its members.
You are but reviewing the action of a court, to ascertain whether their

judgment was correct or not, in view of all the light you have upon
these transactions.

Nor is this at all an unusual thing; for there is not an appellate court

in the land which is not constantly reviewing the proceedings that have
taken place in some court below, where judges who are supposed to be
entirely free from partiality and from prejudice, have yielded to influences

of one kind or another, and where the appellate courts have been com-
pelled to set aside their judgments, either because they have been unable
from prejudice or partiality or bias to render a correct judgment, or
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because they have made a mistake, without impairing, in the slightest

degree, confidence in the integrity and honor of the judge and court

below. And I want it distinctly understood that I do not mean by one

word which I have said to impute to the court-martial, or to the Judge
Advocate-General who conducted this case, any want of honor or integrity,

or to cast any imputation upon their motives or conduct in the course

of the trial.

Before closing, I wish to say a word as to the course pursued by the

Recorder (Major Gardner) in conducting this examination, I think that

Gen. Porter and his counsel are under obligations to him for facilities

afforded by him in obtaining testimony. While I do not mean to say

he has in any respect transcended his duty in this regard, yet he has so

performed that duty as to aid us most materially in placing before you
the facts.

Further than that, while there has been at times more or less friction

in the conduct of the investigation, I wish to say for myself, that I have

no complaints to make of the course he has pursued. He has done what
he no doubt conceived to be his duty, and he has done it with the most

earnest zeal. I wish to say to you and to him that whatever differences

have arisen in the conduct of this case, I accord to him a sincere desire

to do his duty according to his judgment.

I think proper also to say that every reasonable facility has been af-

forded by the War Department to Gen. Porter in obtaining papers and
information. Its officers have furnished them readily, and their cheerful

compliance with his requests, together with the assistance rendered by the

Recorder, to which I have referred, has enabled Gen. Porter to place

before you his case far more clearly and fully than he or his counsel ever

anticipated would be possible. But to return to the errors made by this

court-martial.

My whole effort has been to show that they have been misled, and
have fallen into these errors chiefly by reason of the testimony which
was adduced before them ; that those errors are now manifest and clear

;

that that record cannot be read without finding them ; and if you believe

that, then it is your duty so to find, and so inform the President of the

United States. If you come to that conclusion—if you come to the con-

clusion that they did make these mistakes—if you come to the conclusion

that they did so, either by reason of the testimony as it existed before

them, or by reason of the testimony which has been brought before you,

in either event we feel that it is your duty, under the circumstances, so to

declare by your finding, and to vindicate Gen. Porter from the charges

which were made against him, which destroyed his name and his repu-

tation at the time the trial took place. So far as any further recom-

mendation may be concerned, I have no suggestion to make. The only

effort I have made is to have the facts so presented as to induce you by
your finding to restore Gen. Porter's name to that page of history which,

thus far, since 1862 has been a blank ; to restore it there with the purity

and integrity and the honor for which he exerted himself as a soldier,

and which he has always endeavored to maintain as a man.

The Board then, at six o'clock P. M., adjourned until to-morrow
morning at ten o'clock.
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PREFATORY NOTE.
General Grant, from 1866 to 1876, was successively General-in-Chief,

Secretary of War, and President. While holding these positions appli-

cations were made to the President by Fitz-John Porter for a rehearing

of his case, upon new testimony not attainable during the trial before the

court-martial, and which could only be obtained after the war was ended.

All of these applications were presented to General Grant.

Porter's first appeal was indorsed by ex-Presidents, a judge of the

Supreme Court, who had been present at the trial, and by other able

jurists. It was also strongly recommended by Senators, Representatives

in Congress, Governors, Generals, and other officer^ in the army, and was

sustained by undoubted evidence of officers who had been high in com-

mand in the Confederate Army and present at the time of the occurrence of

the events which were involved in Porter's trial. The President favored

the appeal, and Acting Secretary of War General Grant, (then general)

without whose approval Porter would not have asked for a reopening of

the case, so far coincided as to say to Porter that he should return to his

home, where, in four days, he would receive the order for a Board, " to

meet at West Point, where all i7nproper influences would have to go and
would be discovered."

So convinced of the justice of Porter's claim was General Grant—this

soldier then highest in command in the army, and since twice honored

with the highest trust in the Nation's gift—that he said of Porter :
" Not

only ought he to have the rehearing, but every member of the court which

sentenced him should be glad to have the opportunity to join in the

appeal ;
" and also, if " injustice has been done by the finding of the court,

resulting in a severe sentence, damaging him professionally and otherwise,

every opportunity which the law allows should be given to exculpate him-

self."

However, Grant had faith in the integrity of his former schoolmate, the

prosecutor and principal witness against Porter, and believed that a court-

martial, composed of officers of high rank, some of whom were of known
ability and honor, could not have been deceived. He yielded to the im-

portunate expostulations of the prosecutor and to the statements of officials

on whom he felt he could rely, and withheld the order.

While Grant was President the correspondence ceased between him

and Porter, except the presentation of appeals by Porter, which were



unheeded. The correspondence which was renewed between them in Sep-

tember, 1 88 1, is here presented, except such as has already been published,

so far as it relates to Porter's case, from the first appeal in 1 866 to the date

of Grant's fatal illness. It exhibits those traits in General Grant's charac-

ter which will commend him at all times to the admiration of his country-

men—his confiding trust in those from whom he had the right to expect

honest information and advice, and his firmness in conscientious perform-

ance of duty to the Government, He supposed Porter justly condemned,

and, acting upon this supposition, which he based upon the information

derived from the statement and advice of others, he refused to make an

order, which, in his desire to render justice to an old comrade, he had

promised should be made.

But the correspondence exhibits him in a still better and grander

aspect. When he had time to examine for himself the merits of the case,

he rose superior to all selfish mo.tives, quickly saw the errors into which he

had fallen, and with all the noble instincts of his nature continuously

labored to correct his former mistake and to remove a burden which he

now saw had been so unjustly placed on an innocent man.

Grant felt keenly the injustice he had so unwittingly done to Porter,

and he strove to the utmost of his ability to undo the wrong. He took no

undecided step in this direction ; no half-way measures would answer his

purpose, so he threw himself with all the energy of his determined nature

into the case, and made no uncertain sound.

Under these circumstances these letters are worthy of the highest

credence. The writer, the earnestness of his purpose, the integrity of his

intention, the facts which impelled him to write as he did, stamp his utter-

ances with the divine impress of truth. One who could thus act and

thus write must be believed.



THE CORRESPONDENCE.
New York, September 8, 1866.

General Ulysses S. Grant, Washington City :

General—Flattering myself that the result of my trial by court-

martial, in 1863, was not passed unnoticed by you, and believing that you

would take pleasure in being instrumental in discovering any erroneous

finding and in remedying any wrong resulting from it, I take the liberty of

asking the favor to aid by a letter to the President of the United States, or

in whatever manner you may deem best, in effecting, by his authority, a

re-examination of the proceedings of my court-martial, and if agreeable to

you, making known your action to the Hon. Reverdy Johnson, for use at

such time as he may deem most proper.

Though conscious of innocence of any criminality, such as alleged

against me, and of all intentional wrong-doing, and knowing of erroneous

finding, I cannot expect or ask others to be convinced without an examin-

ation of the evidence or a presentation by unprejudiced authority ; but

having to a certain date an unblemished record of no ordinary services,

well and faithfully performed, to my country, it might be presumed that,

ever careful of my honor, I could not have been reckless of my fame, upon

which hang all the hopes of wife, children, and relatives, and connected as

it may be with the history and destiny of my country, and I trust such a

record and inference may have weight in causing a reconsideration of the

proceedings of my court-martial with a view of ascertaining any wrong
resulting from erroneous finding, and remedying it if any be found.

In the hope my appeal may meet with a favorable response,

I am, General, with high respect,

Your obt. ser.,

F. J. PORTER.

Headquarters Armies of the United States,
Washington, D. C., October i, 1866.

FiTZ-JOHN Porter, Esg'., late U. S. Army

:

Sir -General Grant directs me to acknowledge the receipt of your letter

of September 22d, and also that of September 24th, with its inclosure, all

relating to your restoration to the army. He instructs me to say that in

all cases where application has been made for his interference, based on the

supposition that some previous action of the Government has been incor-

rect, and such previous action occurred prior to his taking command of the



army, he has considered it his duty to decline the interference. In your

case the reasons are still stronger, as no change has occurred in the office

of Secretary of War since the action of which you complain, and the Sec-

retary is the authority that General Grant would assume to judge, if he

should attempt a compliance with your request.

He therefore considers himself bound to abide by the rule already laid

down to interfere with the action of no administration, occurring prior to

his command of the army.

I am, sir, very respectfully your obedient servant,

ADAM BADEAU,
/ Col. and A. D. C.

Headquarters Armies of the U. S., )

September lo, 1867.
\

General—Your note of this evening, together with one from

Admiral Porter, asking to see me relative to some' business of interest to

yourself, is received. I would be pleased to see you at my house this even-

ing, but I am just starting out and I will not return until late. I will see

you, however, at the War Office at any hour you please to call after 10 a. m.

to-morrow. Yours, etc.,

U. S. GRANT.
Gen. FiTZ-JOHN Porter,

Willard's Hotel, Washington, D. C.

The application referred to below was Porter's appeal of 1 867 to Presi-

dent Johnson, sustained by the appealing letters and indorsements of

Ex-Presidents Filmore and Pierce, Judge Curtis, Senators Wilson, Foster,

Sherman, Harris, Governor Curtin, Governor Winthrop, Horace Greeley,

General Banks, Edward Everett, and others.

War Department, September 13, 1867.

Before any consideration should be given to the within application of

Fitz-John Porter for the reconsideration of the proceedings and sentence of

a court-martial which convicted him of high crimes against the United

States, it is manifestly proper that he should " demonstrate to the satisfac-

tion of the authorities his ability to controvert by new evidence the testi-

mony on which he was convicted." If injustice has been done him by the

findings of the court, resulting in a severe sentence, damaging to him pro-

fessionally and otherwise, every opportunity which the law allows should

be given to Mr. Porter to exculpate himself. But no such testimony is

presented with these papers, and until it shall be, and of a satisfactory

character, no action in the case is recommended.

(Sgd) U. S. GRANT,
Secretary of War ad interim.



Washington City, September i8, 1867.

To Gen'I U. S. Grant, Secretary of War

:

General—In my interview this morning I understood that before

acting on my appeal you desired the opinion of the Attorney-General upon

certain points relating to the powers of the President of the United States

to grant a re-examination.

I infer from this that if no such power existed, a recommendation on

your part would be useless.

While I have no reason to believe that the points in question have ever

been presented to the consideration of the Attorney-General, I have no

doubt of a favorable decision, and that the object of my appeal can be

accomplished without in any manner compromising the rights of any one,

or of the Government.

That no misunderstanding may exist, I repeat that my aim is to vindi-

cate my honor, and to relieve myself of the burdens of a severe sentence.

This I am confident I can accomplish in the most satisfactory manner to

the Government and myself before a court-martial, court of inquiry,

board, or whatever it may be termed, composed, as far as available, of the

best talent of the army, which, under rules governing courts-martial

shall decide on the merits of the case, by duly considering all the old and

new testimony combined, giving to witnesses whom it may be desirable to

call an opportunity to amend or reaffirm their recorded evidence, and

accepting all other evidence as it stands, the action of the court to be

advisory, so far as I am concerned.

If any such action as is indicated by your questions should be deemed

necessary in order to secure the investigation I desire now, as I did ver-

bally to-day, to disclaim all idea, present and future, of availing myself of

any rights which might thus be acquired, other than would be essential to

conduct the investigation.

Cases like mine, on presentation of a just claim, or reasonable grounds

to suppose it just, have been reopened and decided upon by the War
Department.

I could not ask you to devote your time to an examination of the case,

nor could I presume, in calling for satisfactory evidence to substantiate my
claim, that you desired to prejudge it, yet, as I said to-day, if you would be

the arbiter, I would be glad of the opportunity to present the whole

matter.

In order that my wishes may be fully before the President, I respect-

fully request that this letter may be forwarded to be placed with the other

papers.

I am. General,

With high respect,

Your obedient servant,

FITZ-JOHN PORTER.



War Department, September 19, 1867.

There is no case like this on record in the War Department.

The application calls for a decision which, whatever its nature, will be

very important in its effects on the public service. It is therefore recom-

mended that the application be referred to the Attorney-General for his

opinions on the following points :

Is there authority to try a second time by a military court a person

whose case has been regularly and finally disposed of according to law,

and after he has been dismissed and been out of the military service for a

number of years ?

If so, what preliminary proceedings are necessary to make such a court

legal }

Especially in what mode should the person applying for a second trial be

required to demonstrate that he possesses new and additional evidence of

a kind which will enable him to prove his innocence of the charges on

which he was dismissed }

Should not the witnesses on whom he professes to rely be requircl to

make oath that they will, on the trial asked for, give the evidence they now
state they can give }

In view of his familiarity with the laws and usages which govern the

administration of military justice, it is suggested that the views of the

Judge Advocate-General of the Army on the foregoing points be sub-

mitted to the Attorney-General.

Respectfully,

U. S. GRANT.
These documents and the evidence in support of Porter's appeal were

submitted to the Attorney-General, from whose files they soon disappeared,

together with all traces of their having been in his hands, except the

recording words, " Porter's appeal." They were never found. Copies of

these documents are now on file in the War Department.

Executive Mansion,
]

Washington, D. C, February 27, 1869. (

Gen. FiTZ-JOHN Porter, Washington, D. C. :

Sir— In reply to your request to have properly filed, for early refer-

ence, your application and accompanying papers for a re-examination of

your case, I am instructed to inform you that all the papers were received

in September, 1 867, and referred to the Attorney-General, between whose

office and this they seem to have become mislaid. Search will be made
for them, and when found, they will be properly referred, or returned to

you if desired.

Very respectfully.

Your obedient servant,

WM. G. MOORE,
Secretary.



The appeal, with increased evidence, was renewed in June, 1869, and

again in 1874. But no action was taken upon either of them by Gen.

Grant, nor was he appealed to prior to September, 1881, after the decision

of the Schofield-Terry-Getty Board.

New York, September 17, 1881.

Gen. U. S. Grant, Lo7ig Branch, N, J.

:

Dear General— I have been told that you have entertained and

sometimes expressed opinions reflecting upon the integrity of my military

acts while in the army. While I have always been unwilling to believe

these reports, I cannot help taking them to heart, as I am willing to

acknowledge that it would be a matter of wonder if you did not entertain

opinions adverse to me, considering the light under which you may have

expressed them.

Desirous always of having the good opinion of an eminent soldier, but

only through his honest convictions of my worthiness of it, I would be

very glad and highly gratified, if, at a time and place convenient to you,

you \^ould favor me with an interview and an opportunity of presenting

facts to meet any objection you may have to my acts, hoping as I do to

remove all such unfavorable impressions, and believing that, if I can do

so, it would be none the less gratifying to you.

Beheye me, very respectfully yours,

F. J. PORTER.

New York, September 27, '8r.

Gen. F. J. Porter, 119 Liberty Street, N. V. :

Dear General—Your letter of the 17th of September was handed

to me at Long Branch the day after the death of the President, Since

that time I have had no opportunity of seeing you, and hence have

deferred writing until this time. For a few days I will be so busily

employed that I am not able now to appoint a time for the conference

which you desire to have with me, but as soon as I can fix a day I will

take great pleasure in doing so, and will hear what you have to say in

regard to the matter alluded to in your letter, and will endeavor to listen

without prejudice, and if convinced that I was wrong in former opinions

entertained, and possibly expressed, I would be wiUing to correct them.

Very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.

New York, October 31, 1881.

Gen. F. J. PORTER, O^ce N. Jersey Central R. R. :

Dear General—Since my letter to you I have been so busy with

correspondence and callers each day that I have not been able to designate
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a particular time to see you. If you will call any day, however, at my
office, 90 Broadway, about 11 o'clock, I will give you the interview

desired, and will keep persons from coming in my office during the time

you are with me.
Very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.

November 19, 1881.

Dear Gen.— I am in receipt of yours of this date, with copy of Gen.

Terry's letter . I have read the letter. It is manly, to say the least, and

I exonerate you so far as the judgment of one—and a very intelligent

—

member of the court goes . I will destroy the copy of Gen. Terry's letter

which you sent me.

Very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.
Gen. F. J. Porter.

Congress was about to meet. Porter was anxious to have General

Grant's decision at an early day, as upon it depended whether his renewed

appeal should be made through the President or direct to Congress. He
therefore sent the following note :

New York, December i, 1881.

Gen. U. S. Grant :

General—I would be glad of an interview with you to-day, if agree-

able, or to-morrow, if more convenient to you.

Yours truly,

F. J. PORTER.

This nbte was returned, indorsed as follows

I will be glad to see you at any time you may call, but your papers I

carried to my house to go over carefully, but as to yet I have had com-

pany every evening at the house—the only time I am there—so I have not

yet examined them sufficiently to say anything. I think I can safely say,

however, that you will not meet with opposition from me in obtaining

relief from the odium of your sentence. After examining the papers before

me—which I will do within a few days, if I have to shut myself up for the

purpose—if my judgment convinces me that you have been wronged, I will

say so.

U.S.GRANT.

The interview did not take place ; Porter preferring to wait till the

General had formed his convictions.



December 9, 1881.

Gen. F. J. PORTER :

Dear Gen.— I have been able to give some days to the reading of the

papers which you submitted to me, but have not finished them. If you

will call, say next Monday, about eleven o'clock, I will be pleased to see

you. I can say now, however, from what I have read, I believe I have

heretofore done you an mjustice, both in thought and speech, and if of the

same opinion when through the exammation of your case, I will regard it

a most solemn obligation on my part to correct the wrong so far as I have

any responsibility for it.

Very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.

New York City, Dec. 19, 1881.

General F. J. Porter :

Dear General— I am through reading the papers you submitted

to me, and will be ready to meet you any morning at about 11 A. M. after

to-morrow. I have seen nothing to change the views I expressed to you

in our last conversation.

Very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.

"New York, Dec. 23, 1881.

Gen. F. J. Porter, New York :

Dear Sir—I send you by the bearer the letter to the President, which

I hope is satisfactory, and which I expect to follow up by such course as

circumstances hereafter may dictate as necessary and proper. I sincerely

hope that the day is not distant when you will receive the justice which I

feel sure is due to you.

I will be pleased if you will send me a copy of the proceedings of the

Board, as published by the Senate.

Truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.

New York, Dec. 22, 1881.

The President, Washingtoti, D. C. :

Dear Sir—At the request of Gen. Fitz-John Porter I have recently

reviewed his trial and the testimony furnished before the Schofield Court

of Inquiry, held in 1879, giving to the subject three full days of careful

reading and consideration, and much thought in the intervening time.

The reading of the whole of this record has thoroughly convinced me that

for these nineteen years I have been doing a gallant and efficient soldier a

very great injustice in thought, and sometimes in speech. I feel it incum-
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bent upon me now to do whatever lies in my pqwer to remove from him

and from his family the stain upon his good name. I feel this the more

incumbent upon me than I should if I had been a corps commander only,

or occupying any other command in the Army than the one which I did

;

but as General I had it possibly in my power to have obtained for him the

hearing which he only got at a later day, and as President I certainly had

the power to have ordered that hearing. In justification for my injustice

to Gen. Porter, I can only state that shortly after the war closed, his de-

fense was brought to my attention, but I read it in connection with a

sketch of the field where his offenses were said to have been committed,

which I now see, since perfect maps have been made by the Engineers"

Department of the whole field, were totally incorrect as showmg the posi-

tion of the two armies. I also read it in connection with statements made

on the other side, against Gen. Porter, and I am afraid possibly with some

little prejudice in the case—although Gen. Porter was a man whom I per-

sonally knew and liked before ; but I got the impression, with many
others, that there was a half-hearted support of Gen. Pope in his cam-

paigns, and that Gen. Porter, while possibly not more guilty than others,

happened to be placed in a position where he could be made responsible

for his indifference, and that the punishment was not a severe one for such

an offense. I am now convinced that he rendered faithful, efficient and

intelligent service, and the fact that he was retained in command of a corps

for months after his offenses were said to have been committed, is in his

favor.

What I would ask in Gen. Porter's behalf from you is, that if you can

possibly give the time, that you give the subject the same study and

thought that I have given it, and act then as your judgment may dictate.

But, feeling that you will not have the time for such an investigation ( for

it will take several days' time), I would ask that the whole matter be laid

before the Attorney-General for his examination and opinion.

Hoping that you will be able to do this much for an officer who has

suffered, for nineteen years, a punishment that never should be inflicted

upon any but the most guilty,

I am, very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.

December 27, 1881.

Gen. F. J. PORTER :

Dear General— I hardly know how to advise in regard to the best

time to present your petition to the President. I presume the Senator

(Sewell) could see the President at the hour named, one o'clock. But the

chances are he would have no opportunity to converse with him privately.

I am very desirous of talking to him myself about your matter, and my
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conclusions regarding the wrong you have been suffering, and called yes-

terday on him ; but others were in the room all the time I was there. I

shall endeavor to get an opportunity to tell him about my letter to him on

your matter before he returns.

You can judge as well as I can whether it is better to have Senator

Sewell call here or not.

Very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.

General PORTER :

Please read inclosed letter and then have it dropped in the mail.

U. S. G.

New York City, December 30, 1881.

My Dear General— I have your letter of yesterday. It is true

that I have re-examined the proceedings of the court-martial and court

of inquiry of Fitz-John Porter's case, and believe sincerely that I have done

him an injustice, and have so written to the President. When I gave

General Porter the letter I requested him to send you a copy. If he has

not done so he will, or I will. That letter will explain all that I would

otherwise write you on this subject. I reluctantly came to the conclusions

I did, but was convinced beyond all preconceived notions, and felt it due

to an accused man to say so.

Very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.
Gen. J. A. Logan,

U. S. Senate.

New York City, January 23, 1882.

The President :

I take pleasure in presenting Governor Randolph, of New Jersey, who
visits Washington, no doubt, principally in reference to rendering a service

to General F. J. Porter. He desires to meet you personally, and I give

him this letter cheerfully, requesting that he may have that pleasure. Of

course, I know a letter from me is not necessary to secure this favor,

because, as Governor of a neighboring State, and as representative of his

State in the United States Senate, you know him in a public capacity.

But, as I feel myself somewhat responsible for General Porter's long suffer-

ing, I ask an interview with one of his personal friends to the end that you

may consult as to the best method of reaching a just and practical solu-

tion of the Porter case, if you should look upon the matter as I do.

Very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT
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New York City, February 4, 1882.

Gen. F. J. Porter :

Dear General— I send you my letter to Senator Cameron. Please

read it and mail, unless you have suggestions to make of alterations or

additions. My whole object now is to benefit you, and to this end I am
willing to do anything that is truthful.

Very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.

New York, February 4, 1882.

Hon. J. D. Cameron, U. S. Senate, Washington, D. C. :

Dear Sir—-It has been my intention, until within the last few days,

to visit Washington this winter, to spend some time, and, there, to have a

conversation with you and with Gen. Logan on the subject of the Fitz-

John Porter case ; but, having now pretty nearly decided not to go to

Washington, I have determined to write, and write to you, so that you

may state my position to your friends, and particularly to General Logan,

and, if you choose, show this letter to any such people.

When I commenced the examination of the Fitz-John Porter case, as

it now stands, it was with the conviction that his sentence was a just one,

and that his punishment had been light for so hideous an offense ; but I

tried to throw off all prejudice in the case and to examine it on its merits.

I came out of that examination with the firm conviction that an entirely

innocent man had been most unjustly punished. I cast no censure upon

the court which tried him, because the evidence which now proves his

entire innocence of disobedience of orders it was impossible to have before

that court.

When I completed the investigation, and came to the conclusion that I

did—of his innocence—my first thought was to write to General Logan,

because I regard him as my friend, and I am sure I am his, and he had

made probably the ablest speech of his Ufe in opposition to the bill for Gen.

Porter's restoration to the army. I thought, therefore, that it was due to

him that I should inform him of the conclusion that I had come to after the

investigation. But, as the President was just about visiting this city when

my letter to him was written, and it was desired to present it to him here,

I requested Gen. Porter, in lieu of a letter to Gen. Logan, to have a copy

of my letter to the President sent to him. This was done.

You are aware that when Gen. Logan made a speech against Gen.

Porter, it was in opposition to a bill pending in Congress. He, like myself,

was thoroughly convinced of the guilt of Gen. Porter, and was, therefore,

opposed to the bill. His investigations, therefore, were necessarily to find

arguments to sustain his side of a pending question. I have, of course, no

knowledge of the papers he could refer to, or would examine, to find such
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before the court-martial which convicted, probably also the arguments of

the officer who acted as prosecutor when the case was before the Schofield

Court, and arguments that have been made by lawyers J. D. Cox, and

others possibly—all of which were made in opposition to Gen. Porter, as

much as that of paid attorneys in cases of civil courts.

But, my investigation of all the facts that I could bring before me of

the occurrences from the 27th of August, 1862, and for some little time

prior to the ist of September the same year, show, conclusively, that the

court and some of jthe witnesses entirely misapprehended the position of

the enemy on the 29th of August.

Gen. Porter was convicted of disobedience of an order of Gen. Pope's,

dated at half-past four p. M. on the 29th of August, to attack the enemy on

his right flank and in his rear if possible. Dispatches of Gen. Pope, of

that day, show that he knew Gen. Lee was coming to the support of

Jackson, whom he thought commanded the only force in his front at that

time, but that he could not arrive until the evening of the following day,

or the morning of the day after. It was sworn to, before the court, that

this order of 4.30 p. M., reached Gen. Porter at about five, or half-past five

in the afternoon ; but it must be recollected that this testimony was given

from memory, and unquestionably, without any idea, at the time of the

occurrence, that they were ever to be called upon to give any testimony in

the case. Investigation shows a dispatch from Gen. Porter, dated 6 p. M,

of that afternoon, which makes no mention of having received the order to

attack, and it is such a dispatch as could not be written without mention-

ing the receipt of that order, if it had been received.

There is other testimony that makes it entirely satisfactory to my
mind that the order was not received until about sundown ; or between

sundown and dark. It was given, as stated before, to attack the enemy's

right, and if possible get into his rear. This was on the supposition that

Jackson was then alone, as Pope had stated he would be until the evening

of the next day, or the morning of the day following. I believe the court

was convinced that, on the evening of the 29th of August, Jackson with

his force was then alone ; but now, it is proven, by testimony better than

sworn evidence of any person on the Union side, that by eleven o'clock

A. M. of the 29th, Longstreet was up and to the right of Jackson, with a

force much greater than Gen. Porter's entire force. The attack upon

Jackson's right and rear was, therefore, impossible without first wiping out

the force of Longstreet. The order did not contemplate a night attack, and to

have obeyed it, even if Longstreet had not been there. Gen. Porter would

have been obliged to make a night attack. But, even as it was, I find that

Gen. Porter, notwithstanding the late hour, did all he could to obey that order.

He had previously given a command to Gen. Morrell, who commanded
his most advanced division, or one most fronting the enemy, to throw out

a strong skirmish line to engage the enemy or to keep him occupied, and,
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on receipt of the order, although at this late hour, he immediately sent

orders to Gen. Morrell to increase it from a skirmish line to a large force, and

that he would be with him as soon as he could get there. He did actually

go to the front, although it was dark, to superintend this movement, and

as far as possible to prevent the enemy detaching anything from his front,

thus showing a desire to obey the order strictly and to the best of his

ability.

I find the Schofield Board acquit him entirely, but throw some censure

upon him for having expressed a lack of confidence in his commanding
officer. Such conduct might be censured, although if every man in the

army had been punished, who had expressed lack of confidence in his

superior officer, many of our best soldiers would have been punished.

But, in fact, if this was not stated in the summing up of the case by the

Board, I should have not found that he had expressed any such lack of

confidence. On the contrary, to my mind now, he was zealous in giving a

support to General Pope, and more so, possibly, for the reason that he

knew among his former army associates there was a good deal of appre-

hension, to say the least, of his fitness for his new place. It must be

recollected that General Pope was selected from a Western Army, and

brought East to command where there were a great many generals who
had experience in a previous war, and who had, like himself, a military

education, and there may (improperly) have been a feeling that it was a

reflection upon them to go out of their own command to find a suitable

commander, and it is also very probable that expression was freely given

without feeling. But, it would be well to reflect what would have been

the sentiment in the West, if an officer from the Eastern Army had been

sent out to supersede all of them, and to command them, and whether or

not there might not have been some harsh criticisms, even by men who
proved to be among our most gallant and devoted commanders. Then,

too, in re-examining the case, my attention was called again to General

Pope's early order in taking command of the Army of Virginia. I send

yoja a copy of this order. You will see that it was calculated to make the

army to whom it was addressed feel that it was a reflection upon their

former services and former commanders, from that of a company to the

commander of the whole, and that even as amiable people as General

Logan and myself are would have been very apt to have made some very

uncomplimentary remarks, if they had been addressed by an Eastern

officer sent West to command over us in our field of duty.

I commenced reading up this case with the conviction that General

Porter had been guilty, as found by the court, but come out of the investi-

gation with a thorough conviction that I and the public generally had done

him a fearful injustice, and entirely satisfied that any intelligent man or

lawyer, who will throw aside prejudice and examine the case as I have

done, will come to the same conclusion.
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As stated in my letter to the President, I feel it incumbent upon me in

view of the positions that I have held heretofore and my failure then to

do what I now wish I had done—to do all in my power to place General

Porter right before the public and in future history, and to repair my own
unintentional injustice.

I address this letter to you, knowing that you will have a desire to do

just what your judgment dictates as being right in the matter, and that

you will state to whomsoever it may seem to you proper and necessary my
present convictions upon this case.

Very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.

New York City, April lo, 1882.

The President

:

To-morrow being " Cabinet day,' and assuming that, in all probability,

whatever action you propose to take in the Fitz-John Porter case will then

be closed, I venture to address you once more on the subject. As I

have before said verbally, and in writing, I take a very deep interest in this

matter, because I deem myself somewhat responsible for the continuous

punishment of an officer of high rank in the army whose innocence I am
now as sure of as it is possible for one to be in human evidence. I do not

ask you to change any views you may entertain about the case, but I

would ask, if you cannot conscientiously recommend his case favorably to

Congress, that you can refer to the report of the Advisory Board, its con-

clusions, and, if you choose, to what I have said and written since my
recent review of the case, and leave Congress to act without the weight of

Executive recommendation against it.

Very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.

New York City, May 29, 1882.

Hon. J. D. Cameron, U. S. S. :

Dear Senator— I understand the bill for the relief of Gen. F. J.

Porter will be called up to-morrow, if there is a session, if not, on the first

meeting thereafter. I hope you will do all that is proper to expedite a

hearing and vote in his case. My feeling in this matter is intensified by

my thorough conviction of Porter's innocence of the charges upon which

he was convicted and the fact that I am more or less responsible for the

long delay in having justice—partial justice—done him. Logan made an

able speech against Porter, believing him guilty, as I did at the time, but I

do not believe he will benefit himself by renewing the attack, now that an
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nvestigation, not only by an able and impartial board, acting as judges

and not as defenders, unqualifiedly pronounce him innocent, but writers

of history, free from prejudice or prejudiced against him, also so find.

If you can urge a vote this week, I will regard it as a special favor.

The bill is a very mild one in comparison to what I think is due Porter

;

but perhaps it is better that it should be so.

Very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.

New York City, October 23, 1882.

Dear General—A note from Gen. McClellan, received since you

were here this A. M., states that the editor of the North A7nerican can

publish what I have to say about your case^ if received by the 25th of

this month—day after to-morrow. I did not take the papers with me
yesterday, and to-day I have not had one minute to look at them. It is,

therefore, very doubtful about my being able to submit the matter at so

early a date.

Very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.
Gen. F. J. Porter.

New York City, Oct. 25, 1882.

Dear General—With this I send you the ijiatter prepared by me
yesterday, touching upon the finding of the Court-martial of 1862,

when charges were against you. You are at liberty to do with it as

you think best. I will suggest, however, that it does not appear to me
worthy of a place in a magazine of the standing of the North Ameri-

can Review.

As you know, it was dictated from notes prepared hastily, and they

were departed from largely. The subject has become so familiar to

me recently that I think I have committed no error in the statement

of facts. I am sorry that I did not have more time to prepare the

article, but I have had my time so taken up with callers at my office since

I consented to write this, that I rarely got an opportunity to look at the

papers referring to your case until I took them home with me on Monday

afternoon, and spent the evening over them. This must be my excuse for

so limited amount of detail and other imperfections.

Very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.
Gen. F. J. Porter.
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New York City, December 27, 1882.

Dear General— I have just opened your letter of the 25th instant.

Bragg is right in saying that your bill and mine should not go together.

If any friend—or enemy—should be guilty of the bad taste of so associat-

ing the two bills I should certainly write or telegraph some friend to with-

draw mine entirely. I care nothing about mine whatever. It will depend

much upon the discussion that takes place in Congress whether I accept

even if it does pass. In yours I feel a much deeper interest, and am
ready to say now, that if yours can be advanced by laying mine " on the

table " or withdrawing it, I am ready to ask it.

Very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.
Gen. F. J. Porter.

New York City, February 21, 1883.

Dear General—I have your letter of this A. M. I beg you to give

yourself no concern about the bill for my retirement. I care nothing about

it ; in- fact, should be governed in my acceptance or declination of its bene-

fits—if it were to pass and receive the signature of the President—by the

discussion in Congress and comments by the public. Of course, I should

esteem it a great compliment if Congress, with great unanimity, should

pass this bill, should pass the bill before the House, and it should be re-

ceived with favor by the public. Otherwise I would not accept. But even

if I were anxious for the passage of the bill retiring me, I would not have

it at the expense of one so deeply wronged as I now know you have been.

Yours truly,

U. S. GRANT.
Gen. F. J. Porter.

Dear Sir—I have hastily to-day drafted the inclosed, and without any

papers before me to correct any statement that may lack a little in ac-

curacy, I wish you would read it over, and if you see anything requiring

change suggest it to me the first time you come to the City. If the letter

is all right you can retain it as it is.

Yours truly,

U. S. GRANT.
Gen. F. J. Porter.

New York, November 23, 1883.

Gen. F. J. Porter, Morristown :

Dear General—As there is some discussion now as to the probable

reasons for my change of mind in regard to your case, now. pending before
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the people of the United States, I deem it proper that I should give them

myself.

In the first place, I never believed you to be a traitor, as many affected

to believe. I thought I knevi^ you too well to believe for one moment that

you would accept the pay, rank and command you held for the purpose of

betraying the cause you were professing to serve. Then, too, your ser-

vices had been too conspicuous as a staff officer at the beginning of the

war and as commander of troops later, to support such a theory for a

moment.

But I did believe that General Pope was so odious to some of the offi-

cers in the East that a cordial support was not given him by them. I was

disposed, too, to accept the verdict of a court-martial composed as the one

which tried you was. Some of the members of that court I knew person-

ally, and had great confidence in their judgment and justice, I supposed

you had shared in this feeling towards Pope, and while not more guilty

than others, you were unfortunate in being placed in a position where spe-

cifications could be made showing this hostility.

After the close of the war, when I, was requested to read your new

defense, I read it with the feeling above described. At the same time I

read the other side as prepared—or furnished—by General Pope. This

gave maps showing the positions of the two armies substantially as shown

by the first of the diagrams presented by Mr. Lord, of San Francisco, from

whom I copied the article in your case, and did not indicate the presence

of any other force than Jackson's. Then, too, it appeared that you had

actually received an order at about 5 or 5.30 in the afternoon of August

29, to attack the enemy's flank, and that, too, at a time when a fierce battle

was raging in the front.

I was first shaken in my views, however, when such a man as General

Terry—who unites the lawyer with the soldier—a man of high character

and ability, and who had beHeved as I had, and possibly worse, after many
weeks of investigation, should entirely vindicate you and be sustained, too,

by men of the known ability of his colleagues on the board. Until in 1881,

when I re-examined for myself, my belief was that, on the 29th of August,

1862, a great battle was fought between General Pope, commanding the

Union forces, and General Jackson, commanding the Confederate forces
;

that you, with a corps of twelve or more thousand men, stood in a position

across the right flank of Jackson, and where you could easily get into his

rear ; that you received an order to do so about 5 or 5.30 o'clock, which

you refused to obey because of clouds of dust in your front, which you

contended indicated an enemy in superior force to you ; that you allowed

Pope to get beaten while you stood idly looking on, without raising an arm

to help him. With this understanding, and without a doubt as to the

correctness of it, I condemned you.

Now, on a full investigation of the facts, I find that the battle was

fought on the 30th of August ; that your corps, commanded directly by
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you in person, lost a greater percentage than any other corps engaged ;

that the 4.30 order of the day before did not reach you until night-fall ;

that your immediate superior had cautioned you early in the day that you

were too far out to the front then ; that General Pope had cautioned you

against bringing on an engagement except under such circumstances as he

described, and that in any event you must be prepared to fall back behind

Bull Run that night, where it would be necessary for you to be to receive

supplies ; that from eleven o'clock of the 29th you were confronted by a

force of twice your own number, of whose presence you had positive proof,

while General Pope did not know of it.

The last fact is shown by the wording of the 4.30 order. It directed

you to attack the enemy's right and to get into his rear. General Pope's

circular of the morning of the 29th said that'General Lee was advancing

by way of Thoroughfare Gap. At the rate at which he was moving he

would be up the night of the 30th or the morning of the 3 1 st.

In his testimony before the court-martial which tried you he said, under

oath, that he did not know of the arrival of Lee's command until six o'clock

of the 29th, an hour and a half after he had dictated the order for your

attack.

His circular and testimony prove conclusively that Jackson, and Jack-

son alone, was the enemy he intended you to attack. Your knowledge of

this fact, as well as of the fact that you had another force, quite double

yours, in addition in your front, would have been sufficient justification for

your not attacking, even if the order had been received in time. Of course

this would not apply if a battle had been raging between Jackson and

Pope. At the hour you received the order all was quiet.

This very short, hastily written and incomplete summary shows why and

when my mind underwent a change. I have no doubt now but the change

would have taken place in 1867 if I had then made an investigation. I

regret now that I did not understand your case then as I do now. Your

whole life since your trial, as well as your services before, disprove the

great burden of the charges then sustained by a court-martial. As long

as I have a voice it shall be raised in your support without any refer-

ence to the effect upon me or others. Your restoration to the army,

simply, I would regard as a very inadequate and unjust reparation.

While men—one at least—have been restored to the army because of their

gallantr}^ and wounds, after conviction and sentence, and when there is no

doubt of their guilt are given all their pay for the years they were out of

the service, I can see no reason for your having less.

I hope for you a thorough vindication, not only by Congress, but in the

minds of your countrymen.

Faithfully yours,

U. S. GRANT.
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Washington, D. C, March 27, 1884.

My Dear General PORTER

:

Before the receipt of your letter of two or three days ago, I had seen

General Slocum, and stated to him before I heard the object of his call,

that I had thought of writing to you that I feared that the passage of your

bill before the meeting of the Chicago Convention might embarrass the

President. Slocum may have written to you. I have delayed writing

because about the day before your letter was written I had met the Secre-

tary of State on the street— I in a carriage—and had some conversation

with him. He said that he wanted to call in a day or two and have some
conversation with me. He has not yet called. When he does I will find

out, if I can, the fate your bill would probably meet if left with the President.

I had hoped to meet the Secretary before this, and before writing to you.

I will inform you or Slocum, or both, if I get anything definite. I sincerely

hope there can be no slip in your case this time, and although still on

crutches will give it the best attention and efforts I can.

Very truly yours,

U. S. GRANT.

Long Branch, July 4, 1884.

My Dear. General Porter :

You can scarcely conceive the pain it caused me to read the veto of

your bill by the President yesterday. I was not prepared for it. His

message is the merest sophistry. It is no doubt a great disappointment to

you and your family, but I believe it will result ultimately in doing you

fuller justice.

You were dismissed unjustly and you are entitled to restoration. That

would make you a Major-General from the date of dismissal to the time of

restoration. I want to see this final decision in your case.

Be of good cheer, and pray that justice may yet be done you and

yours.

Faithfully yours,

U. S. GRANT.

New York, November 4, 1881.

Dear General—If, after you have read the report of the Board and

my letter to Gen. Cox, you should need any further light or information or

proof to sustain anything put forth by the Board or by me, I shall be very

glad to give it. Yesterday, I saw plainly that your impressions of the
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facts in the case were incorrect, and I am anxious that you should see the

facts in their true light, and the more so as the matter was once in your

hands to act upon, but you did not act upon, I presume, because of such

impressions as you expressed yesterday.

I will try to present my case to you clearly and dispassionately, believ-

ing that you will receive them as dispassionately and free from prejudice

and with as great a desire to undo any wrong unintentionally done, as you

would have done right m the first case.

My statement sent to you yesterday, was mainly written in 1 863, added

to, as time sustained my views, by proofs, and but slightly altered by my
counsel for presentation to the Schofield Board. The foot notes were

added after the adjournment of the Board, and when the Senate was

printing the proceedings.

My case will come before Congress at the opening of the session. It

will, as long as I live, and till adjusted, be before the Government. I have

always believed and felt that it was the duty of the Administration to

adjust it under present laws, by one simple Administrative act, and a

nomination to the Senate, and to satisfy the Administration of the justice

of its act in so doing. I have always sought, as you know, the decision of

a Board of Army officers, skilled in war and of undoubted integrity, and,

if you will recollect that, when Act. Sec. of War, I offered then to sub-

mit the whole matter to you and abide your decision, after consideration

of the evidence.

I did hope that the last Administration, after giving me the Board, and

receiving the result of their deliberations, would have given to me as they

did to Dr. Hammond, their favorable action. The Board's deliberately

expressed convictions, that the court-martial had been led by misinforma-

tion into errors, and that I was free from all blame, and more than that,

and also that it laid no blame upon any one for the wrong under which I,

as well as all I hold dear, had suffered many years, I had hoped would

have caused the powers that then were to have done what was just, to

have at once carried out the recommendations of the Board by one simple

act of authority and of law, and a nomination to the Senate, and have thus

saved the country the spectacle of a partisan discussion and support of

injustice now made manifest.

Pardon these lines if I have gone too far, and consider them the excess

of zeal of one whose aim of life is to vindicate his name from reproach for

his own sake, the sake of wife and children, the sake of the army, the

country and the government, which he offered his life on many fields to

sustain, and believe me.

Respectfully yours,

F. J. PORTER.
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Gen. U. S. Grant—I inclose a copy of my defense before the court-

martial, written by Mr. Eames and prepared from the imperfect evidence

of fact on the record ; but at that time, with the obstacles thrown in the

way of getting- evidence—all the evidence I could bring forward—it is sub-

stantially the same argument as now made.

Yours respectfully,

F. J. PORTER.

New York, November 9, 1881.

Gen. U. S. Grant :

Dear General—I intended, but accidentally omitted, sending you

the other day the map referred to in my letter to Gen. Cox.

Gen. Cox's letter to Gen. Garfield, and all our correspondence, though

in some degree private, are at your service to read if you desire them.

I have nothing to conceal and am ready to prove my unwavering

loyalty and integrity wherever properly called into question.

Yours, truly and respectfully,

F. J. PORTER.
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This map is copied, in a reduced form, from a map contained in that admirable
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A SUMMARY
OF THE CASE OF

Wm^l^ FIT^-JOHN PORTER,

The recall of McClellan's army from the Peninsula

enabled Lee to leave Richmond, and direct his whole

force against General Pope. The latter, with about

42,000 men, was occupying a very advanced position,

the main part of his force being in the vicinity of Cedar

Mountain, while detachments guarded the fords of the

Rapidan, He was confronted by Jackson with about

22,500 men. That enterprising commander had re-

cently beaten Banks, in the Battle of Cedar Mountain,

and was eager to obtain reenforcements so that he might

resume the offensive.

Before the retrograde movement of the Army of the

Potomac actually began, Lee dispatched troops to the

support of Jackson, and prepared to surprise Pope in

his dangerous position. Pope learned of this inten-

tion, prudently retired behind the Rappahannock, and

held the line of that river from Kelly's F'ord to the

neighborhood of Freeman's Ford. On the 21st of

August, 1862, Lee, with a total force of about 55,000

men, now fully released by the actual withdrawal of the

Army of the Potomac, held the opposite side of the

Rappahannock.

Being unable to surprise Pope, Lee determined to

turn his right flank. On the 2 2d, Jackson, with his
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three divisions and Stuart's cavalry, marched up the

right bank of the river, and sent a small part of his force

across at Sulphur Springs. That evening, in the midst

of a furious rain-storm, Stuart pushed on to Catlett's

Station, fired into a train of cars, captured all of Pope's

staff papers, attempted, without success, to destroy the

railroad bridge, and finally effected a safe retreat. The
rapid rise of the river in consequence of the rain,

checked Jackson's further progress, and also prevented

the return of the force which had already crossed.

Pope had, from the first, divined the purpose of Jack-

son's movement, and prepared to meet it; but, unfor-

tunately, he was so inconstant in his plans, that he

adopted a course of action which led only to a useless

result. His first intention was to let Jackson cross

with all his force, and then attack him while separated

from Longstreet. For this purpose the troops were

rapidly marched in the required direction. Next, he

decided to cross the river and attack Longstreet while

separated from Jackson. Then the troops were as

rapidly marched in the opposite direction. They had

hardly reached the positions last designated, when they

were all ordered back again in the first direction, with

the hope of intercepting the small force of the enemy

which was isolated by the flood. Thus for three days

the Federal soldiers were harassed and wearied by

hurried and continuous marches and countermarches,

only to find that Jackson had quietly withdrawn the

brigade which had been endangered, and was preparing

to make a far more serious demonstration.

On the 25th his whole force crossed the river at

Hinson's Mill, and reached Orleans. Protected from

attack by the Bull Run Mountains, he pursued his way



with all possible speed towards Thoroughfare Gap.

Early in the morning of the 26th he passed through

the Gap without opposition. That evening he cut the

telegraph and tore up the railroad track at Bristoe

Station. Still untiring, he pushed on that night for

Manassas Junction. Before morning his advanced

guard captured the place after a slight skirmish, and

plundered and burned the vast quantity of stores col-

lected there. He was now fully in the rear of the

Federal army. He had stopped all of Pope's supplies,

and had interrupted all communication with Washing-

ton. His movements had completely mystified Pope.

About noon of the 25th the latter was informed

that Jackson was moving northward in force, but he

could not divine the purpose or destination of the

march. He believed that the enemy were going to

the Shenandoah Valley, and took no precautions to

withdraw his army or protect his communications and

supplies. On the same day Lee moved Longstreet's

corps up the river, into the positions vacated by Jack-

son. By a vigorous cannonade and by threatening

movements of troops, continued through the 25th

and 26th, he diverted attention from Jackson's march,

and kept the F^ederal army in constant apprehension

and activity. Late in the afternoon of the 26th,

Longstreet crossed the river and followed the route

taken by Jackson. It was evident that the two were

acting in concert, but Pope was helplessly, almost

despairingly, groping to find out what they intended

to do. He seems to have thought of every direction

but the one they took, and to have planned for him-

self every course but the right one. The result was

a series of erroneous, contradictory and futile orders

—
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tedious and useless to follow in detail—which imposed

upon the already exhausted and ill-fed troops, long and

rapid marches by day and night in wrong directions,

whence they were speedily recalled to go in other

wrong directions. These harassing and ill-planned

movements wore out the strength, spirits and confi

dence of officers and men, and left Pope as badly off

at the end of them as he was at the beginning.

By the 26th of August, Pope had been reenforced

by 23,000 men of the Army of the Potomac,

(including the corps of General Fitz-John Porter),

and he had previously received 8,000 men by the

arrival of Reno's corps. His army considerably out-

numbered Lee's, and he had the expectation of a large

increase of force as soon as he should place himself

where additional troops could reach him. The raid

upon the railroad and telegraph at Bristoe Station par-

tially disclosed the secret of Jackson's movement.

On the morning of the 27th, Pope promptly and

properly ordered his army to concentrate upon

Gainesville. This step should have been taken sooner,

but as it was, he had full opportunity to reap its ad-

vantages. The position of Gainesville commands the

road leading through Thoroughfare Gap, That road

would probably be taken by Jackson in case he should

retreat, and certainly by Longstreet, in the endeavor

to reach Jackson. Holding Gainesville in force, and

strongly guarding the Gap, Pope would intervene

between the two wings of the rebel army. No com-

mander could have wished to be better situated. Hav-

ing intercepted Jackson's most available line of retreat,

Pope designed to pursue and defeat him, before he

could be joined by Longstreet. The commands ot
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McDowell, Sigel and Reynolds reached Gainesville

on the night of the 27th, and the rest of the

army was within supporting distance. Hooker had a

successful engagement that evening, at Bristoe Station,

with Jackson's rear guard under Ewell, and the latter

had retired in the direction of Manassas. Pope was

exactly in the position in which he should have been,

and wished to be ; but in his zeal to pursue and, as he

expressed it, " bag" Jackson prematurely, he threw

away all the chances of J^(^gging him at all. The
troops, after toilsome marching, had no sooner reached

the designated positions, in which they ought to have

remained, than they were ordered to withdraw, at

d-aylight of the 28th, and start for Manassas. Pope

even defeated the efforts which his subordinates made
to do something right in spite of him. McDowell had

given orders for the disposition of the force under his

command, (which included his own and Sigel's corps,

and the division of Reynolds, altogether about 30,000

men), so that he could hold Thoroughfare Gap and the

road leading from Hopewell Gap. When the order

came from Pope to abandon that vitally important

position, and march to Manassas, McDowell, though

directed to take his whole force, assumed the respon-

sibility of detaching Ricketts' division to guard Thor-

oughfare Gap, and delay the advance of Longstreet.

This was as judicious and meritorious an act as was

done during that campaign, but Pope blamed McDowell
for having done it.

The order to march to Manassas was based upon

the supposition that Jackson was there; but before the

movement commenced he had abandoned that place,

and had taken a strong position north of the Warren-

ton Turnpike. His front was protected by the cuts
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and embankment of an unfinished railroad, and he

held the woods and heiohts in rear of it. His left

rested upon Bull Run, near Sudley Springs, and his

right was near the Turnpike, between Gainesville and

Groveton. More than 20,000 men defended a line

only a mile and three quarters long. A. P. Hill was

sent to Centerville, to draw Pope in that direction.

This he succeeded in doing, and soon rejoined Jackson

in the position described. The complete execution of

Pope's order, therefore, would leave the way open to

Thoroughfare Gap, so that Jackson could retreat, or

Longstreet advance, at pleasure. But, as the Federal

army was soon to learn, Jackson did not wish to

retreat any farther than was necessary to secure a safe

position, in which he could await Longstreet's arrival.

Pope's dispositions favored the design most admirably

and unexpectedly. The movement to Manassas was

bad enough, but as if to enlarge the error, Pope, misled

by Jackson's ruse, ordered nearly the whole army to

Centerville. This was exactly opposite to the direction

which it should have taken. The chance of retrieving

so many false steps was well-nigh hopeless.

In the afternoon of the 28th, King's division of

McDowell's corps, while making the retrograde march

on the road to Centerville, unexpectedly stumbled

upon Jackson, between Gainesville and Groveton.

Then ensued the terrific combat of Gainesville, which

lasted from five o'clock until nine at night, and

ended as a drawn battle. Tjiat accidental engage-

ment which showed, simply Jackson's zest for fight-

ing and his ferocity in attack. Pope interpreted as a

desperate attempt of the enemy to break through

the forces which were supposed to be barring his

retreat. That night, therefore, he issued orders for
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the pursuit and capture of Jackson, But the plan was

based upon a serious error. Jackson had no thought

of retreating, but King who was supposed to be hold-

ing him in check, and Ricketts who was expected to

detain Longstreet, did retreat. They, not knowing

exactly what to do, though meaning well, actually did

the worst thing possible under the circumstances.

The one retired to Manassas, and the other to Bristoe.

The road from Jackson's position to Thoroughfare

Gap was thus left wholly unobstructed. As soon as

Pope learned of the retreat of King, he sought to

remedy the evil by ordering the reoccupation of

Gainesville which he had so carelessly abandoned.

But he was then too late ; men- could not march as

easily or rapidly as orders could be issued ; fatigue,

hunger, uncertainty and mistake, could not fail to arise

in a series of movements so complicated and conflict-

ing. The control of events soon passed out of Pope's

hands. He was in the power of Fate. Having sown

the wind in mismanagement, he was about to reap

the whirlwind in defeat.

About three o'clock in the afternoon of the 28th,

Longstreet, accompanied by Lee in person, arrived

at Thoroughfare Gap. Though delayed by Ricketts

until dark, he gained full possession of the Gap that

evening, and a considerable part of his force spent the

night on the eastern side of it.

At sunrise the next morning (August 29th), his

troops passed through it, and inspirited by the sound of

battle, marched in haste to join Jackson. They reached

their desired positions by ten or eleven o'clock. Pope

seems not to have been aware of this, and made all

his dispositions on that day, as if he was still dealing
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with Jackson, alone and in retreat. How he could

have formed or followed such an erroneous idea, it is

difficult to see, for Jackson stubbornly held his position,

and gave no sign of a retreat. Pope knew, too, that

Longstreet was at the Gap the night before, and was

therefore not more than ten miles from Jackson's posi-

tion, with an unobstructed turnpike between. But,

whatever his theory, if he had not misused his previous

opportunity, he would have been master of the move-

ments of both Jackson and Longstreet, for he would

have defended the Gap, so that Longstreet could not

pass through it, and would have held the only road by

which Jackson could reach it.

After Lee's army was actually united, the only wise

thing for Pope to do, as he himself realized, before

fiorhtinof a o^reat battle, was to withdraw to Centerville

or some place in the rear, where he could take a

favorable position, and rest, reorganize, re-supply and

reenforce his wearied and famished army.

During the 29th, occurred that series of fierce

but detached, desultory and fruitless combats, known
as the battle of Groveton. The Federal troops

attacked heroically, but they were in too small force

in every instance, and were not adequately supported,

so that they suffered great loss, without gaining any

real success. That night and the next morning, Pope

stubbornly refused to believe that any considerable

part of Long-street's force had united with Jackson,

although he was most emphatically told by Porter and

Reynolds, that the junction of the enemy was complete.

Jackson's army remained in one place for two days and

a half, and fought every force that came in sight ; yet

Pope, after two days of such rough handling as his
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troops received, still hugged tlie delusion that the

enemy were in full retreat. Although his head-quarters

were, most of the time, within five miles of Jackson's

lines, he seems to have been totally blind as to the

enemy's real position and movements. Napoleon,

whose knowledge of the art of war was equaled only

by his knowledge of men, seems to have understood

this kind of mental obliquity ; for he says :
" The first

qualification of a general-in-chief is to possess a cool

head, so that things may appear to him in their true

proportions, and as they really are. '" "'^ * '''"

There are some men who, from their physical and moral

constitution, deck everything in the colors of imagina-

tion. With whatever knowledge, talents, courage, or

other good qualities these may be endowed, nature has

not fitted them for the command of armies, and the

direction of the great operations of war."

Pope grew more sanguine as his errors developed,

and at noon of the 30th, he ordered a vigorous pur-

suit of the theoretically retreating enemy. For this

purpose he weakened the left of his line to strengthen

the right. Lee saw the movement and let it go on, for

he desired nothing better. When it had gone far

enough to satisfy him, he advanced his right wing, in

the hope of reaching the turnpike in rear of Pope, and

cutting off his retreat. The stubborn defense of the

Henry-House Hill, by Sykes, of Porter's corps, was

probably the only thing that prevented the execution

of the plan, and thereby saved the F'ederal army from

total rout. Pope was badly beaten, and his army

retreated to Centerville. Lee continued his movement
upon the Federal line of retreat, and in the afternoon

ot September ist, was fought the battle of Chantilly.
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With that engagement the chapter of disasters in this

tragedy of errors ended. McClellan was placed in

command, and within fifteen days, gave the Army of

the Potomac^—so sorely tried, but always faithful and

always brave—two victories, the first which had

cheered it for many weeks, and the last which it was

destined to experience for hopeless months. That

army could not anticipate Gettysburg, the first success

after South Mountain and the Antietam ; but it could

remember Malvern Hill, the last victory before those

battles, and remember too, that the glory of Malvern

Hill belonged—first, to McClellan, and next, to Fitz-

John Porter.

The Charges.

Having seen how Pope got into his " scrape," let

us now consider how he endeavored to get his reputa-

tion out of it. He must needs find some scapegoat to

bear his military sins; indeed, it would seem as if it

was almost beyond the capability of one man to make

so many mistakes in so short a time. It was a matter

of astonishment to the rebels themselves. Accordingly,

he selected General Porter as most available for the

sacrifice. The latter had done distinguished service

and was conspicuous as a warm friend of McClellan.

He was also a representative of that cultured and

conservative regular-army element which, like Napo-

leon, clung to those antiquated notions so obnoxious

to Pope and Stanton, " of taking strong positions and

holding them,—of lines of retreat and of bases of

supplies." The contempt of this element for Pope

was quite marked. Even Lee and Jackson seem to
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have shared it, for upon any other hypothesis their

movements were reckless, almost to insanity.

Pope modestly ascribed his defeat, not to its true

cause, his own redundant incapacity, but to the mis-

conduct of Porter. In consequence of Pope's repre-

sentations (or misrepresentations), a court-martial was

convened at Washington, on the 27th of November,

1862, to try Porter upon charges which involved the

penalty of death. The court consisted of Generals

Hunter, Hitchcock, Prentiss, King, Ricketts, Casey,

N. B. Buford, Slough, and Garfield, with Holt as

Judge-Advocate-General.

The charges were :

I. Disobedience of orders, under the 9th Article

of War.

H. Misbehavior before the enemy, under the

5 2d Article of War.

Under the first charge there were three specifica-

tions of which the court found Porter guilty. These

were substantially :

First, Disobedience to the order of August 27th,

requiring him to march from Warrenton Junction at

one o'clock in the morning of the 28th, and be at

Bristoe Station by daylight.

Second. Disobedience, on August 29th, while in

front of the enemy, to the Joint Order to McDowell

and Porter, directing them to march towards Gaines-

ville and establish communication with the other corps.

Third. Disobedience, on August 29th, while in

front of the enemy, to what is known as the "4.30

p. M. Order," requiring Porter to attack the enemy's

flank and rear.
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Under the second charge, the specifications upon

which Porter was convicted were, in substance :

First. Shameful disobedience to the "4.30 p. m.

Order," on August 29th, while within sight of the field,

and in full hearing of its artillery; and retreat from

advancing forces of the enemy, without attempting to

engage them, or to aid the troops who were fighting

greatly superior numbers, and who would have secured

a decisive victory, and would have captured the enemy's

army, but for Porter's neglect to attack, and his shameful

disobedience.

Second. Failure of Porter, all day on the same day,

to bring his forces on the field, when within sound of

the guns, and in presence of the enemy, and knowing

that a severe action of great consequence was being

fought, and that the aid of his corps was greatly

needed ; and his shameful falling back and retreat

from the advance of unknown forces of the enemy,

without attempting to give them battle.

Third. Shameful failure of Porter, on the same

day, while a severe action was being fought, to go to

the aid of General Pope's troops, believing that they

were being defeated, and were retiring from the field
;

and his shameful retreat away and falling back, under

those circumstances, leaving the army to the disasters

of a presumed defeat ; and failure, by any attempt to

attack the enemy, to aid in averting a disaster which

would have endangered the safety of the Capital.

Those are the accusations, and they would be suffi-

ciently serious, if they had any foundation in truth.

General Gordon says that " the proceedings instigated
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by Pope, were the most indefensible and the most

indecent, ever submitted by our Government to the

judgment of a court."
"""

On the 20th of June, 1878, a Board of Officers,

consisting of Generals Schofield, Terry and Getty, was

convened by President Hayes, to "examine, in con-

nection with the record of the trial by court-martial of

Major-General Porter, such new evidence relating to

the merits of said case as is now on file in the War
Department, together with such other evidence as

may be presented to said Board, and to report with

the reasons for their conclusion, what action, if any, in

their opinion, justice requires should be taken "" '" ""

by the President." This Board, after a patient and

thorough examination of all attainable evidence, and

after most elaborate arguments on both sides, by coun-

sel of exceptional learning and acuteness, rendered a

decision showing the errors which led to the conviction

of Porter, and completely vindicating him from all the

charges. They say :
" Porter's faithful, subordinate,

and intelligent conduct, that afternoon (August 29th),

saved the Union Army from the defeat which would

otherwise have resulted, that day, from the enemy's

more speedy concentration. "" ''" " '" '" Porter

had understood and appreciated the military situation,

and so far as he had acted upon his own judgment, his

action had been wise and judicious."

Let us examine the case with all the light which

is now thrown upon it, and see whether the opinion of

the Court-martial, or that of the Board of Officers, is

most in accordance with the law and the evidence.

* "The Army of Virginia from Cedar Mountain to Alexandria." George
H. Gordon, p. 328.
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The newly-discovered evidence presented to the

Board, was not used or desired for the purpose of

making a new defense ; that is, one in any way differ-

ent from that maintained before the Court-martial.

Porter's vindication was not an afterthoug-ht. It

did not arise from subsequently discovered and acci-

dental excuses for action which was reprehensible at

the time. He based his conduct at the time upon

what he then knew, and he justified it by that, and

that only. He proved beyond a reasonable doubt, all

the facts which he alleged, and which were ample for

his justification. But the court was not convinced,

and condemned him. The new evidence simply con-

firms the previous defense, and conclusively establishes

as absolute truth, what the Court-martial chose to con-

sider baseless pretense.

There is one accusation which requires no argu-

ment, and may as well be disposed of summarily. That

is, all the matter relating to a retreat, whether shame-

ful or otherwise. There was no retreat by Porter, as

charged, and no semblance of any ; nor was there any

evidence of a retreat. In fact, the evidence was posi-

tive to the contrary. The verdict upon this point was

made, as the saying is, "out of whole cloth." It was

simply false. Some exercise of imagination is neces-

sary to account for it, and more of charity to excuse it.

Taking the accusations in their order, the first

relates to

The Night-march from Warrenton Junction to
Bristoe Station.

On the night of the 27th of August, Porter was

at Warrenton Junction with orders to march to Green-

wich as soon as Banks should relieve him at the
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Junction. His corps numbered about 10,000 men.

One of his divisions had marched that day from

twelve to fourteen miles ; the other, nineteen or

twenty miles. The troops had been marching with

but little intermission for thirteen days previously,

sometimes by night as well as by day, and always

rapidly. They were very much worn with fatigue,

and had suffered greatly from the heat, dust, and lack

of food and water. For several days they had lived

upon a scanty supply of coffee, hard bread and sugar,

or upon what they could pick up in the neighboring

cornfields and orchards. Morell's division which had

marched the farthest that day, did not reach camp
until after sunset, and from the delay in getting supper,

the men were not in bed at ten o'clock. About that

hour Porter received the following order :

Head-quarters, Army of Virginia,

Bristozv Station, August 27, 1862.

6.JO p. m.

General :
— The Major-General commanding,

directs that you start at one o'clock to-night, and come
forward with your whole corps, or such part of it as is

with you, so as to be here by daylight to-morrow
morning. Hooker has had a very severe action with

the enemy, with a loss of about three hundred killed

and wounded. The enemy has been driven back, but

is retiring along the railroad. We must drive him
from Manassas, and clear the country between that

place and Gainesville, where McDowell is. If Morell
has not joined you, send word to him to push forward
immediately

; also send word to Banks to hurry forward
with all speed to take your place at Warrenton Junc-
tion. It is necessary, on all accounts, that you should
be here by daylight. I send an officer with this dis-

patch, who will conduct you to this place. Be sure to
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send word to Banks, who is on the road from Fayette-

ville, probably in the direction of Beakon. Say to

Banks, also, that he had best run back the railroad

trains to this side of Cedar Run. If he is not with

you, write him to that effect.

By command of Major- General Pope,

George D. Ruggles,
Colonel and Chief of Staf^.

Major-General F. J. Porter,
Warrentoii J^tmction.

P. S. If Banks is not at Warrenton Junction,

leave a regiment of infantry and two pieces of artillery

as a guard till he comes up, with instructions to follow

you immediately. If Banks is not at the Junction,

instruct Colonel Clary to run the trains back to this

side of Cedar Run, and post a regiment and section of

artillery with it.

By command of Major-General Pope.

George D. Ruggles,
Colonel and Chief of Staff

The distance to Bristoe Station was ten miles.

The only road leading there from Warrenton Junction

was crooked and narrow, in some places not more than

ten feet wide. It ran, for a considerable part of the

way, either through or along the edge of dense woods.

It was full of little stumps, and seemed to be a newly

cut military road. It was crossed by a dozen or more

small streams, whose beds were like quicksand, and

whose banks were either swampy and fringed with

thick bushes, or so high and abrupt as to be difficult of

ascent. It was encumbered at this time by the wagons

of the whole army, somie 2,000 to 3,000 in number,

which had been pouring into it from two directions

during the entire day. In its windings, it several times

crossed the railroad track, upon which, by General
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Pope's order, trains were running ^during the greater

part of the night. Such was the road over which the

troops were obhged to march. There were no open

fields which they could take. The adjacent country

was in some places swampy, and the open spaces which

would have been otherwise passable, were occupied by

the wagons parked in confusion.

At ten o'clock, the time when the order was

received, the night was extremely dark. Even a

witness for the prosecution says that it was as black

a time for a while as he ever saw; he could not see

six feet except by the flashes of lightning. General

Roberts who made the charges, and Colonel Marston,

a witness for the prosecution, both say it was quite

dark ; the latter was out on a picket line and lost

his way.

General Patrick says :
" It was one of the darkest

of nights." Lieutenant-Colonel Brinton, with two

officers, was two hours in going three miles on horse-

back along the road described. He says that they

ran into a tree upon one side, or a wagon on the other,

without seeing it until they were upon it. In the open

plain they could not see a wagon fifteen feet off. He
lost his way, as did many officers that night, going

singly or with escorts and guides. Colonel Ruggles

was lost in going a few hundred feet from the bivouac.

The whole night was cloudy and threatening. About

ten o'clock, and again before morning, there was a

drizzling rain.

Altogether, thirteen witnesses, two of them for the

prosecution, swore before the Court-martial that the

night was quite dark ; many said very, or unusually,

or extremely dark. Their testimony is supplemented
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and strengthened by the statements, before the recent

Board of Officers, of fourteen others to the same effect.

The experiences hereafter related will show whether

those opinions were well founded or not.

Upon the receipt of the order, General Porter

stated its purport to his principal officers, Generals

Sykes, Morell and Butterfield, and handed it to them

to read, They earnestly remonstrated against start-

ing at the time named. Porter replied in substance,

"There is the order; it must be obeyed." The
officers urged the fatigue of the men, the darkness of

the night, the obstructions in the road, the loss by

straggling, and the delay and confusion which would

inevitably ensue, as reasons for postponing the march

until daylight. They further argued that they could

make more effective progress, and the troops would

be of more service, by starting at daylight than at one

o'clock. The officer who brought the order had been

three hours and twenty minutes on the way. He said

that it was very dark, and he had experienced much

difficulty with the wagons. Porter had been informed

by his own officers, earlier in the evening, of the bad

condition and obstruction of the road. "After consid-

erable discussion, and with a good deal of reluctance,"

he partially yielded to the protests of his officers, but

ordered them to move promptly at three o'clock.

There were other considerations which were obvious

to Porter, in connection with Pope's order.

First. Literal compliance with it was impossible

in the time mentioned. To start at one o'clock and

reach Bristoe at daylight, allowed only three hours for

a march of ten miles. Three miles an hour is very

rapid marching for troops on a good road and with
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daylight. Yet Porter was expected to march at that

rate or faster, over such a road as he had, and in the

darkest part of an unusually dark night. In other

words, he was required to take 10,000 foot-soldiers

broken down with fatigue, a given distance, in less time

than that necessarily taken by a single horseman with

an urgent order.

Second. Although the order was sufficiently urgent,

as were most of Pope's orders during all the time

of these events, yet it gave the reasons for haste,

and those reasons hardly bore out the urgency of its

terms. They showed that the purpose of the order

was not to meet any present danger of attack, but to

pursue a retreating enemy and drive him from the sur-

rounding country. The march to Bristoe was only

the first step in a movement which required further

marching for an indefinite distance, and perhaps fight-

ing. As the literal execution of the order would have

been very difficult under any circumstances, and was

wholly impossible, as we have seen, under those exist-

ing, it was a matter of discretion with Porter so to use

his men that they would be most effective for carrying

out the general purpose of his commander. The
question occurred to Porter, whether it would best

subserve that purpose to call his weary men up at

half-past eleven o'clock—for it was necessary to sound

the reveille at least an hour and a half before starting

—

and keep them on their feet, uselessly waiting or hope-

lessly laboring until daylight for the removal of obsta-

cles which, by daylight, could be easily dispersed, and

then bring them in unfit for further service until after

a long rest ; or to rest for a few hours, and thereby

enable them to accomplish the march with comparative
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ease, arrive as soon as they could otherwise, and be

fit for anything" that might be afterwards required of

them. To needlessly deprive the troops of rest, that

they might reach Bristoe no earlier, and then be

obliged to halt half of the day from weariness, would

have been about as senseless a thing as Porter could

do ; for, to the uselessness of the force would have

been added the straggling and general demoralization

which fatigue produces.

Third. The order directed Porter to come forward

with his ''whole corps^' or such part of it as was with

him. Under this, he would not have been justified in

attempting to hasten his march, by taking his infantry

and leaving his artillery. The exception in the post-

script of the order, in reference to leaving a section of

artillery in a certain contingency, implied as strongly

as could be, that he was expected to bring the rest of

his artillery with him.

But, it may be said, if Porter knew the difficulties,

and could not eff'ect the desired object by starting at

one o'clock, that was the strongest reason for starting

earlier rather than later. So it was, if men were

mere machines, driven by a force which requires no

rest, and which can be turned on and off at pleasure.

If anything was to be gained in the darkness, and the

men could endure the fatigue. Porter's duty certainly

was to urge them forward, from the time he received

the order ; but of the advantage of moving, and of the

condition of the men, he was the sole responsible

judge. The question with him was, how could he

soonest reach Bristoe, with his troops in condition for

further service ? He yielded his own desire to move
at the time mentioned in the order, to the better
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judgment of subordinates whose zeal and capacity

were never questioned ; and in so doinu he acted

wisely. He gave his tired troops a few hours of

needed rest, and accomplished all that could have

been effected in many hours of darkness. His only

fault was in not deferrinsf the time of starting until

daylight.

He did not leave Pope in ignorance of the situa-

tion, but wrote him stating the difficulties, and asking

for cavalry (as Porter had none), to clear the road.

•Pope admits receiving that dispatch before daylight
;

and he also admits that he received one or more

requests to have his end of the road cleared ; but, as

in the case of several other writings which were of

value to Porter, the dispatches were demanded of

Pope, but were never produced. Porter also reqested

Lieutenant-Colonel Brinton who arrived about twelve

o'clock, to bring up some of the First Maine Cavalry

from Catlett's Station. He sent out two officers to

explore the way, and they were obliged to dismount

and feel for the road. Lieutenant-Colonel Locke,

Porter's Chief of Staff, was severely injured by falling

over a stump in the middle of the camp.

At three o'clock, when the march commenced, the

obstacles encountered fully equaled the expectations.

It was with great difficulty that officers formed their

commands, or men found their places in the ranks. An
aid-de-camp who was sent to find the way, and guide

the column, though assisted by several soldiers, re-

turned and said he could not distinguish the road.

The leadincr brio-ade was oblio-ed to liorht candles in

going through the woods. Artillery and wagons were

mired not five hundred yards from the camp ; the

wheels sank up to the hubs in the marshy soil.
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Lieutenant (now Major) Randol, a most capable

officer and remarkably intelligent witness, says that

with all the ingenuity he could use in cutting his way,

and extemporizing a crossing, it took him two hours to

get his batteiy across one stream. By the time the com-

mands were fairly extricated from the camp, they came

upon the wagon-train. Wagons and artillery were

stalled on both sides of the streams, and in the middle

of them. Wagons blocked the road, and were four or

five deep on the sides of the road. General Warren

says they were "pell-mell,

—

'parked,' like a lot of ice

that jams in on the shore." That describes the condi-

tion vividly. Many miles of such confusion had to be

cleared up, when it was so dark that one could not

distinguish a wagon five yards off The teamsters

were insubordinate, and were acting without system,

and under no authority. They had not seen a wagon-

master for a week, and were going independently, they

said. When driven off the road, they would turn into

it again, and thereby break up the commands and cause

great disorder and delay. General Sykes was obliged

to station officers with drawn sw^ords, to keep them

back. Another officer threatened to shoot them.

Sykes says that he never had so much trouble with

wagons in his life. He was obliged to halt his brigades

for an hour, on account of wagons intervening. Lieu-

tenant-Colonel Locke says that the work at Savage's

Station and White-Oak Swamp was holiday work to

that. Many of the troops were under arms at two

o'clock, and remained in the road until daylight or

after, waiting to take their places in the column. This

experience amply justifies the judgment of Porter and

his principal officers, as to the uselessness of starting

any earlier than they did. Porter wisely refrained
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from harassing his men, by trying to do what he knew

to be impossible. It was proved, and was admitted

by a witness for the prosecution, that General Porter

personally, and his entire staff, used great exertions

to clear the way and expedite the march. But little

progress could be made until daylight ; after that, the

difficulties were more easily overcome, and the com-

mand made good speed to its destination. General

Porter rode on ahead and reported to Pope about

eight o'clock in the morning, and his corps was fully

up by ten o'clock, or a little after.

A march of ten miles in seven hours, under such

difficulties, indicates not only very creditable, but

extraordinary celerity. The experience of other per-

sons and other commands, on the same night, will

afford us a good standard of comparison. Two
officers of General Pope's staff, mounted of course,

with a guide, left Warrenton Junction for Bristoe at

midnight, lost their way, and did not reach their desti-

nation until seven o'clock in the morning. General

McKeever, with a small escort, required four hours to

ride over the same road in^ the afternoon of the 27th.

General Patrick, of King's division, was from dusk

until midnight, about five hours, in marching seven

or eight miles, on a turnpike road. At ten o'clock,

the time when Porter received his order, Patrick's

orderlies and a part of his staff dismounted to feel for

the road. He himself was lost. Men were placed

across the road, lest the commands should pass the

points where they were expected to bivouac. It was

so dark, that the openings on the side of the road

could not be seen.

Ricketts, with his division, started at two o'clock

in the morning, marched on a fine turnpike road
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obstructed by only 200 wagons, and in 7iine hours had

not grone twice the lengrth of the division front from

where he started. The part of this command to which

Captain Duryea belonged left Warrenton by daylight,

and was engaged until midnight in marching three or

four miles. The troops were obliged to halt every ten

or fifteen minutes. The commands of Kearney and

Reno reached Bristoe about the same time that Porter

did, although they had marched only four miles, and

had been ordered, as Pope expressed it to Kearney,

in language of oriental fervor, " at the very earliest

blush of daw7t',' to push forward with all speed, so as

to " bag the whole crowd!' Yet Porter's alleged delay,

which in reality was no delay at all, was a willful viola-

tion of orders, because to one of Pope's staff officers

he looked as if he was a traitor ! And the Court-

martial listened to such contemptible nonsense, and

condemned a grallant and faithful soldier.

Porter gave his troops two hours of needed rest,

and reached his destination as soon as he could have

reached it if he had started earlier. The most effective

part of his march must have been made after daylight,

in either case ; but in the one his troops were in con-

dition for further service, and in the other thev would

have been useless. As it was, he arrived at Bristoe

in time for every purpose for which Pope required

him. The two hours delay in starting made no

difference to Pope whatever. Porter was at hand for

disposal as Pope saw fit. Pope had " much conversa-

tion " with him that morning, and made no complaint

of the delay—" said nothing about obeying or diso-

beying." He afterwards expressed himself as satisfied

with Porter's whole conduct, excepting one trivial

matter which even the Court-martial ignored.
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Pope made no plans or disposition of his forces,

different from what he would have made if the delay

had not occurred. He said that the necessity had

passed. The movement he was making, was the with-

drawal from Gainesville, the most fatal error of that

long series of errors, and he was soon obliged to coun-

termand it. If anybody was to be cashiered for the

false movements of that day, it should have been Pope,

not Porter.

Despite the urgency of the summons. Pope had no

use for Porter after he got him. The latter remained

at Bristoe the entire day and night of the twenty-

eighth. Twice jduring the day, he sent to Pope for

orders, and twice received the answer, " Tell him to stay

where he is ; when wanted he will be sent for." It was

not until about six o'clock in the morning of the 29th,

that he received orders to move.

In judging of Porter's conduct throughout these

events, we must bear in mind the rule which results

from the ever-varying nature of circumstances in mili-

tary affairs. It is stated by Napoleon, and is so well

settled as to have become a m.axim. He says: "An
order requires passive obedience only when it is given

by a superior who is present on the spot, at the

moment when he gives it. As the superior is then

familiar with the state of affairs, he can listen to objec-

tions, and make the necessary explanations to the

officer who is to execute the order."

It follows therefore, that, in the absence of the

superior, an officer is always justified in using a rea-

sonable discretion. As far as circumstances will admit,

he is expected to comply with the spirit of the order,

but he is not a slave to its letter.
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Porter used his discretion in this instance, rieht-

fully and reasonably. His "disobedience" consists

solely in his not doing an impossible act for a useless

purpose.

On this head, we may justly conclude :

First. That it was absolutely impossible for

Porter to obey the order literally.

Second. It being so, he had a right to use his dis-

cretion as to the manner in which he could best fulfill

the intention of his commander.

Third. He used that discretion reasonably and

efficiently.

Fottrth. His action, whether riorht or wrone,

proved to be of no earthly importance.

There was nothing in Porter's conduct in this

instance, to base charges upon, and nothing deserving

the name of evidence, upon which to found a convic-

tion. But a Court which could find the fact of a

retreat when there was no retreat and no evidence of

any, could as easily find the fact of disobedience, when

there was no disobedience and no evidence of an)^

It is but fair to assume that this charge relating to the

28th of August, was entirely an afterthought—a make-

weight—and would never have been heard of, but

for the occurrences of the succeding day, and Pope's

inglorious failure.

As the charges of disobedience of orders and

"shameful behavior" on that day, grow out of the

same events, and are closely interwoven, we will treat

of them together. By knowing exactly what Porter

was able to do, and what he did, we can judge whether

he disobeyed or committed any "shameful" act.
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Events of the 29TH of August.

Pope swore before the Court-martial that he feared

the arrival of Longstreet at any moment, and expected

it certainly during the afternoon of the 29th, (and

there was every reason why he should have expected

it earlier)
;

yet in the orders which he issued to

Porter about ten o'clock in the morning of that day,

he says :
" The indications are that the whole force of

the enemy is moving in this direction, at a pace that

will bring them here (Centerville) by to-morrow ni^ht

or next day!'

Again, Pope stated in his Report to the Committee

on the Conduct of the War, (and he has sworn to sub-

stantially the same thing), that about sunset of the 29th,

the main body of Longstreet's force began to reach the

field ; that he is " positive," up to five o'clock in the

afternoon, Porter had in his front no considerable force

of the enemy; that he "believed then," as he is "very

sure" afterwards, that Porter might have turned Jack-

son's flank and attacked his rear, up to eight o'clock

in the evening, before Jackson could, by any possibility,

have been sufficiently reenforced ; that during the

whole night of the 29th, and until noon of the 30th,

the advance of the main army under Lee was arriving

on the field, with fresh forces even then coming from

the Gap. In other words. Pope claims that Lee was

twenty-fotir hours behind time, in going a little over

nine miles ; and that there was not a rebel on the field,

excepting Jackson, until night, and very few then
;
yet

we find him writing to Halleck, early the next morning,

August 30th :
" We fought a terrific battle here yester-

day with the combinedforces of the enemy, which lasted

with continuous fury from daylight until after dark."
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How these and many conflicting statements of

Pope's are to be reconciled, can be known only when
the Recording Angel exhibits and explains the com-

plicated entries which must have resulted from this

campaign. Pope himself declined the opportunity for

explanation when he was invited to testify before the

Board of Officers. All of those statements cannot

truly indicate what Pope believed. The question

arises, did he intend to deceive his subordinate at the

time, and thereby entrap him into a false movement
which would cover his own delinquencies in case of

failure, or did he afterwards intend to deceive the

public and the Court, and thereby secure the condem-

nation of that subordinate, when on trial for his life,

after Pope's failure was complete ? It is difficult to

decide which is the more charitable view to take

of such contradictions. I am disposed to conclude

that Pope really did believe what he said in his order,

and did not believe what he said afterwards, though

when he knew Longstreet had possession of the Gap
the night before, it is hard to see how he could sup-

pose that. the latter would be from thirty to forty-eight

hours in marching fifteen miles, to Centerville. On
the other hand, it is almost equally hard to understand

how he could expect Longstreet to be from the night

of the 28th till the afternoon of the 29th in marching

nine miles to Jackson's position. It is a puzzle in

either view. Pope's ideas of the rebel movements

throughout, were so erratic, that it is doubtful if he

had at any time a clear discernment of what he really

did think. His was a case of "mournful obstinacy in

seeing things not as they were, but as he thought it to

his interest they should be.""^^" His erroneous belief

* Quatre Bras, Ligny and Waterloo. Dorsey Gardner.
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Operations of August 29th.
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for this purpose.
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certainly furnished a very bad omen for the operations

of that day.

Durino- the nicrht of the 28th, believino- that Kino-

had intercepted Jackson's retreat, Pope ordered the

whole army to begin the pursuit at daylight the next

morning. But this pursuit seems to have been by

a sort of inverse movement, for he ordered the com-

mands of Hooker and Porter to march to Centerville,

the farthest point in the rear yet reached, expecting

them to fall in behind Kearney who was to advance

at an earlier hour directly down the turnpike. Porter

was at Bristoe station where we left him, and had

he been ordered to march towards Groveton by the

Sudley Springs road, he would have saved about

ten "miles of distance and a corresponding length of

time. When he received the order, about six o'clock

in the morning, it was evident to him from the loca-

tion of the battle of the previous night, and from the

cannonade already in progress that morning, that

the enemy were near Groveton and far from Cen-

terville. Though he realized the error, he obeyed

promptly, and had gone two miles and a half beyond

Manassas, when he received the usual countermand

by an order, first oral and afterwards in writing, as

follows :

Head-quarters Arimy of Virginia,

Centerville, August 29, 1862.

Push forward with your corps and King's division,

which you will take with you, upon Gainesville. I am
following the enemy down the Warrenton turnpike.

Be expeditious or we will lose much.

John Pope,

Major-General commanding.
Major-General Porter.
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The reason for this order was that Pope had

learned early in the morning of King's retreat to

Manassas. He knew that the way was open for

Jackson's escape, and he greatly feared that the latter

would not stay to undergo the bagging process.

Accordingly, he ordered Sigel to attack the enemy

as soon as it was light enough to see, and if possible

bring him to a stand. By sending Porter with a

strong force in the direction of Gainesville, he hoped

to repair the error of abandoning that place the day

before. Soon after this order was issued, Pope heard

that Ricketts had been driven from the Gap by Long-

street the night before, and had retired he knew not

where. There was nothing, therefore, to prevent the

junction of the rebel forces, unless Porter could reach

Gainesville before that event could occur. Herein,

Pope committed that old error, of which history fur-

nishes so many lamentable examples, and military

science such positive prohibitions, of directing con-

verging columns upon a point which the enemy can

reach first. Even before Porter received his order,

Longstreet's troops were marching through Gaines-

ville, and the junction with Jackson was virtually com-

plete. About nine o'clock or half-past nine. Porter

repassed Manassas, and pursued his march towards

Gainesville on the road leading past Bethlehem Church.

At Manassas he was joined by McDowell, and from

him learned the situation of the night before, and the

imminence of Longstreet's arrival. McDowell was

aggrieved that King's division had been taken from

him and given to Porter, and Porter was dissatisfied

because the orders which he received were so conflict-

ing, and were delivered, sometimes orally, by persons
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whom he did not know and of whose authority he

was not certain. The remonstrances of both officers

reached Pope about the same time. To satisfy both,

he sent to them what is known as

" The Joint Order."

It was as follows :

Head-quarters Army of Virginia,

Cente7'ville, August 29, 1862.

Generals McDowell and Po7'ter :

You will please move forward with your joint com-
mands towards Gainesville. I sent General Porter

written orders to that effect an hour and a half ago.

Heintzelman, Sio^el and Reno are movin^j on the War-
renton Turnpike, and must now be not far from Gaines-

ville. I desire that as soon as communication is

established between this force and your own, the whole
command shall halt. It may be necessary to fall back
behind Bull Run at Centerville, to-night. I presume
it will be so on account of our supplies. I have sent

no orders of any description to Ricketts, and none to

interfere in any way with the movements of McDowell's
troops, except what I sent by his aide-de-camp last

night ; which were to hold his position on the Warren-
ton Turnpike until the troops from here should fall

upon the enemy's flank and rear. I do not even
know Ricketts' position, as I had not been able to find

out where General McDowell was until a late hour this

morning. General McDowell will take immediate
steps to communicate with General Ricketts, and in-

struct him to rejoin the other divisions of the corps as

soon as practicable.

If any considerable advantages are to be gained by
departing from this order, it will not be strictly carried

out. One thing must be had in view, that the troops

must occupy a position from which they can reach Bull

Run to-night or by morning. The indications are that
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the whole force of the enemy is moving- in this direc-

tion at a pace that will bring them here by to-morrow
night or next day. My own head-quarters will be for

the present with Heintzelman's corps, or at this place.

John Pope,

Major-General commanding.

Porter had continued his march from Manassas for

five miles along the road to Gainesville, until, about

half-past eleven in the morning, he reached a small

stream called Dawkins Branch. There two scouts

were captured, who said that they were Longstreet's

men, and that Longstreet's corps was in Porter's front.

On the hills a little distance in advance, the ene-

my's skirmishers were seen, while beyond, in the road

in front, and on the turnpike, clouds of dust which rose

above the trees, indicated the presence of a large force.

Porter following his orders to push forward with King's

division upon Gainesville, prepared for action. He
threw out a regiment of skirmishers, deployed his lead-

ino- division in line of battle, and sent Butterfield's

brigade across the stream, to occupy a commanding

hill. The skirmishers were exchanging a few shots

with the enemy, when about noon an officer arrived

with the Joint Order. Shortly afterwards McDowell,

who had accompanied the column from Manassas, rode

to the front and showed to Porter his copy of the order.

Before the receipt of that order, there is little doubt

that McDowell had no authority over Porter, and he

exercised none ; after its receipt, it is certain that he,

as the ranking officer, was entitled to command the

whole force, while he remained with it. The condi-

tions were precisely those contemplated by the (old)

62d Article of War. This was understood and

accepted by both. McDowell saw the preparations
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for attack, and heard the shots of the skirmishers.

Almost the first thing said by him was, " Porter, this is

no place to fight a battle
;
you are too far out already.

Put your troops back into the woods," or words to that

effect. In consequence of these suggestions, which

were in reality orders. Porter suspended his prepara-

tions for attack. McDowell showed him a dispatch

just received from General Buford, stating that seven-

teen regiments, one battery and 500 cavalry had passed

through Gainesville at a quarter before nine o'clock

that morning. This they knew of course was a part

of Longstreet's corps which had driven Ricketts from

the Gap the night before, and they also knew that the

rest of his command would be closely following. The
appearances in their front, the capture of the scouts

and the dispatch of Buford indicated, unmistakably,

that Longstreet's force was before them, and that the

rebel army was united.

They discussed the Joint Order, especially the

requirement imperatively repeated, that they should

be in a position from which they could reach Bull Run
that night or the next morning. It was doubtless

that requirement which McDowell had in mind, when
he said, " You are too far out already ; that is, too far

from the rest of the army, and the point of concentra-

tion behind Bull Run. They were then, at noon,

eight miles from Bull Run, and the troops were in a

condition bordering on starvation.

An advance was evidently impossible without

fighting a battle, and a battle, especially against

Longstreet's corps, was forbidden by the tenor of the

Joint Order ; for besides the necessity of supplies, it

was the expected arrival of his force, that was given
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as a reason for the imperative injunction to retire.

McDowell and Porter rode over to the riorht to see if

they could not, by a flank march across the country,

establish the communication directed by the order.

This was found to be impracticable, and it was fmally

agreed that the best way to carry out the purpose of

the order, under the discretion allowed by it, was for

McDowell to take King's division of 8,000 men,

march up the Sudley Springs road, directing Ricketts

to follow, and therebv form a connection with the

other corps. Almost immediately McDowell started.

It is certain that McDowell gave up the idea of

Porter's further advance, or of his fiorhtine in that

place, as soon as he decided to take King and Ricketts

away ; for he remarked to General Patrick, soon after-

wards, " Porter has gone as far as he can go
;

" and

McDowell certainly would not have withdrawn 15,000

men, to go he knew not where, at the very moment
when he expected an attack to be made by the

remaining 10,000.

It is manifest, and McDowell testifies, that up to

the time when he left, which was shortly after twelve

o'clock, everything was done by the joint force that

should have been done. If not, then the fault was

McDowell's and not Porter's. After the receipt of

the Joint Order, Porter was a subordinate, and could

do nothing without McDowell's consent. It was for

McDowell to say whether there should be a halt, or an

attack, or, as he finally decided, a separation of their

forces. If he had wished to attack, he had immedi-

ately in hand 17,000 or 18,000 men, and by ordering

up Ricketts, could have controlled a force of 25,000.

They were tired and hungry to be sure, but still
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effective. If an attack was to be made at all, it should

have been made with all the force available, and

McDowell was too experienced a soldier to think

otherwise. He is in no wise to blame for not making-

an attack. Under the injunctions of the Joint Order

and the evident necessities of the army, as he said, it

was no place to fight a battle. An isolated engage-

ment, even with 25,000 men, without communication

and without supports, against a presumably superior

and actually equal force of the enemy, on their own
ground and with full facility of concentration, w^ould

have been a hazardous and reckless undertaking.

Such a rash venture was not warranted either by sound

military principles or by the terms of the Joint Order.

The order was to effect communication, then halt, and

afterwards retire.

Even the discretion allowed was limited bv the

one consideration which was to be steadily kept in

view, viz.: the necessity of retiring behind Bull Run,

because the enemy who then actually confronted them,

was slowly coming ! The order implied that, if they

were to fight at all, especially against Lee's united

army, the battle should be behind Bull Run. The
rules of the military art dictated the same thing. Pope

has testified that he did not desire to pursue Jackson,

even if alone, farther than Gainesville, on account of

the necessity of retiring for supplies. It must be

admitted that an order to march ujitil communication is

established, then to halt, and afterwards ret7'eat, is not

of such an inspiring character that, like Colonel Ham-
ilton's speech at Yorktown, it would lead a man to

''storm HeW' in response to it!
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McDowell wisely refrained from battle then and

there, and properly decided to use the discretion allowed

by the letter of the order, to carry out its spirit. He
took the divisions of Ricketts and King, and went to

seek the communication which could not otherwise

be had.

Porter was convicted of disobe}'ing the Joint Order.

But in what did that disobedience consist.'^ His actions

are well known, and the order speaks for itself. There

cannot be pointed out one particular in which he dis-

obeved it. He was directed to march towards Gaines-

ville, and he did so, as tar as he could go. He could

not go far enough to effect the communication with the

other corps, because the enemy stopped him ; and for

a similar reason the other corps could not reach the

place where they were expected to be. This Porter

knew, by the cannonade that he could hear east of

Groveton, by Buford's dispatch, and by the dust on the

turnpike. Therefore, if by any means he had gone all

the way to Gainesville, he would not have accomplished

what the order intended ; for the other corps were four

miles and more from Gainesville, and never got any

nearer. He did not fight it is true, but a direction to

fiorht cannot be wrimo- from the terms of the Joint Order;

nor can any meaning be derived from it, even from

the discretionary' part, which does not discountenance

a battle in front of Bull Run. So it appeared to

McDowell, when he had control of a force of 25,000

men. When he declined to fight with that force, and

took it away, as he had a right to do, if he saw fit, it

was certainlv not Porter's dutv to fio-ht alone, nor would

he have been justified in doin^ so. If the joint Order
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did not command IMcDowell to fight, it did not com-

mand Porter to fight. As he disobeyed it in no other

respect, it may be asked, upon what ground then chd

the Court-martial condemn him ? We are obH^ed to

rely upon conjecture for the answer, just as the Court

relied upon it for the facts ; and the only rational

theory that we can frame to account for so strange a

conclusion, is, that it was the result of the same kind

of judicial jugglery that could exhibit the fact of a re-

treat when there was no retreat.

It seems there was somethingr said bv McDowell
which was erroneously construed into an order to fi^ht.

It made no difference that the remark with its atten-

dant circumstances was not susceptible of such a

construction ; that it was not understood by Porter,

and would not have been binding upon him if it had

been understood ; that it would have been ill-judged if

it meant what it was supposed to mean ; or that it

came from IMcDowell when Porter was charcred with

disobedience of Pope. All this was ignored. There

was a supposed order to fight, and Porter did not

fight ; so, because it was erroneously supposed that he

disobeyed McDowell's order, he was convicted of dis-

obeying Pope's order. That is certainly the most

charitable theory by which to account for the verdict.

If that was not the reason for it, then, like the finding

in respect to the retreat, there was no reason for it.

There is considerable dispute as to what directions

^McDowell gave Porter when he decided to go away.

McDowell admits that they were vague, and does not

fully recollect what conversation he had with Porter.

He thinks he said to Porter : "You put your force in

here, and I will take mine up the Sudley Springs road,
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on the left of the troops engaged at that point with the

enemy," or something to that effect. This, Porter has

always denied ; and it is in evidence that, as McDowell

rode away, Porter called to him :
" What shall I do ?"

To this McDowell made no response, except by a

wave of the hand, and Porter saw him no more that

day. Whatever McDowell said was evidently not

understood by Porter ; and it would not be material

now, if it had not apparently formed the ground of the

very false conclusion by the Court-martial.

No argument is needed to show the inexcusable

nature of a verdict based upon such a total variance

between the allegation and the proof. McDowell's

remark, however it may be interpreted, was not an

order which was binding upon Porter, after McDowell
left himx ; more especially, if it was opposed to the

spirit of the order of their common superior, General

Pope. Even if Porter heard the remark, he could not

properly derive from it, the meaning ascribed to it by

the Court. He could not suppose that McDowell
meant for him to attack, then and there, with 10,000

men or less, when McDowell was withdrawing 15,000

troops to go he knew not how far away. McDowell

was too good a soldier to order an attack in that man-

ner, and Porter was too good a soldier to suppose that

he would be expected to attack unknown numbers in

that manner. If McDowell made that remark, "you

put your force in here ;" Porter could only understand,

under the circumstances, what McDowell doubtless

intended to be understood, that the expression referred

to place, and not to time or manner. It meant, not,

put your force in now, but when you put your force in,

do so here. It meant, not, fight a battle alone with a
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diminished force and without communication, but, you

remain here for future operations, while I go to estab-

hsh the communication directed by the order. This

view is borne out by McDowell's testimony, where he

says :
" I did not venture to do anything more than

indicate the />/ace where I thought he was to apply that

force ;" and that a skirmish line, if it was according

to Porter's discretion, would have fulfilled the order.

It is evident the order meant nothing^ more than for

Porter to stay where he was. In this view, and in

this only, the remark in question is consistent with

the other expressions which McDowell is shown to

have used about the same time, that this was too far

out, and " no place to fight a battle," (as they were

then situated), and again, "Say to him (General Porter)

that I am going to the right, and will take General

King with me. I think he had better remain where

he is, but if it is necessary for him to fall back, he

can do so upon my left." Can it be supposed that

McDowell would order an immediate attack with

10,000 men, when he thought it was too far out, and

no place to fight in, with 25,000 men }

When McDowell declined to make an attack in

that position with 25,000 men, and took away 15,000

of them into the wilderness. Porter supposed, as it was

reasonable to suppose, that he did so for the purpose

of bringing the whole army into communication, in

accordance with the intent of the Joint Order, and

with sound military judgment. Porter did not and

could not suppose, that he was expected to attack, or

would be justified in attacking, before that communica-

tion was established, and McDowell was in a position

to co-operate with him. As war is not a conjectural
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science, he was right in waiting until he knew whether

that co-operation was assured or not. In fact, he

heard no more from McDowell until nieht, and durine

all the afternoon he was left to his own resources and

the guidance of his own judgment.

McDowell's suggestions, whether they were, to

fight, or not to fight, did not add to, or diminish

Porter's responsibility, after McDowell left him. Nor
did they afford him any guidance, except to influence

him to remain where he was, and await further knowl-

edge of McDowell's movements.

It was Porter's duty to act for himself according

to the best light that he could obtain from the orders

before him, and from sound military principles.

We have seen that when Porter commanded King's

division in addition to his own, and was acting upon

his own responsibility, under orders to march to

Gainesville, he prepared to fight his way there. He
desisted from attack, only when he was superseded by

McDowell, under orders which discountenanced a

battle ; and was actually directed by him, not to fight.

If a battle was to be fought by virtue of the discretion

allowed, it was McDowell's duty to fight it, and not

Porter's, after McDowell left him. When McDowell,

for good reason, declined to fight then and there.

Porter, with a greatly diminished force, was certainly

absolved from fighting. We conclude, therefore, that

Porter did not violate any order. Pope's or McDowell's,

in not fighting.

But when his orders failed to provide for the

emergency and he was left to his own discretion, did

he err in the exercise of it ? I think not, in any

particular, but if opinions differ upon that point, I
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would SLiQfSrest one consideration which will g-o far to

extenuate the error. It is, that distrust of the com-

mander is a very important factor in estimating the

elements which go to make up the judgment of a

subordinate. How can the subordinate intelligently

exercise his discretion to carry out the plan of his

commander, when he has good reason to think that

the commander, himself, has no intelligent plan ?

The mistakes in fact, not to mention the numer-

ous errors in principle, which were manifest to Porter

during the 28th and 29th of August, were so numerous

and so glaring, that they would have destroyed all con-

fidence in Pope's judgment, even if Pope's ridiculous

proclamation upon taking command, and the contra-

dictory orders and futile marches for a week past, had

not already shaken the faith of the whole army.

First, was the urgent night summons to Bristoe, which

proved useless, and which was a part of a false move-

ment; next, the order to march to Centerville, when
Porter knew there was no enemy near there, and the

route would take him far from his proper direction
;

then, the information that, by Pope's orders, Gaines-

ville had been abandoned, and the way was open for

the junction of the rebel forces ; then, the countermand

of the first order of the morning, which order was far

advanced towards fulfillment, and the direction to

Porter to retrace his steps for a considerable distance,

and march towards Gainesville; then, the errors of fact

and of judgment which were contained in the Joint

Order. These were :

First. The statement that the corps of Heintzel-

man, Sigel and Reno were near Gainesville, about ten

o'clock when the order was written, whereas Porter

knew that those corps were not near Gainesville at
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twelve o'clock, and, by reason of Longstreet's arrival,

were not likely to be there at all.

Second. The statement, in effect, that Longstreet's

force would require from thirty to forty-eight hours to

march fifteen miles, which Porter would have known
was absurd, even if Longstreet had not then been

actually before him. This was such an astounding error

on the part of Pope, that it is unaccountable even to

this day.

The knowledge that four such mistakes were made
in one morning (and more were to come in the after-

noon), following two of the day before, was enough to

puzzle any officer as to his present duty and the plans

of his commander. It was impossible for him, with

the best intentions, to know what would subserve the

purposes of a commander, whose plans were formed

with so little reference to existing facts.

The reasons which induced McDowell to foreo-o an

attack with 25,000 men were all the more cogent, indeed

were irresistible to Porter, when by McDowell's with-

drawal, his force was reduced to 10,000 men or less. In

his difficult position he could consider four courses of

action

:

First. To attack the enemy in his front.

Secojid. To make a flank march to the right in order

to reach the other corps.

Third. To retreat.

Foui'th. To remain on the defensive where he was.

We have seen the reasons which he had for not

attacking. The woods concealed the enemy's force to

a great extent, but Porter's previous knowledge of the

presence of a large part, if not the whole, of Long-

street's corps, was confirmed during the afternoon, by

frequent reports from officers on the skirmish line.
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They saw large bodies of troops, and could hear their

movements and the commands of officers. Lieutenant

Stevenson estimated that he saw 12,000 to 15,000 men
in the enemy's lines, and we know now that he was

right. Colonel Marshall said that the enemy's force

was double that of Porter's. He saw heavy columns

moving into position. For Porter to have attacked

without McDowell's co-operation, forces of the enemy

presumably and actually superior in numbers to his

own, and advantageously posted, ought to have resulted,

and undoubtedly would have resulted, in overwhelming

defeat. He might, perhaps, have made an attack to

see what would come of it, but that would have been

anticipating the dreadful errors of Fredericksburg,

Spottsylvania Court-house and Cold Harbor. If he

began the attack, he could not predict where it was

likely to end, or whether or not he would be in a posi-

tion to retire behind Bull Run that night, as his orders

and the famished condition of his men alike dictated.

To fight without communication, and so place himself

that he could not retire behind Bull Run, when he had

been ordered to halt with communication, so that he

could x€6x^ behind Bull Run, to fight there if anywhere,

would have been as flagrant and criminal a violation of

orders, as anything that has been alleged against him.

That his judgment as to the inexpediency of an

attack was correct, is confirmed by the concurrent

opinions of the most distinguished rebel officers.

General Lee says, in a letter to Porter, in 1867 : "The
result of an attack before 12 m., with 25,000 men,

cannot be certainly pronounced ; but it ought to have

been repulsed if made after his (Longstreet's) troops

were formed. The probable result of an "attack on
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Longstreet, after 12 m., with less than 12,000, would

have been a repulse." And again, in 1870: "If a

repulse, especially at an early hour, or before 5 p. m.,

the effect would have been an attack upon General

Pope's left and rear by Longstreet and Stuart, which,

if successful, would have resulted in the relief of

Jackson, and have probably rendered unnecessary the

battle of the next day" (August 30th).

General Longstreet, in a letter to Porter, in 1866,

says : "We all were particularly anxious to bring on

the battle after 12 m., General Lee more so than

the rest. If you had attacked any time after 12 m.,

it seems to me that we surely would have destroyed

your army;—that is, if you had attacked with less than

25,000 men."

We have had considerable experience in attacking

Lee in his chosen positions, and it has invariably illus-

trated the maxims of Napoleon, " Not to do anything

which your enemy wishes," '"' '" "" and, "Avoid

a field of battle which he has reconnoitered and

studied."

General Hood writes to Porter in 1874,
"

'" "' '"

An attack made by you, with about 11,000, it seems

to me, would have been attended by a repulse, and

perhaps great disaster, had time permitted it to have

been followed up."

General Wilcox, in 1870, writes: "I should think

it almost certain, had you attacked at 1 1 a. m., with

your command such as I supposed it to have been,

you would have been repulsed. Had you attacked

any time after 2 p. m., I have no doubt you would

have been easily and thoroughly repulsed, and had it

have been at or near two o'clock, you would have
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been used up, and those on your right might have,

and probably would have, been overwhelmed, too."

General B. H. Robertson writes, in 1870, " "" ''"

''''

I should say an attack with 25,000 men would

have failed. After twelve o'clock and throughout the

day, I believe an attack with 10,000 men would have

been utterly disastrous to the Federal forces."

At one time, late in the da.y, Porter actually began

making preparations for an attack in aid of Sigel, and
" that," the Board of Officers say, " was the nearest to

making a mistake that Porter came that afternoon."

We need no further authority for the conclusion

that his decision not to attack the forces in his front

was a wise one. What he had reason to believe, and

did believe, at the time, we now prove to have been

the truth.

Porter could not make a flank march across the

country to go to Pope's assistance or effect communi-

cation with the other corps, because the distance was

two miles, there were no roads, the ground was broken

and rocky, very heavily timbered, abounding in hills

and hollows and wooded ravines, intersected by many
streams, and wholly impracticable for artillery. The
only open country was along the front of the rebel

lines, exposed to the full fire of their batteries, and

attack by their troops. The moment Porter left his

position to make the flank march, his column would be

helplessly exposed to attack in flank and rear, which

the rebel General Robertson says, would have been

"perfectly ruinous." General Longstreet testifies that

such a movement would have given his forces just the

opportunity they were waiting for, " and we should

have pushed it with all the vigor that was in us."
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Napoleon says :
" Nothing is more rash, or more

opposed to the principles of war, than a flank march

in presence of an army in position, especially when

that army occupies heights, at the foot of which you

must defile."

Porter could not retire and take the Sudley Springs

road which McDowell had taken, because that was

filled with McDowell's troops, King's and Ricketts'

divisions, 15,000 men, marching up all the afternoon.

Besides, Porter's remaining in position was undoubt-

edly what made that road safe for McDowell's march.

Porter could not retreat entirely, in the face of a

vigilant and numerous foe, for that would have been

to invite destruction for himself and McDowell, as well

as for the rest of Pope's army. Besides, he cannot be

blamed for not retreating, for it was one of the charges

against him, that he did 7'etreat, and it was a capital

offense, and the Court-martial found him guilty of it,

although there was not a word of truth in it. It is

difficult to see what they would have found if it had

been really true ; but he saved them from that embar-

rassment, by not retreating at all.

He finally decided to remain where he was until

he could receive further intelligence or instructions.

He prepared for a plucky and obstinate defense in the

strong position which he held. There he remained

until the next morning, when he was ordered away by

Pope. During the afternoon, he sent two written

messages to Pope (neither of which would Pope pro-

duce), stating his situation ; and at least four such

messages to McDowell or Pope, whichever could be

first found ; but McDowell, not being where it was

expected he would be, could not readily be found, and

was finally reached when he was with Pope.
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Porter could not have known that a severe action

of great consequence was being fought, and that his

aid was greatly needed, or believed that General

Pope's troops were being defeated ; because there was

no such action, and nothing to give rise to such a

belief. There was no time in the afternoon, after

Porter reached his position, when more than 5,000

troops were engaged at once. With the exception

of an attack by a brigade or two, there was nothing

but cannonading, which the army had heard all the

way from the Rappahannock, to indicate that any

enemy was in their vicinity. At the very time when,

according to Pope's opinion. Porter ought to have

attacked, Pope himself rode upon the field and stopped

the fighting. It was not until nearly night, too late to

effect anything, that any musketry firing was heard in

Porter's position.

Porter could not see the field of battle at the right,

on account of the intervening woods and hills, nor

could he hear anything but the artillery firing, which,

as General Morell said, did not sound like a battle.

Therefore Porter did not believe that Pope's army

was being defeated, nor that the aid of his corps was

greatly needed.

There was no such thing as a general engagement,

or a "battle raging at the right," that day, despite

Pope's assertion that he fought a " terrific battle with

the combined forces of the enemy, which lasted with

continuousfury from daylight until after dark." Pope's

attacks were so weak and ill-supported that they could

not possibly have been successful. General Schurz

says in his report :
" The troops were frittered away

in isolated efforts."
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Porter could do little after McDowell left him, but

what he did, was a service M^hich Pope would never

acknowledge, but for which he ought to have been

profoundly grateful. Porter detained in his front the

greater part of Longstreet's corps, to hold him in

check ; and prevented the concentration upon Pope's

left, which caused the defeat of the next day. We
have General Lee's authority for saying that, but for

Porter's presence, the terrible disaster which happened

on the 30th of August would have occurred on the

29th. If so, it would have been fatal to Pope's army,

for night was all that saved the Federals on the 30th
;

and the attack if made the day before, would have

begun much earlier, and Pope would have been a

day's march farther from his reenforcements.

Chantilly would have been unnecessary, and Antie-

tam perhaps impossible.

But nothing could save Pope. The operations of

his mind, and the disposition of his forces, were alike

so faulty, that his defeat was merely a question of time.

His ideas and, unfortunately, many of his state-

ments were too little in harmony with the environ-

ment.

The Time of Longstreet's Arrival.

The time of Longstreet's arrival upon the field,

on the 29th of August, is now so conclusively settled,

that it seems curious it should ever have been a

matter of dispute. Yet all the enemies of Porter

have strenuously denied that Longstreet's corps, or

any large force of the enemy was before him that day;

and Pope has defended that false position with all

the heaviest artillery of misrepresentation.
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Porter claimed before the Court-martial, and proved

the fact beyond a reasonable doubt to any body of men

who were not seeking an excuse for condemning him,

that the large part of the rebel army known as Long-

street's corps, was confronting him. This question is

the one upon which any estimate of Porters conduct

must chiefly depend. Porter had good reason at the

time to believe that Longstreet was before him ; he

did believe so, in common with all his officers who had

opportunity for observation ; McDowell believed so
;

every one who knew anything about it believed so,

except Pope, and he professes not to believe it to this

day. If Longstreet actually was present, then are

both the judgment and conduct of Porter justified
;

for in that case, all of Pope's plans and orders were so

at variance with existing facts, that literal obedience

was impossible, and discretion could rest only upon

general military knowledge.

The question is settled,

First. By the probabilities of the case.

Second. By direct and overwhelming testimony.

The Probabilities.

We know, as Porter and Pope knew, that Lee,

with Longstreet's corps, reached Thoroughfare Gap
soon after noon of Aucjust 28th. A part of his force

had passed the Gap, and was driven back by the

advance of Ricketts. It may be supposed that Lee

was anxious to reach Jackson, knowing that the small

force of the latter was exposed to the whole Federal

army. He took measures at once, to dislodge

Ricketts, which he soon succeeded in doing. At least
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three of his divisions encamped that night on the east

side of the Gap. From the Gap to Gainesville is six

miles and a half; from Gainesville to the extremity of

Jackson's line, was about three miles, and from Gaines-

ville to Dawkins Branch, where Porter stopped, was

about three miles, with a good road all the way.

Lee's line was about a mile in front of Porter, so that,

from daylight, Lee would have about seven hours and

a half in which to march eight miles and a half, and

arrive at his position near Dawkins Branch, at the

same time as Porter. At daylight was heard the

engagement of Sigel's corps with Jackson, and it is

certain that officers and men of Lee's force would not

be slow in marching towards the sound of the cannon.

With no reason for delay, and every reason for speed,

it would be incredible if Lee did not reach his position

in much less time than what we have allowed him.

We know that he did arrive there in ample time, by

Direct and Overwhelming Testimony.

Longstreet says, in his report :
" The march was

quickened to the extent of our capacity." He testifies

that they moved in the gray of the morning, about four

o'clock. After hearing the artillery, they increased

their speed to three miles an hour. General Wilcox

started at sunrise from Hopewell Gap, and moved
rapidly—" too rapidly." He reached the junction of

the roads, and found Longtreet's troops going by.

Major Williams, aid-de-camp to General Jones, testi-

fies that they made the march " as rapidly as it could

be made." General Buford saw what he estimated to

be over 14,000 men (more than half of Longstreet's

force then present), go through Gainesville, at a

^
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quarter before nine o'clock. So much for the rapidity

of the march.

As to the time of arrival—besides the indirect evi-

dence derived from the citations which we have griven

before in reference to an attack—General Lee says :

" Longstreeet's command arrived within supporting

distance of Jackson on 29th August, '62, between 9

and 10 A. M. General Longstreet's command was

formed by 12 m., August 29th, in two lines on Jackson's

right." And again: " I was there then ; I saw Porter

approach. I went out and reconnoitered his corps, and

made proper dispositions to meet it."

General Longstreet says :
" My command (25,000

in round numbers) was within supporting distance of

General Jackson at 9 a. m., August 29th, having passed

Thoroughfare Gap at early dawn. My command was

deployed in double line for attack between 10 a. m.

and 12 M. on the 29th, extending from Jackson's

right across turnpike and Manassas Gap R. R. My
command was ready to receive any attack after 1

1

o'clock a. m." He testifies before the Board of Officers :

" I think they had been deployed by eleven o'clock in

the day."

In addition to that convincing testimony, we have

the statements, either in reports, letters, or testimony,

of the rebel Generals Robertson, D. R. Jones, Early,

Hood, Wilcox, Colonel Marshall, aid-de-camp of

General Lee, Major Williams, aid-de-camp of General

Jones, and Lieutenant W. M. Owen, Adjutant of the

Washington Artillery, all to the effect that the arrival

and formation of Longstreet's corps occurred between

10 and 12 o'clock that morning. General Beverly

Robertson says: "My videttes had reported your
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(Porter's) approach, and Longstreet's forces to meet

yours were mainly posted before your arrival. Had
you continued your march, or attacked at any time,

you would have struck Longstreet's line of battle, over

25,000 strong."

It is idle to say that the fallibility of human memory
discredits witnesses so intelligent, so numerous and so

reputable, whose testimony is positive and harmonious.

The event which those officers describe was one in

which they personally took part ; it was of great impor-

tance, and therefore likely to fix the attention ; the hour

of noon is one which naturally attracts notice; the start

from the Gap at sunrise, within hearing of the dis-

tant cannonade, gave them a definite point from which

to estimate time and distance; and. further, the memory
could be refreshed, if doubtful, by reference to their

own contemporaneous orders, reports and memoranda.

Buford saw half of Longstreet's force, before nine

o'clock, within three miles of the position afterwards

taken by Porter. Why should not that half have

arrived within one mile of that position by half-past

eleven, and why should not that part have been fol-

lowed by the rest ? We know with all the certainty

which can exist in human affairs, that Longstreet's force

was present just as Porter believed and alleged that

it was.

It is absurd to attempt to combat such evidence,

by other evidence equally depending upon the fallibil-

ity of memory, and based upon Stuart's vainglorious

report, or any other work of fiction. Stuart's report

was written six months after the events it erroneously

describes. PVom that report, one would judge Stuart's

movements to have been very important ; whereas in
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fact, his whole conduct on the field was that of a busy-

body. He did little useful service; but by ordering

troops away from places where they were needed, and

into places where they were not needed, he nearly

marred the plans of his superiors. He and Rosser

may have amused themselves by ordering their com-

mand to tie brush to their horses' tails, and drag it

along the road in order to raise a dust—as a story,

"that is magnificent, but it is not war"—but whether

they did so or not, they did not deceive anybody, for

Longstreet was there, and there was nothing for any-

body to be deceived about. Other enemies of Porter,

with less candor in the avowal and more harm in the

result, have been ever since " raising a dust" to con-

ceal the true time of Longstreet's arrival.

But as they are consciously weak in their theory

of time, they endeavor to bolster their hopeless cause

by another theory in respect to place. They plead a

confession and avoidance. They maintain, that even

if Longstreet did arrive anywhere near the time when
he thinks he did, his troops were not placed where he

and Lee and other prominent officers think they were.

They try to prove by the testimony of citizens and

chaplains, that the rebel lines were west of Page Land
Lane, a mile or more back of their actual position.

That when those lines were arranged by Lee in

person, with special reference to Porter's presence,

they were not placed where they could do Porter any

harm, or interfere at all with his movements. We
have neither time nor space in which to argue against

such " preposterous conclusions." Nor is it necessary.

Lee with Longstreet was in Porter's front, whether

near this or that citizen's house, is not material ; he
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reached his position before Porter came up ; he had

the choice of the country, and doubtless took the

position he wanted to take ; he arranged his lines in

person, with special reference to Porter. I have

sufficient faith in Lee's military judgment, to believe,

that the position chosen was the most commanding

and best for all purposes, which the vicinity afforded
;

that when Lee saw Porter approach, and disposed his

troops to meet him, those troops were placed where

they would be most effective.

Lee, Longstreet and others identify on maps the

place where they were, and describe the formation of

their lines. Their opinions substantially agree with

Porter's. Colonel Marshall, Lee's aid-de-camp, found

and identified the position of the troops he visited, and

the tree which he climbed near Lee's head-quarters
;

and if Lee's statement of the position of his line is not

correct, and Marshall is worthy of belief, Lee's head-

quarters must have been far in advance of his first line.

General Lee personally arranged his lines ; and

when he says that he saw Porter approach, and made

dispositions to meet him, I believe it ; and I should

believe that Lee knew what he saw, and knew where

his troops were placed, and that they were most

advantageously posted, if all the citizens in the county

and all the chaplains in the Confederacy should gain-

say it. Besides, we know where Porter was, and we
know from the testimony of his officers, that the woods

in front of them were full of hostile skirmishers ; and

large bodies of troops, estimated at from 12,000 to

15,000, were seen on the hills beyond. Heroic men
crawled towards the rebel lines, where discovery was
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death, and heard the movement of troops, and the

commands of officers.

We have seen that Porter had eood reason to

believe that Longstreet was before him in strong

force ; he did beheve so, and it was the truth. The
contingency was not provided for by his orders. He
was in a difficult and dangerous situation, and had

nothing to guide him but his own judgment and mili-

tary knowledge. These he used, as we now know,

loyally and wisely. He remained on the defensive

during the afternoon, with little molestation. His

conduct thus far was neither "disobedient" nor

"shameful."

But at night a new difficulty arose from the receipt

of what is known as

The "4.30 p. M. Order."

The order reads as follows :

Head-quarters in the Field,

August 29, 1862 (4.30 p. M.)

Your line of march brings you in on the enemy's
right flank. I desire you to push forward into action

at once on the enemy's fiank, and if possible, on his

rear, keeping your right in communication with Gen-
eral Reynolds. The enemy is massed in the woods
in front of us, but can be shelled out as soon as you
engage their flank. Keep heavy reserves, and use

your batteries, keeping well closed to your right all

the time. In case you are obliged to fall back, do so

to your right and rear, so as to keep you in close

communication with the riaht wino-,

John Pope,

Major-General commanding.
Major-General Porter.
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This order, even if it had been possible of execu-

tion at all, was not delivered to Porter until sundown,

too late to execute it. Five witnesses of unimpeach-

able character, before the Court-martial, swore posi-

tively to this fact. The Court chose to believe the

conjectures of Douglas Pope, in preference to the

convincing testimony of the opposing witnesses. I

will not characterize Captain Pope's testimony, or that

of his orderly. It bears its refutation upon its face,

and subsequent disclosures in the record, conclusively

establish its character.

The flank and rear which Pope intended should

be attacked, were of course Jackson's. But therein

he added another to the many errors of that day.

Porter's line of march did not bring him in upon the

enemy's flank, either right or left. It brought him

directly upon Longstreet's front, where 25,000 men
were ready to receive him. Jackson's flank was

three miles away from him, across an impracticable

country, and the only way to reach it would have

been either by a flank march along the whole length

of Longstreet's line, or by the defeat of his over-

whelming forces. This at sunset, with 10,000 men
against 25,000, would have been a sufficiently serious

undertaking.

The next mistake on the part of Pope, was the

direction to Porter to keep his right in communication

with Reynolds. The latter was at least two miles

from Porter, with the same impassable country between

them. Porter could not connect with Reynolds, and

there was no flank or rear of any enemy that could be

attacked. Longstreet outflanked Porter, and Jackson

was too far off^ and too well defended.
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On this point General Lee says :
" Porter could

not take Jackson in flank while he was attacked in

front. He could do nothinor of that sort.
'"' ^'' '^'' ^^

We flanked him. He could not flank Jackson. I

suppose we shotild have cut Porter to pieces if he had

attacked to get at Jackson sflanks

Porter was convicted for not attacking in front,

under an order to attack in flank. The order was not

received in time for any thing ; but because the Court

erroneously supposed that it was received in time to

attack the enemy directly in front, it therefore con-

cluded that Porter was guilty for not attacking an

enemy three miles away in flank. By such contradic-

tions did the Court seek to appease popular passion,

and propitiate the Powers that be.

To have reached Jackson's flank as intended by the

order, and prepared for action, would have required at

least two hours, even if no enemy had been opposing.

The whole order was a mistake, and Porter knew it

then, as well as we know it now.

However, late as it was, he sent to Morell the

order to attack, and himself rode to the front to direct

the movement. All the officers there, who had been

watching the enemy during the whole afternoon, Morell

included, remonstrated against the attack. Even that

gallant veteran. Colonel Marshall, who had risked his

life that day by crawling close up to the rebel pickets,

who was wounded almost to death at Fredericksburg,

who never flinched from an enemy whom he could

see ; even he, said that it would be certain destruc-

tion to attack, and he did not wish to go into that

timber.
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In view of all these circumstances, Porter very

properly recalled the order. To have done otherwise

would have been little better than useless murder. He
would not have been justified in attacking even by

daylight, with the knowledge that he had, which he

knew his commander had not. The order was based

upon premises wholly false. Pope still labored under

the hallucination, which lasted far into the following

day, that he was fighting Jackson alone, and that Jack-

son was anxious to retreat. Hence all his dispositions

were erroneous.

The situation on the 29th of August may be repre-

sented approximate!}^ thus :

What Pope assumed it to be—-'''

JACKSON, 22,000 men.

POPE, 33,000 men.

What it actually was-

25,000t2S-
I^SON

22,000
1

loVooo^^®*"-
^ejj.

It will be seen at a glance how erroneous Pope's

ideas were, how difficult was Porter's position, and how
impossible of execution was the "4.30 Order."

* Note to Second Edition.—General Grant has publicly given

me credit for the assistance afforded by this work, in the preparation

of his article in the No7-th American Review for December, 1882.
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It has been held by Pope and by the Judge-Advo-

cate of the Court-martial, that Porter should have

attacked whatever force was in his front :—Pope says :

" Whether there were 5,000 or 50,000 of the enemy ;"

even if " the whole Southern Confederacy was in front

of him." And this, to obey an order to attack in flank

and rear a supposed small detachment already outnum-

bered ! This proposition is hardly worthy of discuss-

ion. But for fear some one may be misled by it, I

will give it a moment's consideration. Napoleon's

maxim already quoted in regard to passive obedience,

is the best guide in forming our judgment.

Where an officer receives an order from his com-

mander who is personally present and cognizant of the

situation, it is undoubtedly his duty to obey, however

dangerous or even reckless or mistaken the undertaking

may appear to him ; for he cannot know but it may be a

part of a general plan which requires his sacrifice for

some great and compensating advantage. The same is

true when the subordinate is at a distance, and the com-

mander gives the order, with a full knowledge of the cir-

cumstances, or repeats it after he has received informa-

tion of them. This last was the case with Hooker at

Fredericksburg, and Porter on the 30th of August.

Hooker was ordered by Burnside to make an attack

which was ill-judged and hopeless. He left his com-

mand, sought Burnside, and remonstrated against such

a desperate movement. The order was repeated, and

Hooker attacked. He says with grim humor, in speak-

ing of the result: " Finding that I had lost as many
men as my orders required me to lose, I suspended

the attack."

On the 30th of August, Pope believed the enemy
were in retreat. Porter and the other officers at the
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front knew better. They recaptured a Union soldier

who confirmed the report of a retreat. Porter sent

him to Pope, remarking that he beheved either that

the soldier was a fool, or that he was released on pur-

pose to create a wrong impression. The message came

back :
" General Pope believes that soldier, and directs

you to attack." And Porter did attack splendidly, and

was repulsed, and lost quite as many men as his order's

requiredhivt to lose. Wherever it was possible for Pope

to make a mistake he made one.

When it was Porter's duty to obey, he did not

hesitate ; but under the 4.30 Order there was no duty

which he could fulfill. The order required an impos-

sibility, and based the requirement upon two vital

errors. It showed on its face that Pope had no accu-

rate knowledge of the situation—that he was hopelessly

mistaken. To declare that Porter should have use-

lessly sacrificed men under such circumstances, is

simply monstrous.

Porter withdrew his forces as ordered, early in the

morning of the 30th, and rejoined Pope near Groveton.

We shall presently see whether his action on that day

was disobedient or shameful.

The Animus.

An attempt was made to prejudice the mind of the

Court-martial, and subsequently that of the President,

by means which seem to the writer wholly unfair and

improper. When Porter left General Burnside's com-

mand to join Pope, Burnside requested him to send

information from time to time, of affairs at the front.

This Porter did in a series of dispatches designed
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merely for Burnside's personal perusal. The dis-

patches were mainly an account of military movements,

and in that respect were unobjectionable. But there

was an occasional sentence, written with the freedom

which one friend would use in writing- to another,

which referred somewhat disrespectfully to Pope and

his strategy. Here are the worst of those allusions :

" The strategy is magnificent, and tactics in the

inverse proportion."

" It would seem from proper statements of the

enemy, that he was wandering around loose ; but I

expect they know what they are doing, which is more

than any one here or any where knows."

"All that talk about bagging Jackson, etc., was

bosh. That enormous gap, Manassas, was left open,

and the enemy jumped through ; and the story of

McDowell having cut off Longstreet, had no good

foundation. '" "" '"
I expect the next thing will be

a raid on our rear by Longstreet who was cut off"

Those passages certainly do not indicate any great

depth of depravity. Burnside testified that he saw no

harm in the dispatches, and he sent them to the Presi-

dent. Mr. Lincoln saw no harm in them, or if he did,

he made himself a party to their wickedness, for he

expressed himself as glad to get them, and personally

thanked Porterfor them, on the battle-field ofAntietani.

He said they gave him the only true account of events

that he could get at the time.

But when the prosecution could not make out a case

against Porter by the evidence of his acts, they sought

to eke out their scanty proof by alleged evidence of his

thoughts. They used these dispatches, as Judge-Advo-

cate Holt avowed, for the purpose of "determining
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points otherwise left doubtful by the evidencey In other

words, when it could not be shown from the evidence,

that Porter's acts were wrong, it was sought to prove

that they must be so, because his thoughts were wrong.

An erroneous idea of what he would be likely to do,

was used as evidence to prove what he did. To such

a ridiculous extent was this method carried, that

Lieutenant-Colonel T. C. H. Smith testified that he

had never seen Porter before, but from his manner and

tone, he (Smith) knew Porter would fail Pope. Smith

was the great mind-reader for the prosecution. He
further says that, but for fear of the law, he would

have murdered Porter at that time, merely on account

of his looks ! That is some of the testimony by which

Porter was convicted.

The attempt was made to prove that Porter's

animus towards Pope was evil, therefore his whole

conduct would be evil. Acts which would have been

considered innocent and unavoidable in the case of

another, were distorted into high crimes in the case

of Porter, because forsooth, he did not speak reverently

of Pope's ridiculous proclamation and futile strategy.

Such a course of proceeding was wholly wrong both in

principle and in fact. In principle, because, when the

acts which a man did are the subject of inquiry, they

cannot be proved by showing what he might be thought

likely to do. It would be as reasonable to convict a

man of murder because he hated his enemy, and

therefore might be thought likely to wish him dead,

when the sole question was—-and it was a point left

doubtful by the evidence—whether that enemy had

been killed by anybody, or was dead at all.
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The questions which the Court was investigating

were, not what did Porter think, and what action would

such thoughts be Hkely to lead to ; but, first, what did

he do ? and second, was that action reasonable and

right under the circumstances ? His opinion of Pope,

or his feelings towards Pope, have nothing to do with

the case, until it is not left doubtful by the evidence

that he failed in his duty. No one pretends that he

served Pope from love of him—few officers did. The
sole question is, did he dutifully serve him ? Did he

fulfill his orders as it was reasonable to understand

them, and as far as it was possible to execute them ?

If it is not evident that he did so, then I have not

adequately set forth the true conclusions from the

record. If he did so, then his motives or his thoughts

are of no consequence.

The method of proof was wrong in fact, because

the dispatches were represented to mean what they did

not mean.

They do not express any wish for Pope to fail,

much less any intention to betray him. They indicate

2ifear that he will fail ; and that fear was abundantly

warranted by the facts, and completely vindicated by

the result. The whole trouble with the dispatches

was, not that they were false, but that 'they were true.

No intention to fail Pope can be properly inferred

from them, even if they show contempt for him and

his strategy. The case is very different from that of

a quarrel between private persons, where only per-

sonal feelings and personal interests are involved. In

this case great national interests were at stake, and

far more important considerations than personal spite,

would influence Porter's conduct. For Porter to fail
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Pope meant more than to gratify a personal resent-

ment. It meant to fail in conduct as a soldier; to

forfeit the reputation of a lifetime of duty and of bril-

liant success; to give up the hope of future distinction

and advancement. It meant to inhumanly sacrifice

the lives of men, for whose welfare he was almost

unduly solicitous ; and finally, to imperil the safety

of the Capital, and the existence of the nation for

whose well-being he had received wounds in one war,

and risked death in two. All this was the evident

effect of failing Pope. Can it be supposed that Porter

would risk all this, because he playfully reflected upon

Pope's ridiculous strategy ? Can it be supposed that,

in consequence of a petty spite, for the remote chance

of ruining Pope, he would endanger the Capital and

take the imminent chance of ruining his country }

And this, too, with the certainty that his honor, if not

his life, w^ould pay the penalty ? There are many
higher motives than love for Pope to induce an officer

to do his duty, even under Pope's command. There-

fore I say, that, until it is proved that Porter was out

and out a traitor to his country, and lost to all sense

not only of humanity but of self-interest, it cannot be

argued that contempt for Pope would lead to a failure

of duty under Pope. For this reason the use of

expressions derogatory to Pope was improper for the

purpose of proving acts hostile to the nation. It is

preposterous to argue anything as to Porter's acts,

from his dislike of Pope, until it is shown that all good

motives and all self-interest were absent ; or else that

love for Pope is the highest and most potent influence

that can "spring eternal in the human breast."

And further, we have no right to argue as to any

motive to explain Porter's acts, until we prove beyond
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a reasonable doubt that his acts were so faulty as to

require such explanation. Not till then does the

question of animus arise, to determine whether those

acts were the result of willfulness or weakness. If

what was required of him was impossible or unreason-

able, what he thought of Pope does not affect the

character of the requirement, or the action which

should have been taken under the circumstances.

Therefore, it was not proper to supplement the proof

of points left doubtful by the evidence, by dispatches

which could not in any way prove the facts claimed to

be proved by them, even if they showed the animus

claimed to be shown by them.

But the so-called evidence of animus availed to

bridge all the gaps between the allegations and the

proof. It was an operation of Porter's mind that

could make possible a march in three hours, which

was impossible in six ; that could make the fact of a

retreat, when there was no retreat ; that could make a

battle of great consequence, when there was no such

battle ; that could make an order to fight out of an

order to retire ; that could cause an order to be deliv-

ered at five o'clock, which was not delivered until

seven; that could make Longstreet absent, when he

was present ; that could make possible an attack upon

Jackson's flank, when the only possibility was an attack

upon Longstreet's front ; that could have insured the

capture of Jackson's army, when Jackson ran no risk

of capture. It is claiming a good deal to say, even

from the evidence for the prosecution, that these

points attained the respectability of being doubtful.

Yet Porter's animus supplied all deficiencies. Other

officers might be longer on the march, under few^er
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difficulties than those which Porter overcame. Their

conduct was energetic and exemplary. But it was

Porter's animus that detained him, not the darkness

nor the 2,000 wagons.

After all Porter's action, his '' shameful disobedi-

ence" and "cowardice," and even the dreadful animus

of these dispatches, were known to the Government,

they still had so much faith in his capacity and integ-

rity that they put him in command of 25,000 men, for

the defense of the Capital which he had so " willfully
"

and " shamefully " endangered.

Pope himself, when he knew all about Porter's

acts, told him that he was satisfied with them, except

in one trivial and unimportant particular. But that

was before he was aware of the animus. When he saw

the criticisms upon his strategy, his '' eyes were opened.''

Then he saw how heinous had been the conduct which

he had before, with full knowledge, approved. He
forthwith commenced that series of " indefensible and

indecent" proceedings which culminated in the Court-

martial.

Errors of the Court-martial.

The Court-martial which convicted Porter, has

been very tenderly dealt with in the record of the

Board of Officers ; that is, if complete reversal of its

opinions, and the exhibition of numerous errors which

it committed, are consistent with tender treatment.

The Board very truly say :
" These charges and speci-

fications certainly bear no discernible resemblance to

the facts of the case as now established."

But in a critical study of the evidence presented to

the Court, it is difficult to see how, with honesty and
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intelligence, it could have made so many mistakes.

It is to be regretted that the oath of secrecy prevents

the disclosure of the vote by which its conclusions

were reached. But for that, we might discriminate

between the majority and the minority, if there was

any such division. However, I should suppose that

a member of the minority would be willing to bear his

share of the odium, for the privilege of having cast his

vote in protest against so great a wrong.

The Court derives no authority from its person-

ality. It consisted of nine officers of high rank, it is

true ; but rank affords no sanction where acts are con-

trary to justice and common sense. " By their fruits

ye shall know them," not by their rank. Besides, we

have as much right to argue that the decision was

reached by a bare majority, and was therefore virtually

the opinion of one man, as an opponent would have to

claim the authority of nine men.

In reviewing the testimony, it is impossible to under-

stand the system upon which the Court estimated the

credibility of witnesses, or the value of evidence. It

seems as if every conjecture for the prosecution, by

whomsoever advanced, outweighed every fact for the

defense. The verdict was certainly not fairly derived

from the evidence, and in some instances, as that of a

retreat, was not derived from the evidence at all. It

is necessary to look for some influence outside of the

case to account for such strained conclusions. We need

not seek for a cause beyond the wild passions of the

time, the popular belief that treason was rife and an

example must be made, the clamor of the multitude, the

same unthinking ferocity that, with the cry, " Crucify

him, crucify him !

" led even a Roman governor to

deliver to the sacrifice an innocent victim.
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But, besides this cause, there was, perhaps, a specific

reason for the action of the Court-martial. That was

the great desire, if not the great need of the Admin-

istration to secure a conviction.

General McClellan had been set aside by Stanton

and Halleck, who were personally and politically hos-

tile to him. General Pope was put in his place, and

held out as the champion who was to show the world

how wrong McClellan had been, and how wise was the

cabal which had overthrown him. Pope had begun his

campaign in the character of Bombastes Furioso. He
had issued a proclamation which has ever since been

a source of shame to his friends, and delight to his

enemies. The purposes of this proclamation were to

fire the popular heart, and reflect upon McClellan.

Therefore, when on the 2d of September, after Pope's

dismal failure, the cabal was obliged to call McClellan

again to the command, in order to save the Capital and

the nation, the Administration was placed in an awkward

and humiliating position. .^Something must be done to

restore the reputation of the Government which had

made such a grievous and ridiculous blunder as that

which the appointment of Pope proved to be. The next

elections might be fatal to the party in power, unless its

agents could shift from themselves the responsibility

for the late disasters. How could that be done better

than by showing that Pope's defeat was due not to

the incompetence of Pope himself, but to the negli-

gence and insubordination of his officers ? And how
could a more conspicuous example be made than by

selecting Fitz-John Porter as the victim? His con-

viction would exonerate Pope, save the Administration,

punish McClellan indirectly, and terrify McClellan's
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other friends. It was a large stake to play for, and it

was won.

The members of the Court were appointed by

General Halleck, one of the cabal, instead of by the

good President, who was often the dupe of the cabal.

If the Court did not do the bidding of its masters,

then there is no intelligible reason for its false findings.

Then the promotions of Judges and witnesses for the

prosecution, which followed almost immediately after

the conviction of Porter, are the most remarkable

coincidences in history. If those promotions were not

a return for value received from the verdict of the

Court, the time when they were given indicates exceed-

ingly bad taste on the part of the authorities.

"Let us summarize the serious errors of the Court.

In respect to the events of the 29th of August, it

decided against Porter, contrary not only to the pre-

ponderance of evidence, but contrary to all the com-

petent and credible evidence upon every point. The
conviction was principally based upon the testimony of

four witnesses who confessedly swore only upon con-

jecture, as against the incontrovertible testimony of

many witnesses who swore positively as to facts within

their own knowledge.

The Court committed great error in regard,

1. To the position of Porter.

2. To the numbers and position of the enemy.

3. To the significance of the Joint Order.

4. To the time of the receipt of the "4.30 Order."

5. To the attack upon Jackson's flank and rear.

6. To the battle raging at the right.

7. To the retreat.
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No witness for the prosecution pretended to have

any ground but guess-work, upon which to base his

idea of where Porter was, or where the enemy was.

Even McDowell, who was with Porter for a time,

placed him a mile in advance of his real position ; and

before the Board of Officers admitted his error. The
other witnesses knew nothing of where he was, but

supposed him to be about the place indicated by Mc-

Dowell. The maps before the Court were wholly wrong.

2d, The Court ignored the presence of Longstreet,

and even the significance of Buford's dispatch, and

Buford's positive testimony as to what he actually saw.

3d. The Joint Order was interpreted as an order

to fight, when it was really an order to halt and retire.

This error doubtless arose from the supposed order by

McDowell to fight, which impression was also an error.

4th. The error regarding the time of delivery of

the "4.30 Order," arose from the worthless testimony

of Captain Pope and his orderly ; testimony which

would not have received credit in a Police Court, in a

case which involved the penalty of one dollar. Their

testimony was conjectural, and they were directly con-

tradicted by five unimpeachable witnesses. The admis-

sions afterwards made by Captain Pope, in moments

of confidence or weakness, that he lost his way, and

did not arrive till late, sufficiently show the value of

his testimony.

Before the Board of Officers, Major Randol corrob-

orated the testimony of the five witnesses before the

Court-martial, as to the arrival of Captain Pope about

dark. Further, the intrinsic evidence of dispatches
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produced before the Board shows that Captain Pope

did not arrive with the 4.30 Order within an hour

at least of the time when he swore he did. The
members of the Court-martial ought never to have

believed him at all. In that case they would have had

fewer errors to repent of now.

Because the Court erroneously believed that the

order was received in time to attack the enemy whom
Porter claimed to be in front, they wrongly assumed

that it was received in time for an attack upon Jackson's

flank, three miles away.

5th. Ignoring the presence of Longstreet, and

putting Porter a mile ahead of his true position, with

no enemy in his front, produced the error in regard to

the possibility of an attack upon Jackson's flank and

rear ; and because Porter did not attack overwhelming

forces in front, the Court convicted him of not attack-

ing weak forces in flank.

6th. The battle raging at the right was a myth

and a sham. As we have seen, there was no such

battle, and no severe action of great consequence

requiring Porter's aid, at any time after Porter reached

his position. Pope, without Porter, outnumbered

Jackson, if Longstreet was not there, by fully 10,000

men, before McDowell's arrival on the field, and after-

wards by 25,000. This shows the absurdity of the pre-

tense that Porter's aid was needed, because Pope was

fighting "greatl)^ superior numbers." He was scarcely

fighting at all, and the numbers were far inferior, unless

Longstreet was present, as Porter claimed.

Another absurdity closely connected with this, is the

statement that Jackson's capture would have resulted if
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Porter had done his duty. We can readily estimate the

chances of Jackson's capture, under the bagging pro-

cess as practiced by Pope, Jackson had been within

five miles of Pope for nearly two days, and the latter

knew no more of actual truth about him, than if he had

been living in another planet. It was Pope's good

luck, or rather the stubborn fighting of his troops, that

alone prevented Jackson from capturing him.

7th, The Court found the fact of a shameful

retreat, when there was no retreat whatever, and no

evidence of any ; and when in fact the evidence was

positive that there was no retreat.

I think these errors are sufficient to invalidate the

judgment of any court, no matter how respectable its

members, or how high their rank. Most of the errors

could easily have been avoided, and ought to have been

avoided, when it is considered that in order to con-

vict, guilt must be proved beyond a reasonable doubt.

There was no one of the accusations against Porter, in

respect to which his innocence w^as not proved beyond

a reasonable doubt. We cannot escape the conclusion

that the Court-martial was organized to convict, and

its proceedings were a mockery of justice.

Many of the rulings of the Court were grossly

erroneous and unfair. They were so consistently, so

monotonously against the accused, that they would

really be amusing if their consequences had not been

so serious.

The composition of the Court was not favorable to

an impartial hearing. The law requires that where a

commander of an army prefers charges against an ofifi-

cer under his command, the Court shall be convened
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by the President. Pope first made the charges against

Porter before a mihtary commission. This being too

manifestly illegal, the commission was dissolved, and

this Court-martial was convened by General Halleck.

Then the technicality was resorted to, of having the

charges made by an officer of Pope's staff, instead of

Pope himself. The law was not designed to permit

any such miserable subterfuge as that, especially in a

capital case. When it suited Pope's purposes to deny

having anything to do with the charges, he did so; but

at other times he claimed the merit of them, and con-

fessed that he had asked the President for his reward.

Porter protested against the mode of convening

the Court, but it is true he did not protest against any

of the members :

I St. Because he felt so confident of the merits of

his defense, that he thought it could not fail before

any court.

2d. Because the order which convened the Court,

told him, that "no other officers than these named, can

be assembled without manifest injury to the service."

He had, therefore, no choice but to accept the

Court as it was, and he would have been most unwise

to have made complaint.

The Court should have consisted of thirteen mem-
bers instead of nine, and the rank of all should have

been as high as that of the defendant ; whereas only

two were of the proper rank. Despite General Hal-

leck's certification that " no other officers than these

named can be assembled without manifest injury to

the service," he actually made one substitution, and

offered to make another. In fact, he could have found
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a full complement of officers, in numbers at least, if

not in rank. Halleck's statement was merely another

subterfuge, in order to get a court which would pro-

duce the desired result.

But we can afford to waive all narrow and technical

considerations, and rest our unqualified condemnation

of the Court-martial, upon the broad ground of its

arbitrary and prejudiced proceedings, its erroneous

inventions, and its inexcusably false conclusions.

Two members of the Court, Generals King and

Ricketts, were concerned in the very movements which

were in question, and both had made a retreat which

has been mildly characterized as " uncalled for and

unmilitary."""' It would be supposed, considering the

consequences of their retreat, that their conduct would

have been inquired into before that of Porter. It was

liable to inquiry at any time, unless some other victim

should satisfy Pope, the Administration and the public.

I do not allege that those officers were influenced by

that consideration, and for all we know they may have

voted in Porter's favor ; but, being human, although

both were estimable men, they were not proper judges

in Porter's case. One of them, King, descended from

the bench to contradict an important witness for the

defense, and then returned to his seat, presumably to

estimate the value of the testimony ; and that, too,

when the accused person was on trial for his life.

The sentence imposed by the Court-martial was

not commensurate with the offense. Porter was con-

demned " to be cashiered, and to be forever disquali-

fied from holding any office of trust or profit under

*John C. Ropes. "The Army under Pope," page 8i.
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the Government of the United States." That was

an Infliction sufficiently severe, when apphed to an

innocent man ; but if Porter was guilty, as the Court

declared, he ought certainly to have been shot or

hune. A milder sentence for such heinous crimes,

shows either that the decision was reached by a bare

majority of the Judges, not enough for a death sen-

tence, or else, that they were distrustful of their own

verdict. There was certainly no mercy to be expected

from them. While depriving Porter of reputation,

rank and pay, they spared his life, as I believe, not

from mercy, but from, perhaps, a consciousness, that

if he were ever vindicated, as he has recently been, a

judicial robbery would be less awkward for all con-

cerned than a judicial murder.

Lincoln's Approval.

We come now to the saddest part of this whole

sad business, that which relates to President Lincoln's

action. Lincoln was too just to have approved that

sentence, if he had known the true character of the

evidence. Not having- time to read the voluminous

reports of the trial, he requested Judge-Advocate-

General Holt " to revise the proceedings of the Court-

martial, '" '"' '" and to report fully upon any legal

questions that may have arisen in them, and upon the

bearing of the testimony in reference to the charges and

specifications exhibited against the accused, and upon

which he was tried."

Lincoln wanted a full and fair statement of the case.

Holt did not neglect his opportunity. He had declined

to argue the case before the Court-martial ; but, before

Mr. Lincoln, the defense could make no reply. He
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presented a review which pretended to be such as the

President had asked for, but which, in reaHty, was an

argument by an advocate for the prosecution, and a

very unfair, mean and bitter argument at that. Mr,

Lincoln fell into the trap, and, relying upon Holt's

statements, approved the sentence of the Court. The
great-hearted, just-minded, and confiding President was

no match for the subtle and malicious schemers by

whom he was surrounded. It is not too much to say

that Lincoln's approval of that sentence was obtained

by willfully false pretenses,

Mr. Lincoln probably continued to the day of his

death in the belief that Porter had disgracefully re-

treated. The testimony before the Board of Officers

of the President's son, Mr, Robert T. Lincoln, gives us

good reason for believing that this one so-called fact

of a retreat, which was really the ov^y fact that had not

a particle of evidence, good or bad, to sustain it, was a

potent cause, if not the chief cause, of the President's

approval.

The President afterwards expressed his willingness

to give the case a rehearing, and his hope for Porter's

vindication. He met his tragic death before Porter's

appeal was fully prepared. The great and good Lin-

coln, had he lived and learned the truth, would have

been swift to undo the cruel injustice which he had

been deceived into doing, and to rebuke the wicked-

ness which led to it.

Porter's Conduct, August 30TH,

No estimate of Porter's conduct is complete with-

out a consideration of his services on the 30th of

August, the day following his alleged shameful behavior.
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His motives all through these events were called

in question before the Court-martial, and he was

not allowed to introduce evidence of his conduct on

the 30th, to show the falsehood of the accusation.

There was an additional specification under the second

general charge, alleging Porter's misconduct and feeble-

ness in attack on that day. Now it happened that his

action was particularly gallant and efficient that day,

and he could prove it so. Such proof would go far to

refute the charo-e of indifference and insubordination,

that is, the evil animus, on which the Government
especially relied to make out its case. The Judge-

Advocate promptly dismissed the accusation, at the

opening of the Court ; and consequently the accused

was not permitted to introduce evidence of his good

conduct on that day, to offset the alleged proofs of evil

intent derived from previous days. If that result was

in contemplation of the Judge-Advocate when he

dismissed the accusation, such action, even in so emi-

nent a politician as Colonel Holt, was but little above

a very low degree of pettifogging.

It is not credible that an officer whose whole life

had been brilliant and honorable, should be a poltroon

one day and a hero the next, simply because he did

not like General Pope. Such an emotion would not

produce conduct so eccentric.

Porter's noble service on the 30th of August, has

been appropriated by Pope to himself on the 29th.

The latter published Jackson's report of operations

on the 30th, which included Porter's attack, under the

representation that it applied to the attacks of the

29th, under Pope's direction. In other words, by a

transposition of dates, he used Porter's own gallantry
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and energy, to which his antagonist bore witness, as a

means of proving Porter guilty of cowardice and inef-

ficiency. Pope's attention has often been called to the

error, but I have not heard that he has yet endeavored

to correct it.

On the afternoon of the 30th of August, Porter's

command led the hopeless and ill-judged attack upon

Jackson's lines. The assault was described by rebel

officers, as "determined and most obstinate." Jackson

said it was impetuous and well sustained ; it engaged

his entire line in a fierce and sanguinary struggle, and

so "severely pressed" him, that he sent to Lee for

reenforcements. Porter's command lost over 2,100

men, out of 6,000 present. So much for the disloy-

alty and lack of bravery of an officer who had won
most honorable mention in the Army of the Potomac,

for skill and gallantry ; who had borne the brunt of

the attack at Malvern Hill, and received for his ser-

vices the commissions of Brevet Brigadier-General in

the regular army, and Major-General of volunteers
;

who was brevetted as Captain and Major for services

in the Mexican war, and was wounded in the assault

on the City of Mexico.

The truth is. Pope was beaten by his own misman-

agement. His ideas and the disposition of his forces

were (with one transient exception), so thoroughly

erroneous, and he showed such a capacity for refusing

to accept correct information from persons or events,

that disaster was inevitable. "What he should not

have done he did with frightful energy, and what he

should have done he culpably neglected to do."* Lee

* Gordon's "Army of Virginia," page 462.
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himself was surprised. He expected nothing from

Jackson's movement, but a formidable raid to save

Gordonsville, and he "moved from victory to victory,"

until he seriously menaced the Capital, and began an

invasion of the North.''"

It was not through any fault of officers or soldiers

that Pope was beaten. Officers served him as well as

they could, whatever they thought of him ; and

—

" Tho' the soldier knew
Some one had blunder'd,"

he did not fail or falter in bravery or fidelity. The
toilsome marches by day and night, the privations

endured—for the army was in a condition little short

of actual starvation—and above all, as Porter said,

the " killed and wounded and enfeebled troops attest

their devotion to duty."

One needs to consider only the methods of the

commander as applied to the existing conditions, his

faculty of painting everything (even his reports) with

the colors of the imagination, to find ample explanation

of his failure. Porter, who deserved as well of the

Republic as did any officer in the army, has been for

twenty years the chief sufferer for Pope's misstatements

and mistakes. It now remains for the people, through

their representatives in Congress, to right the grievous

wrong inflicted upon one who, in two wars, served his

country faithfully and gallantly.

As the case stands to-day. Porter is fully vindicated

by the highest military authorities of this and other

nations; by the most- eminent statesmen and jurists in

* Gordon's "Army of Virginia," page 463.
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the land ; and by all intelligent and fair-minded men
who know the facts. He can afford to remain, like

Belisarius, in silence and in poverty, intrusting to

History his bright achievements and unsullied fame.

But the Government cannot safely leave its repute

to History, if, after having before it overwhelming

evidence of the terrible wrong inflicted upon a faithful

servant, it delays for one unnecessary hour, the inad-

equate reparation which can yet be made.

THE END.
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